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ABSTRACT

The integration of technology in the design 
process is, and will always be, an ongoing 
development to make the work of the archi-
tect easier and faster. In addition to improv-
ing the architect’s workflow, this develop-
ment offers the possibility to change the 
entire process with the focus towards the 
individual end-user. The correct applica-
tion of the different technologies can lead 
to a shift from a culture of mass production 
to a culture of mass customization within 
the design of residential buildings. This 
thesis investigates the application of an 
interactive design tool for the layout of the 
floor plan of a residential building, which 
allows both future residents and the archi-
tect to contribute to the design. Building on 
existing work in the field of automated floor 
plan layout design tools, the question to be 
answered: how can an interactive design 
tool be used to create a flexible floor plan 
for a residential building based on the user 
specific preferences of future residents? In 
this context, the interactive design tool is 
used by both the architect and the future 
resident to be of assistance to the archi-
tect during the design process and create a 
user specific living environment. 

Based on a review of the literature on auto-
mated layout tools, a comparative analy-
sis is conducted to determine the compo-
nents for the development of such a tool. 
The focus is upon the application of these 
components in a tool for someone with-
out knowledge of designing, as opposed 
to the application aimed at architects of 
the tools analyzed. Based on the analysis, 
two main components can be categorized, 
namely the inputs and the limitations that 
which both have several sub components. 
A tool is developed with these components 
that gives the architect the opportunity to 
develop a framework within which future 
residents can configure their personal liv-
ing space. A design for a residential build-
ing is made based on the tool as a result 
of the research. With this knowledge the 
tool is tested and developed from the point 
of view of both the architect and the future 
residents. Further research is needed to 
further develop the tool in order to make it 
generally applicable.
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This booklet is the result of a year-long 
graduation studio ‘Architecture of Tomor-
row’, and describes the process of research 
into and the development of an interactive 
design tool for the layout of a residential 
building floor plan. The booklet is divided 
in three main parts. The first part contains 
the introduction and the research, which 
forms the basis for the development of the 
tool. The second part contains the devel-
opment of the tool, by describing the var-
ious steps intended for the various users. 
The final design based on the tool is part 
of this as a case study, because this is just 
one of the many possible outcomes of the 
tool. The final part contains a conclusion, 
which reflects on the entire process and 
gives recommendations for further devel-
opment.      
The chapters of this booklet are arranged 
according to the chronology of time of the 
design process based on the use of the 

tool. This is not always according to the 
time they were made, as there is no clear 
boundary to when the research ended and 
the development of the tool started.  The 
same applies to the transition between the 
development of the tool and its application 
through design, a process which is best 
described as an evolution of both compo-
nents based on the result of each other. 
Research led to the development of the 
tool which led to the design of the build-
ing. This revealed the shortcomings of the 
tool at a certain moment, which could be 
developed through more research, that in 
turn directly influenced the final design. In 
order to clarify the story, the research and 
the development of the tool are separated 
from each other in parts A and B. In part B, 
a chronological order of time is used as to 
how the tool would be develop and used in 
practice.  

Guus Boel

Wagenberg, July 2019

READING GUIDE
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Smart Architectural Technologies
This graduation report is the result of a pro-
ject within the department of Architecture, 
Building and Planning (ABP), with a studio 
specialization towards the chair of Smart 
Architectural Technologies (SAT). The main 
focus of SAT lies in the exploration of spa-
tial and technological resources that form 
a basis for the development of people-ori-
ented solutions, and integrating innovative 
technologies in the built environment to 
create responsive buildings. The scope of 
this research lies in the integration of tech-
nology in the design process, to provide 
support for architects in an increasingly 
digitalizing future.

1.2 Research gap and statement of the 
research problem
The integration of technology in the design 
process is a development that has been 
going on for years, with the greatest moti-
vation being to enable the architect to do his 
work faster and easier. The application and 
development of different drawing software, 
as well as the development in the field of 
visualisation and presentation. The devel-
opment of drawing software started with 
SKETCHPAD developed by Ivan Sutherland 
at MIT (Creative Mechanism, 2015), and has 
gone through serious development since. 
From drawing in 2D in the early years, to 
fully modelling buildings in 3D in the cur-
rent spirit of times. Researchers try to con-
tribute to this development by conducting 
research into both possible new applica-
tions of the existing software and the possi-
bilities of changing or adapting the design 
process. A specific direction in research 
into changing the design process, is the 
application of software with which certain 
tasks can be preformed automatically. This 

means research into the application of tools 
and software that could replace routine 
tasks preformed by the architect, thereby 
supporting the work of the architect. Within 
this field of research, the field of automated 
floor plan layout design has arisen where 
the design of the floor plan is made with 
computational assistance. Review of liter-
ature suggests that a number of studies 
have been carried out to study the devel-
opment of an automated floor plan layout 
optimization tool (Michalek, 2001; Merrell, 
Schkufza & Koltun, 2010; Guo & Li, 2017; 
Groenewoud, 2017; Stacey, 2017; Nourian, 
Rezvani & Sariyildiz, 2013). Furthermore, 
most of these studies  mainly focus on the 
automation of the variants study with the 
architect giving the input on the geometry 
of the units. By doing so, the architect first 
needs to start designing and translating 
the program of requirements into geomet-
ric units before he/she can benefit from 
the tool. These tools do provide a certain 
amount comfort for architects by taking 
out the monotonous work. They thus are 
used to simplify the work of the architect, 
but do not change their way of thinking or 
designing.  
The tools that are currently developed are 
still totally based upon the mass produc-
tion of housing projects, that started to 
emerge as a result of the industrialization 
in the beginning of the 20th Century and 
the aftermath of the second World War.   
“This was partially driven by the large 
demand for new houses that resulted from 
the baby boom and the destruction caused 
by the war. By adopting mass production 
the building industry was able to meet the 
demand.” (Niemeijer, 2011). 
The top down approach of mass produc-
tion when it comes to the development and 
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its. A change must be made from a culture 
where only the developer and the architect 
are in charge, to a culture where the user 
becomes the centre point of attention. In 
order to do so a tool needs to be developed 
where a living environment can be created 
that suits the user, that also fits in with its 
environment.  

1.3 Research questions 
In this research, a floor plan layout tool will 
be used as a system to assist the architect 
during the design process using input of 
future residents.  
The main question of this research is: 

How can an interactive design tool be used 
to create a flexible floor plan for a resi-
dential building based on the user specific 
preferences of future residents?

Sub-questions to support the main ques-
tion are:

- What possibilities are there for an inter-
active design tool?

- How can a tool be developed that allows 
both users to customize their living 
space to their preferences, and provide 
support to architects during the early 
stages of design?

- What inputs and limitations need to be 
taken into consideration when using 
such a tool?

- How can the spatial requirements of a 
user be determined?

- What apartment types are there in the in 
the immediate vicinity, and what do these 
apartments cost?

1.4 Goal of the research 
The goal of the research is to define the 
limitations the architect needs to create a 
rigid framework for a design tool with which 
future residents can design the floor plan 
of their own apartment. Furthermore the 
research provides insight into the param-
eters that are needed as inputs from both 

supply of living spaces is still widely visible 
in the current housing market. As a result 
there is a huge supply of living spaces in a 
certain price range that basically are all the 
same. Future residents often have a large 
set of requirements such as; size, location, 
number of rooms, a separate toilet, a space 
for the washing machine, and so on. A suit-
able living space for this resident should 
in theory meet all these requirements, or 
at least the vast majority of them. How-
ever due to the monotonous supply of liv-
ing spaces, they are almost always forced 
to make a compromise and adapt to find a 
suitable living space. 
Individuality and the urge to be different 
from others, is an increasingly common 
phenomenon in the current spirit of the 
times. Where other sectors, as a result of 
technological developments, make it pos-
sible for everyone to individualize their 
products, within the building industry this 
still remains reserved for the more wealthy 
and established group of the society. In 
that respect, the housing market, or even 
the building industry as a whole, is there-
fore legging behind other sectors. Interior 
products such as kitchens, chairs and clos-
ets produced by IKEA are a good exam-
ple of this. At ikea.com the user is able to 
customize the products to their personal 
wishes using standard components. Thus 
instead of providing a choice of predefined 
products, the user is able to create cus-
tomized products to fit their requirements.
In order for the housing market to go along 
with this type of development, potential 
lies in the aforementioned design tools 
that assist architects. Personalization and 
customization will have to be a require-
ment from the start of the design process 
in order to design a building accordingly. 
The tools therefore need further develop-
ment, as they are mainly developed to be 
used by the architect. The scope has to be 
broadened, not only focussing on the layout 
of the floor plan, but more on the users, 
their preferences, needs and spending lim-
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the architect as the future residents who 
use the tool. Besides these limitations and 
inputs decided upon by the architects and 
the users, the tool needs to take space effi-
ciency and functionality in to consideration 
and find the right balance between them. 
The purpose of the tool is not to replace 
the architect, but rather to provide support 
during an early design stage whereby the 
users receive a customized solution. Not 
the top-down approach of mass produc-
tion, but a bottom-up approach where every 
user gets the living space he/she desires. 

1.5 Scope and limitations of the research
Within the research, the aim is to create 
flexibility in the floor plan of an apartment 
during the early design phases, which 
gives a (non professional) user the oppor-
tunity to adapt the apartment to his/her 
own wishes. Although there is a possibil-
ity of guaranteeing this flexibility over the 
entire lifespan of the building, this does 
not fall within the scope of this research. A 
well-functioning tool should first be devel-
oped for the design phase, before it can be 
further developed and extended to full flex-
ibility during its lifespan. 
The tool is not aimed at a specific target 
group, but should be broadly usable to 
serve people from as many targets groups 
as possible. This means that both the 
design of the interface as well as the use 
of the tool should be as simple and clear 
as possible. The tool developed within this 
thesis is focused upon the development of 
apartments intended for the rental market, 
in order to be able to coordinate limitations 
and inputs specifically for this market.

1.6 Scientific and social relevance
Scientific relevance: 
The scientific relevance of this project lies 
in the development and usage of a tool that 
determines the specific spaces needed 
for a specific user or activity. Extensive 
research has already been done to this 
subject, however by combining it with user 

oriented adaptation more depth can be 
added to the subject. 
  
Social relevance: 
The social relevance of this project lies in 
the development of a tool that supports the 
architects in finding fast solutions, verifying 
ideas and making the work more efficient. 
At the same time it can help the users in 
creating a customized solution that fits all 
their preferences, rather than them hav-
ing to compromise and adapt to the living 
space they inhabit. In this way the user will 
be more involved in the design process, 
while the architect spends less time in trial 
and error to develop solutions. 

1.7 Methods
As mentioned in the research gap and 
statement of the problem, research into 
automated floor plan layout tools has been 
done before. First an overview of the exist-
ing research on the subject has been cre-
ated by means of literature review. Seven 
cases with different perspectives on the 
floor plan layout tool have been examined, 
in order to determine which inputs and lim-
itations are used. By making an compari-
son, a conclusion can be drawn to deter-
mine which factors should be included in 
the tool that is developed as a result of this 
thesis. 
The tool is used to make an addition to 
the built environment of a certain specific 
location. At the same time a diversity of dif-
ferent types of living spaces should be cre-
ated to be accessible to a large audience. In 
order to suit both the location and current 
housing market a case study is conducted 
using a random sample of apartments. The 
data of this study is based on a web search 
of rental apartments in the city of Utrecht 
in the second half of March 2019. Several 
limitations and inputs were determined 
using this data. Graphs and box plots were 
made to visualise and asses the data using 
MATLAB. Because a random sample from 
a certain period of time is used, an out-
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lier analysis was carried out to determine 
whether there was an incidental exception 
among the data. Needle runs were defined 
as outliers when the data was outside of 
the whisker, which is set at one times the 
interquartile range.
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2. PRELIMINAIRY RESEARCH

To start a well-informed personal research, 
there first was a period of preliminary 
research within the graduation studio. 
Every two weeks an exploratory study of a 
given theme through literature research, 
making models and making drawings. On 
the basis of these themes, various group 
studies were conducted subsequently by 
the students of the studio, which elabo-
rated on the previous material. With this 
a basis has been laid for the personal 
research and corresponding thesis of every 
student in the studio. The themes stud-
ied, based upon the chair of Smart Archi-
tecture Technologies are the following; 
adaptability and transformation, the house 
as a robot, future smart comfort and iden-
tity. On the basis of these themes, various 
case studies have been conducted to gain 
a better understanding of the application 
of the themes in the current built environ-
ment. The case studies where divided in 
five general themes; environment, exte-
rior, interior, role of the architect and the 
relationship between outside and inside. 
By clustering the four themes and the case 
studies, four main research subjects can 
be divided which have been researched in 
small groups. These research subjects are; 
the next dwelling, environment, lifestyle 
and technology. 
In the following chapter a summary is given 
of the entire process of the preliminary 
research, because it forms the basis for the 
thesis. Not all themes will be immediately 
included in the thesis, but there are cer-
tainly parts that do. Within this summary, 
only the themes and studies are discussed 
to which the author himself has contrib-
uted, which for the group part are the 
themes exterior and technology. Within the 
summary the titles of the different stud-

ies will be mentioned and not the specific 
theme. The titles are consecutive; 
• Shearing layers of transformation as 

the basis of adaptable architecture. 
• The impact of big data and ambient 

intelligence on architecture.
• Big data does not change the Vitruvian 

concept.
• Money changed architecture of place 

to a uniform architecture.
• A research on how the facade can 

influence the citizens of the city. 
• The integration of technology in archi-

tecture.

Shearing layers of transformation as the 
basis of adaptable architecture.  
No matter what happens, buildings and the 
build environment will always be subjected 
to change as the demands and wishes of the 
users change over time. A building should 
therefore have some degree of adaptabil-
ity or transformability, as this would make 
it easier to change with its users. In order 
for a building to have this ability, this has 
to be taken into consideration during the 
design phase, as it is very expensive to add 
it in a later stage. By applying the layers of 
Brand to the design, several components of 
the building can be separated according to 
their lifespan. The various layers of Brand 
are; site, structure, skin, services, space 
and stuff (Brand, 1995). With the separation 
of these layers and their changeability, it is 
important to understand their effect on the 
overall expression of the architecture. By 
changing one or multiple layers of a build-
ing the total architectural expression can 
change, and without a rigid framework this 
can destroy the architecture. Thus by using 
the layers of Brand an adaptable architec-
ture can be created, however in order for a 
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building to stand its ground it is important 
to consider the long-term impact of this 
ability to change on the architecture.  

The impact of big data and ambient intelli-
gence on architecture.
“Extremely large data sets that may be 
analysed computationally to reveal pat-
terns, trends, and associations, especially 
related to human behaviour and interac-
tions” is the dictionary description of Big 
Data (Oxford dictionary, n.d.). This Big Data 
is thus a large collection of behaviour data, 
which can be used within the build envi-
ronment to adapt it to better suit the user. 
The collection and use of this data can be 
based on what Carlo Ratti, an architect 
and researcher, calls ambient intelligence,  
“The dissemination of ubiquitous electronic 
systems in our living environments, allow-
ing them to sense and respond to people” 
(Ratti&Claudel, 2014). This can be done on 
various scales, ranging from a single room 
adapting to the users preferences, to an 
urban scale where it can adapt a certain 
space to the desired use during the day. By 
doing so, an architecture can be created 
on various scales that always fits its users 
like a glove. The existence of Big Data and 
ambient  intelligence  in  the  build  envi-
ronment,  in  the future can create an archi-
tecture that is a living, tailored  space  for  
its  users  based  on  preferences,  emo-
tions, health and data.

Big data does not change the Vitruvian 
concept.
Comfort consists of two components, 
“qualitative psychological considerations 
(e.g. expectation, control) and quantitative 
physical parameters (e.g. temperature, air 
movement)” (Steemers, 2015). This is both 
based on the environment matching per-
sonal preferences and the ability to control 
the environment. By using Big Data and 
ambient intelligence as described above, 
a comfortable environment can be created 
for every user, like a personal bubble based 

on the considerations and parameters of 
Steemers. This can even be used to com-
promise the environment if several people 
with several preferences use the same 
space. However, even though a perfect 
environment can be created using ambient 
intelligence, it is still important to make 
sure the user has the possibility to take 
over control. “Successful design is not so 
much about how our buildings can shape 
us, but about making people feel they have 
control over the environment” (Bond, 2017) 
which in a senst still is based on the ‘ten 
book of architecture’ of Vitruvius to create 
the conditions within which human activity 
may most effectively be conducted.  

Money changed architecture of place to a 
uniform architecture.
Architecture is a product that result of 
many different factors and principles that 
are related to for instance; the program, 
the location, the climate or building tech-
niques. Many of these factors are different 
for a particular region or place in the world, 
and should therefore be adapted to this 
specific place. In a sense the architecture 
therefore reflects the identity of a specific 
place, as it is adapted to be very suitable 
there. In current times however, many 
architectural elements are used anywhere 
in the world without being influenced by 
numerous of these factors. A universal 
architecture is created that fits in any-
where, and therefore is easy and cheap to 
copy and use. By doing so it is possible to 
make a lot of money with a uniform build-
ing that seems to be suitable for everyone, 
losing the specific architecture of a place 
to capitalism. Buildings become nothing 
more than a decorated shed as described 
by Venturi in 1977, and therefore only 
express the identity through the facade. 
Architecture in this way becomes a product 
of mass production that drives further and  
further away from having its own identity. 
It is the city that provide the physical mani-
festation of the society’s collective identity, 
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and thus by following this trend reflect a 
universal identity. 

A research on how the facade can influ-
ence the citizens of the city. 
According to Colin Ellard (2013), a 
researcher of psychological impact of 
design at the University of Waterloo, peo-
ple are strongly affected by the building’s 
facade. This can be positively when it is 
complex and interesting and negatively 
when it is simple and monotonous. This 
facade has always been an integral part of 
the design tasked with performance and 
presentation. The aspect of presentation 
in its encounter with users and the aspect 
of performance  to protect the indoor envi-
ronment from forces of the outdoor envi-
ronment. 
In presentation the building can have major 
impact on the user, as described above. A 
great example of this being the Plaza Mayor 
in Salamanca Spain, an almost sculpture 
like facade with lots of layers and depth 
in the Baroque style. The facade invites 
people to interact with it in many different 
ways, therefore having a positive effect on 
the space and the users around it.
The industrial revolution changed the way 
the facade was used within a building. As 
a result of technical innovations the facade 
no longer had to be part of the load-bear-
ing structure, and therefore became thin-
ner and could contain larger windows. This 
eventually resulted in buildings with almost 
complete glass facades to maximize day-
light penetration and views to the outside. 
Although having many benefits, these 
facades can also have a negative influence 
on the indoor climate, as there is almost no 
privacy and heats up very easily. The com-
plex and layered facades of the Baroque 
and Renaissance became glass walls con-
taining only one layer, and thus negatively 
affecting people around it according to the 
earlier described findings of Ellard (2013). 
In order to regain the attractive elements 
of the facades from earlier periods of time 

and battle the negative effects on the indoor 
climate, the design of the facade needs to 
be rethought. Interactive and kinetic archi-
tecture can provide a solution for both of 
these problems. By adding an kinetic layer 
to the facade, the indoor climate can be 
easily regulated, while bringing back the 
layering of the facade at the same time. 
The Al Bahr towers in Abu Dhabi can be 
taken as an example, where a kinetic shad-
ing facade is added to te exterior of a glass 
building. The facade elements are mov-
able, creating a complex and interesting 
facade while protecting the interior from 
overheating. By implementing the history 
of layering into the modern facades, the 
building becomes less cold and distant and 
can once again have a positive influence on 
users as described by Ellard (2013).  

The integration of technology in architec-
ture.
Technology has played a huge part in every-
day life since the introduction for domestic 
use as a result of the industrial revolution 
and rise in usage of electricity. Originally 
intended to be time-saving by simplifying 
domestic tasks, but changed into being 
time-consuming with the introduction of 
television, radio and computers. Whether 
it is used to be time-saving or time-con-
suming, it always is an added layer to a 
building, and lacks the ability of being fully 
integrated within the architecture. In order 
to do so, both the building and the technol-
ogy should be adapted to ensure they can 
be fully integrated with each other and thus 
create technology that is an interactive and 
intelligent part of architecture.   
Interactive architecture has already been 
discussed all the way back in the 1960s, 
where people tried to find an alternative to 
the dullness of prefabrication that would 
incorporate flexibility and diversity whilst 
maintaining the technological advance-
ment of modern architecture. Famous 
movements like for instance Archigram 
tried to incorporate the principles into 
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architecture, but it never succeeded to 
reach the mainstream architecture and 
therefore public awareness. Therefore no 
single definition of interactive architecture 
can be given, as it is changing along with 
both the development of architecture and 
technology. What distinguishes interac-
tive architecture from other active archi-
tectural concepts is the strengthening of 
mutual relation between architecture and 
its users. It almost becomes a dialogue 
between the architecture and its user, or 
like Kas Oosterhuis (2007) describes it; 
“Interactive Architecture (iA) is NOT simply 
architecture that is responsive or adaptive. 
On the contrary iA is based on the concept 
of bi-directional communication (...) it is 
first defined as the art of building relation-
ships between built components and sec-
ond, as building relations between people 
and built components”. Interactive archi-
tecture should therefore not be seen as 
an alternative movement in architecture, 
but rather the development of architecture 
through the use of technology. Instead of 
architecture being a finished product, it 
remains part of an ever evolving process. 
Despite being introduced to architecture 
in the 1960s, interactivity and interactive 
architecture is still a little known and very 
conceptual way of thinking in the archi-
tecture field. It is still a field that is closer 
to science fiction then it is to becoming 
mainstream architecture. This is a result 
of a lot of different external factors that 
influence the development and acceptance 
of the concept. Therefore it is hard to find 
fully applied precedents, yet rather exper-
iments connecting art, architecture and 
technology. Even though it is expected that 
architecture in the near future will be able 
to sense, change and transform itself, no 
one seems to know to what degree. Thus 
the application of interactive systems and 
interactive architecture as a whole still 
needs a lot of time and development before 
it can become mainstream within archi-
tecture. The application of technology will 

therefore for a large extend be limited to 
retrofitted components that come close to 
full integration.
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3. AUTOMATED FLOOR PLAN LAYOUT

The floor plan and architecture are inex-
tricably linked, making it one of the defin-
ing elements. By designing a floor plan, 
the architect immediately defines shapes, 
positions, dimensions and relations of 
internal spaces while defining the basis 
for the external representation. When an 
architect has an initial orientation meeting 
with a new client, he will almost immedi-
ately start translating the client’s wishes 
into a spatial solution using the floor plan. 
For small and simple buildings this is con-
sidered to be an easy task, almost routine 
like. However, if the size of the building 
increases and the program becomes more 
complex, this can become a time consum-
ing and challenging task. Complex build-
ings can take weeks of trial and error to 
create the desired floor plan, which then 
still gets altered and tweaked during the 
rest of the design process. 
Researchers have been trying to con-
tribute to the process by finding ways to 
assist the architect during this process. 
By using computational assistance, an 
attempt is made to automate the process 
where possible. A completely new research 
field has emerged from this, namely the 
research field of the automated floor plan 
layout. Several attempts have been made 
to develop tools or software that can be 
of assistance during the design process, 
including Groenewoud (2017), Guo & Li  
(2017), Merrel, Schkufka & Koltun (2010), 
Stacey (2017) and Nourian (2013) used in 
the following comparative analysis. How-
ever, until now no software application 
has been developed that has the ability 
to replace or even lighten the work of an 
architect.     
As described in the goal of the research 
a tool will be developed to be used by 

Introduction

both the future resident as the designer 
of the building. As it is an existing field of 
research the thesis does not try to rein-
vent the wheel, but rather find ways to 
further develop it. In order to do so, sev-
eral sub-questions have been drafted that 
focus on the automated floor plan layout. 
To answer these sub-questions, research 
has been done into what has already been 
developed in this research field. By means 
of a comparative analysis these previous 
findings will be evaluated, thereby looking 
for corresponding elements. The develop-
ment of an automated floor plan layout tool 
is based upon determining correct inputs 
and limitations. Corresponding elements 
to be found with this comparative analysis 
in both the inputs and the limitations will 
be included in the development of the tool 
that is the result of this thesis. In addition, 
the individual elements of every research 
will be assessed for usability within the 
research.
As mentioned before, several researches 
into the field of automated floor plan lay-
out generation have been conducted. While 
doing so, several attempts have been made 
to develop a tool to be used for the auto-
mated generation of a floor plan (Groe-
newoud (2017), Guo & Li  (2017), Merrel, 
Schkufka & Koltun (2010), Stacey (2017) 
and Nourian (2013)). The combination 
of both research into the subject as an 
attempt to develop a tool as result of the 
research will be the grounds of this com-
parison. Each of the researches used in 
this comparison has a different research 
goal, but they all share the same basis. 

The researches used for the analysis are 
briefly introduced here, and will be dis-
cussed in further detail in the following of 
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this chapter. Every research is explained 
using the same format, a short introduc-
tion of the research, followed by the inputs, 
the limitations, and a short conclusion why 
and how it could be of assistance for the 
tool developed with this thesis. An overall 
conclusion then will be made to summa-
rize the results, and thereby create the 
framework for the rest of the thesis. 
Groenewoud (2017) conducted research 
to the use of a genetic algorithm for the 
realotment of the floor plan of an existing 
retail building into a residential building 
with several apartments. The algorithm 
is used to find an optimal solution for the 
use of space within the realotment of an 
existing building. A similar algorithm is 
used on a smaller scale by Stacey (2017) to 
both understand the qualities of an exist-
ing apartment floor plan and generate a 
new one based on these qualities. Sev-
eral years earlier Merrel, Schkufza, and 
Koltun (2010) used the Bayesian network 
to train an algorithm to do a similar thing 
compared to the research of Stacey (2017). 
However in their case the tool is developed 
to generate building layouts for computer 
graphic applications, and therefore not as 
a support for the architecture during the 
design process. Whereas all of the previ-
ous attempts are based upon the creation 
of 2D space, Guo & Li (2017) attempt to 
use the evolutionary approach to create 3D 
space, thereby allowing the tool to be used 
for multi story plans. Nourian (2013) used 
a completely different approach, focussing 
on the start of the design process of trans-
lating the architectural program into a bub-
ble diagram that leads to a floor plan based 
upon spatial relations. The above men-
tioned researches all use inputs and limi-
tations to guide the tool in the right direc-
tion and determine what the eventual floor 
plan will look like. The researches showed 
potential in the use of computational assis-
tance during the design process, however 
never really succeeded in development of a 
working tool or software.
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3.2 Floor plan re-allotment using a genetic algorithm

Groenewoud, M. S. (2017). Floorplan reallotment using a Genetic Algorithm.

“Dividing a major building into smaller 
units, for example multiple apartments or 
smaller office units, can be challenging 
and time consuming for the architect and 
the redeveloper due to a complex floor-
plan” (Groenewoud, 2017). Automated floor 
plan generation could provide computa-
tional assistance to an architect for the 
time-consuming task, as “computers have 
the ability to execute a process in a shorter 
time frame” (Groenewoud, 2017).  
One approach to automated floor plan gen-
eration is the use of a Genetic Algorithm 
(see appendix 1), which is an evolving type 
of algorithm used to find an optimal solu-
tion. This algorithm can be used to gener-
ate multiple floor plan solutions in a short 
amount of time, and based on given crite-
ria evolve to an optimal state of space use. 
To solve the floor plan generation a tool is 
developed based on the algorithm called 
Floorplan Reallotment Fitness Functions, 
further referred to as the FRFF tool (see 
appendix 1). The tool is programmed in the 
programming language JAVA, as this is an 
easy to use language that works across 
multiple computer operating systems and 
has a large supporting community. The 
goal of this tool is; “finding the optimized 
solution of filling an existing building with 
residential apartments in a limited time 
frame” (Groenewoud, 2017). Within the 
research the FRFF tool is developed and 
tested for the generation of a floor plan for 
an existing building. 
  
Inputs
Based upon the goal of the tool several 
inputs are required beforehand. The first 
input is the size of an apartment, which is in 
order to be readable by the program based 
on four different parameters. “The first 

two parameters define the position, these 
parameters are the X- and Y-coordinate. 
The last two parameters define the size of 
the rectangle: width and height” (Groene-
woud, 2017). Basically this means that an 
object (the apartment) is programmed for 
the software, both its size and points that 
determine its action. 
The geometry of the building is the second 
input, as it defines the boundaries in which 
the algorithm can work. The geometry 
defines the shape and size of the building 
or a plot, which is translated to coordinates 
for the program to read. The building or 
plot can have a simple or complex shape 
where, by determining the boundary, the 
tool knows with which coordinates it can 
generate the floor plan. 
The number of apartments to be used dur-
ing calculation also need to be determined 
beforehand. The algorithm requires the 
amount of units it has to calculate with in 
order to do it using limited time. When this 
is not defined, the amount of possible solu-
tions, and thus calculations, will simply be 
to big to fit the desired time frame.         

Limitations
When the inputs are determined, several 
limitations can be given to the tool to guide 
the results into the desired direction. The 
tool uses a bounded random number gen-
erator, in order to make sure the random 
numbers that are generated for the size 
and location of the apartments are within 
the boundaries of the plan. It thus limits 
the generated numbers and avoids any 
impossible generated solutions. At the 
same time, only coordinates at the edge of 
the floor plan are used for calculation. This 
speeds up the process, while making sure 
all apartments have a facade directly con-
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nected to the outdoors. 
The tool is developed to find the optimal 
solution for filling a specific floor plan or 
plot with apartments, whereby the number 
of apartments is determined as mentioned 
before. In order to determine which types of 
apartments are needed, the FRFF tool first 
uses two limitations; the floor cover and 
minimum maximum size. The floor cover 
limitation is used to make sure the FRFF 
tool covers a reasonable amount of floor 
area, when calculating the optimized floor 
plan. Based on several performance tests 
of the tool, 70% coverage is used. This is a 
reasonable amount of space covered, while 
maintaining speed during calculation. 
The minimum and maximum square 
meters control the size boundaries for 
every apartment type. To determine the 
minimum and maximum size a research 
is conducted of other apartments on the 
free rental market in the city of Eindhoven. 
The average sizes that resulted from this 
research in combination with the Dutch 
building decree determine the minimum 
size per type, on which the maximum is set 
to be no more than ten percent larger. 
Based on this same research the size 
ratio is determined, which makes sure 
the ratio between length and width makes 
the apartment practical to use and meets 
building regulations. Within this research 
0.65 is used, based upon the lowest value 
being divided by the highest value. 
In order for the corner apartments to be 
accessible, it should at least be one and 
a half meters bigger than its neighboring 
apartments in either length or width. This 
limitation is given to apartments with an 
X- and Y-coordinate that matches with two 
floor plan edges. 
For all apartments to be inside the bound-
aries of the plan, the intersection limita-
tion is used. At the same time this limita-
tion makes sure no apartments overlap. 
When calculating, the algorithm uses one 
specific point as a starting corner point 
for an apartment, which thus makes it 

possible for apartments to overlap one of 
these boundaries. By constantly checking, 
the tool can make sure it can be corrected 
immediately.   

Within the research a financial fitness 
function is proposed, which can be used 
to replace the floor cover function. This 
fitness function allows the user to set a 
desired monthly rental income, based upon 
a research done in the free rental sector 
of Eindhoven. An average rental price per 
square meter per apartment type is con-
cluded from this research, and can be used 
in the algorithm. However the implemen-
tation of this fitness function can create a 
very difficult algorithm that does not fit its 
original function of floor plan optimization 
within a limited time-frame. Therefore the 
function will only be used as a separate 
function to display the financial results of a 
generated solution.

Conclusion
As previously mentioned the thesis of  
Groenewoud (2017) focussed on floor plan 
optimization within a limited time frame, in 
order to provide assistance to an architect. 
A specific type of algorithm is chosen, as 
well as a desired programming language 
to develop the tool. The inputs and limita-
tions are therefore chosen and assessed as 
to fit this specific purpose and language. 
This means there are additional, non men-
tioned, restrictions imposed to the pro-
grammable limitations, for instance: sim-
ple shapes, fixed coordinates, pre defined 
number of apartments, and so on.  On the 
other hand there are no limitations to make 
sure the separation walls of the apart-
ments are aligned with the column struc-
ture of the building, as this would make the 
algorithm overly complex.  In this way, the 
full potential of using such an algorithm 
cannot be explored or tested. The above 
mentioned order of limitations is of great 
importance for the tool to work, as the first 
limitations have a higher priority compared 
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to the last limitation. For example, check-
ing if an apartment exceeds the boundaries 
of the plan is irrelevant when the size of 
the apartment is not yet determined. At the 
same time the researcher does mention 
the financial part of the algorithm is not 
of importance, as it is might be used a an 
alternative for the floor coverage. He does, 
however, use it as a definitive criterion to 
choose one configuration over another, 
making it more important than other lim-
itations. The researcher thereby creates 
some contradictories for the research and 

its results. Looking strictly at the research 
question and desired goal of the tool how-
ever, this still is justifiable. It can be said 
that this thesis is the result of a research 
with a limited time frame, hence the limita-
tion to specific properties of the algorithm. 
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3.3 Evolutionairy approach for spatial architecture layout design 
enhanced by an agent-based typology finding system

Guo, Z., & Li, B. (2017). Evolutionary approach for spatial architecture layout design 
enhanced by an agent-based topology finding system.

Building layout design is seen as one of the 
mayor tasks of architectural design, some-
thing which can get very difficult when a 
building or even the relations between 
spaces become more complex. Finding a 
solution in the form of an automated lay-
out design technique can be a potential way 
for researchers to help solve this problem. 
“The idea of introducing such a technique 
does not mean replacing architects, but 
rather developing powerful tools to find 
fast solutions, verify ideas, and choose 
the best tool for further design” (Guo & Li, 
2017). According to previous research it is 
common to develop such a tool with 2D rep-
resentation, as they are easy to convert to 
architectural drawings and the algorithms 
are faster and more powerful compared to 
3D algorithms. However this approach can 
face difficulties when dealing with mul-
ti-story buildings with vertical rooms that 
cross several floors and different room 
heights. This research therefore focusses 
on the development of a 3D tool, that 
directly modifies the architectural space. 
“The major challenges of this work include 
(1) introducing a model for spatial layout 
representation, because few approaches 
directly modify architectural spaces, and 
(2) guaranteeing the efficiency of the pro-
gram, because the number of possible 
arrangements in 3-D graphics is greater 
than that in 2-D ones” (Guo & Li, 2017). 
These challenges are faced by combining 
a former multi-agent system research 
of Li (2012) with an evolutionary strategy. 
The multi-agent system (see appendix 2) 
provides topology satisfied layouts, while 
the evolutionary strategy improves these 
layouts to fit user specified architectural 
criteria. 
The tool thus works in two stages, starting 

with the multi-agent system that creates 
the topology satisfied layout based on the 
relationships between rooms. Within the 
research this is seen as the most important 
requirement, because missing connections 
can lead to incorrect typology relations 
which result in unusable rooms or spaces. 
When a topology acceptable layout is gen-
erated, it can be further optimized in the 
second stage.     

Inputs
Within the first state of the tool, the mul-
ti-agent system, a topology satisfied lay-
out is created based on the relationship 
between rooms. These relations are inputs 
from the user into the program, and are 
seen as the most important requirement 
for the tool. The change in size or shape of 
a room will not make it unusable, however 
missing connections that lead to incorrect 
typology relations would have this effect. 
The generated spatial layout of the first 
stage represents rooms as points and 
segments without any additional informa-
tion like size or shape. In order to add this 
information, the layout first needs to be 
converted using a grid system. The size and 
number of cells is defined by the user, and 
thus are considered as the second input as 
it can represent the entire site or part of 
the building. A room can contain multiple 
cells, but no cells can be part of multiple 
rooms. 

Limitations
During the evolutionary strategy stage of 
the tool, the quality of the layout is tested 
by value of described limitations. The lim-
itations correspond to architectural crite-
rion, and the four adopted are; topology, 
shape and aspect ratio, dimension, and 
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building scale and shape. Other limitations 
can be added such as; climate, energy, and 
cultural issues. However this would make 
the tool more complicated and therefore 
are not implemented in the test phase of 
the research. 
“The circulations throughout the building 
are specified by the architectural program 
and represented as connections between 
rooms” (Guo & Li, 2017). Thus for the first 
limitation, typology, the basic requirement 
is a shared wall in horizontal manner and 
a shared floor or ceiling in vertical man-
ner. There are several additional require-
ments for this limitation; first of all the 
shared connection should be a passage 
that cannot exceed the space height. Sec-
ond, shared faces with enough length and 
height are required in the case of door 
connections and the overall length of wall 
openings should meet the lower bound in 
order to be useable. Third for connections 
that are not passages, the overal area of 
shared faces is required. 
Every room requires a different dimension 
based on their function, which is specified 
in the architectural program. The rooms 
however always need to have a minimum 
and maximum dimension in the width, 
length and height, which creates a min-
max size limitation. 
It is mentioned that based on Alexander 
(1997), rooms with a rectangular shape 
within a proper range of aspect ratio are 
widely accepted, considered comfortable 
and are easier to use. Therefore the rooms 
that house the primary functions have strict 
requirements to their shape based on this 
ratio. The ratio, like the room dimensions, 
have a minimum and maximum, which is 
described in the architectural program.
The external shape of the building is flexi-
ble, but bound by practicality, building costs 
and energy consumption. Therefore the 
shape of the building is evaluated through 
the coefficient between surface area and 
the volume. Some additional limitations 
can be added here that weigh in with the 

result, such as; climate, lightning condi-
tions, noise and terrain.  

Conclusion
By working with a method that has two 
different stages, the tool can be used to 
create a layout for a complex program in 
a short amount of time. The multi-agent 
system already narrows the search space 
for the evolutionary process, which there-
fore can focus on optimizing the 3D layout. 
The addition of the grid system simplifies 
the calculation process, and makes it easy 
to adjust the size. At the same time this 
imposes a limitation, as it is almost impos-
sible to generate non-orthogonal layouts 
and curved shapes. 
The evolutionary process uses a simple 
approach where only one single object is 
mutated and optimized at the same time. 
This can result in a local maxima, which 
will not give the optimal result for the 
entire program. Therefore this method has 
a disadvantage to the genetic algorithm 
mentioned in the previous sub-chapter.   
The tool is still in the development phase, 
and therefore only describes the above 
mentioned limitations. In order to make it 
really suitable and efficient for an architect, 
additional limitations need to be added 
such as: building costs, exterior adjacency, 
climate, energy, lughtning conditions, and 
cultural issues. At the same time, within 
the first stage of the tool, all rooms are 
equal in hierarchy. This is very uncommon 
in design and thus should be added. The 
researchers describes that an interac-
tive design process during this first stage 
should be added, which makes it possible 
for the user to adjust the position of rooms 
when desired. This would help the user in 
the conceptual stage of the design.
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fig.17: building shape and scale
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3.4 Computer-generated residential building layouts

Merrel, P., Schkufza. E., Koltun, V. (2010).Computer-generated residential building layouts 

Modern computer games often feature 
entire cities or small towns that consist 
of fully accessible buildings that resemble 
ordinary life during the specific time period 
the game is based on. “Such models are 
commonly created by hand, using mode-
ling software such as Google SketchUp or 
Autodesk 3ds Max” (Merrel, Schkufza, & 
Koltun, 2010). The paper presents a desired 
tool to automate generation of floor plans 
for those buildings to be used for com-
puter graphics application. The focus is 
laid upon the creation of a floor plan with a 
high resemblance of real world residential 
buildings, that eventually will be translated 
into a complete 3D model of the building. 
“The input to our tool is a concise (and pos-
sibly incomplete) list of high-level require-
ments, such as the number of bedrooms, 
number of bathrooms, and approximate 
square footage. These requirements are 
expanded into a full architectural program, 
containing a list of rooms, their adjacen-
cies, and their desired sizes” (Merrel, et 
al., 2010). The tool then converts this infor-
mation to a set of possible floor plans that 
can be used to be translated to a 3D model. 
Several models have been made in the past 
to understand and capture the architec-
tural design process, to be used to develop 
building layouts. The difficulty is that 
architectural layouts do not only consist 
of geometric shapes and their layouts, but 
“a central role in building layout is played 
by the function of individual spaces within 
the building, and the functional relation-
ships between spaces” (Hillier & Hanson, 
1989). The process of the architect design-
ing a floor plan or building is described as 
a process with different stages based on 
trial and error form a schematic merging 
of spaces to a detailed plan.    

Inputs
A Bayesian network (see appendix 3) is 
used to translate common inputs to a set 
of high level requirements, based on the 
data of 120 manually encoded architectural 
programs. “Globally, we recorded total 
square footage and bounding footprint. 
On a per-room basis, we recorded type, 
square footage, and aspect ratio of bound-
ing rectangle. On an inter-room basis, we 
recorded whether rooms are adjacent, and 
if so, whether the adjacency is open-wall or 
mediated by a door” (Merrel, et al., 2010). 
The data is highly structured to ensure that 
the right data is accessed during the anal-
ysis, for example the type could be a cabin 
which contains a living room and separate 
kitchen. “Given a trained Bayesian network 
and a set of high-level requirements, we 
can automatically generate architectural 
programs that are compatible with the 
requirements” (Merrel, et al., 2010). Struc-
ture learning is used to analyse the data 
based on specific types of architectural 
programs, as a single-story residence for 
instance has a very different program com-
pared to a two- or three-story residence. 
By using structured learning, the Bayesian 
network improves itself with every calcu-
lation made to generate a floor plan. The 
amount of data used for structured learn-
ing grows rapidly with a large number of 
variables (e.g. living room size), thus the 
authors omit some of the variables during 
the learning process and add them manu-
ally to the learned network.   

Limitations
Once an architectural program is gener-
ated, it is translated to a floor plan layout 
that can be further optimized over the space 
of possible building layouts. This is done by 
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using a Metropolis algorithm (see appendix 
3) that generates and accepts a new floor 
plan with every iteration of this algorithm. 
In order to understand the changes, the 
authors describe a set of moves that “con-
tain both local adjustments that tune the 
existing layout and global reconfigurations 
that significantly alter the layout” (Merrel 
et al. 2010). The layouts are created using 
these moves upon previous layouts, with 
one rule of containing the same number 
of rooms. The first move is sliding walls, 
in which case the wall of a room is taken 
to be sliding forward or backward and thus 
enlarging or reducing the amount of space 
in a room. This can have the (partial) oppo-
site effect in the adjacent room, and thus 
create a new layout. The second move is 
the swapping of rooms, in which rooms are 
randomly selected to be swapped and thus 
create a completely different layout.
“The optimization procedure attempts to 
minimize a cost function C(x) that evalu-
ates the quality of the layout” (Merrel et 
al. 2010). This function makes sure all the 
requirements set in the objectives are met, 
and the ones having a negative effect are 
penalized. When they are penalized the 
tool can see this as a bad improvement and 
thus discard that option. The authors pro-
pose four objectives (limitations) namely; 
accessibility, dimension, floors and shapes. 
Accessibility: specific rooms should have 
a connection according to the program by 
a door or passage way. These connections 
must be of sufficient size, in specific cir-
cumstances have a connection to the exte-
rior and represent the right circulation.  
Dimensions: In the program the desired 
dimensions of the rooms are specified, 
including their area and aspect ratio. They 
are checked for each room, and when they 
are not met they get penalized.
Floors: The cases consist of a residential 
building with multiple floors, and thus each 
floor should fit within the envelope of the 
floor beneath it. This is calculated by the 
shared area of all the rooms on a specific 

floor, and their location. 
Shapes: “Architects generally consider 
near-convex room shapes to be preferable 
to strongly concave ones [Alexander et al. 
1977]. Near-convex rooms are viewed as 
more comfortable, while rooms that fea-
ture deep recesses often do not feel like 
cohesive spaces” (Merrel et all. 2010). 
Hallways and staircases are expelled from 
being penalized, as they often have weird 
shapes to fit to the adjacent rooms. 

Conclusion
Within the paper, two different components 
are described to generate a residential 
building floor plan layout. First a data-
driven approach to generate the architec-
tural program is shown, after which this 
data is used to automatically generate 
a floor plan that resembles a real world 
building used for computer graphic appli-
cation. The desired resemblance with the 
real world determine the inputs used for 
the layout optimization, as they are based 
on catalog examples. In order for the soft-
ware to work, a large set of existing data is 
needed to generate a specific architectural 
program. By doing so the authors ensure 
all rooms and buildings created, could just 
as easily be created the traditional way. The 
tool in this way can thus be of great assis-
tance to an architect developing a single 
family home. However the authors argue 
they do not take into account site or client 
specific factors, which require manual aug-
mentation of elements within the layout. 
In order for the Bayesian network with 
structure learning to function properly, the 
authors had to manually program some of 
the variables. This is done because it would 
otherwise take to much time to use all dif-
ferent variables. However it shows the pro-
cess is not optimal, and can only be used by 
people who have knowledge of the Bayes-
ian network, the variables and their impact. 
No indication is given of the impact of the 
proposed limitations and the order in which 
they are checked. Therefore it is hard to say 
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how well the tool can be used by others, 
or how different parts of it can be used as 
a basis for other tools. The inputs on the 
other hand are clearly described, and in 
particular the origin of these inputs. 
The paper does describe the translation of 
the floor plans into a 3D representation of 
the building that can be given a particular 
style. However, this is not used in the over-
all research of this graduation thesis, and 
will therefore not be taken into account in 
this analysis.
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3.5 Collective intelligence is the architect

Stacey, M. (2017). Collective intelligence is the architect

Zone allocation can be defined as one of 
the methods to define architectural design, 
as it defines the major geometrical prop-
erties and the topological relationships 
between spaces. To keep track of the divi-
sion of zones and spaces the binary tree is 
used as proposed by Mitchell, Steadman, 
and Liggett (1976) in their paper Synthe-
sis and Optimization of small rectangular 
floor plans. “The advantage in using this 
approach is that every operation to obtain 
a floor plan design is explicit in the tree. In 
addition, to resembles a common strategy 
architects use which is going from gen-
eral to specific” (Stacey, 2017). The above 
described is all part of a system for random 
typology creation, which is nothing new 
compared to existing methodologies. The 
following step would be the optimization 
process, which should not just be the opti-
mization to a list of desired qualities. These 
architectural problems should not just be 
solved with engineering solutions, as they 
are often based on intuition and feeling and 
therefore cannot be described with simple 
codes. Many factors need to be determined 
per project, with some rules weighing 
more than others. Therefore an algorithm 
is used that determines its rules based on 
the analysis of existing floor plans, thereby 
determining which elements are consist-
ent and which elements are more flexible. 
The criteria and variables used to define the 
fitness of a design are taken from Lobos & 
Donath (2010), who separate design crite-
ria in two categories; rational criteria and 
general criteria. Lobos & Donath based 
their criteria upon bibliographic resources 
like; Ching, Eleskurtaj, Hsu and Neufert, 
which are described further described in 
appendix 4. Defining a floor plan based 
upon these criteria can be a very complex 

task, as not all of them are easily com-
bined. Therefore as described earlier, the 
weight of the variables is crucial to deter-
mine which criteria will be more important 
in a given situation. 

Inputs:
“In this thesis, the purpose is first to iden-
tify what are the minimal criteria to create 
a consistent floor plan to then enhance the 
automation with secondary criteria” (Sta-
cey, 2017). Based on the above mentioned 
list and the paper this list comes from, 
the author defines three main criteria; 
adjacency, short side size and area. Later 
on additional criteria are added; long side 
size, proportion, connection, and relation of 
area to the total area. In order to determine 
consistencies within these criteria, an 
entire database of floor plans is analyzed. 
Defining Size and measurements is quite 
straight forward, as these are all numer-
ical values. Adjacency on the other hand 
is a lot harder because it has no general 
value. However, it can be translated into 
one, namely the percentage of the num-
ber of times that certain spaces are next to 
each other. When this happens very often 
with the analysed sample the consistency 
is 100% and when it never occurs it is 0%. 
An algorithm can learn design principles 
based on this data, when more criteria are 
added, and thus more patterns emerge. It 
can even determine design patterns based 
on the used sample. In order to determine 
whether a dimension within a floor plan is 
close to the most representative floor plan 
of the sample, the dimensions are com-
pared in a multidimensional space. Every 
floor plan is represented as a point in this 
space, and when the point of a new design 
is close to the most representative one it is 
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fig.31: space relations fig.32: ratio of space area to floor plan area
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considered to follow its design criteria.  
A genetic algorithm (see appendix 1) is used 
to translate all criteria into a design, as 
this has been explored by other research-
ers for the same problem (Doulgerakis, 
2007, Coohon 1991). According to Jo & 
Gero (1998) genetic algorithms have the 
following advantages over other methods: 
“there is no need to determine restrictive 
assumptions, dimensions can be explored 
in continuity, and explores answers within 
an acceptable efficiency”.

Limitations:
The first step of the use of the algorithm 
is the determination of the criteria for the 
hardcoded fitness. The algorithm creates 
and develops the design based on these 
criteria; a fixed short side, long side, area, 
proportion and adjacency. The second step 
is the evaluation of existing housing, based 
on a random search for the sample of the 
database. This is done by using a program 
to (manually) determine certain criteria 
(dimensions, position and adjacencies) 
from floor plan images, that can be stored 
in the database. Using dynamo, a script 
was written to do the same for floor plans 
drawn in Revit or Archicad. 
A comparative analysis was done with 
two different search databases; a general 
google search for two bedroom apart-
ments, and a specific search for Mexi-
can two bedroom apartments. It can be 
concluded that based on the results, the 
inputs used are very general, and thus do 
not differ that much from each other. The 
rules determined by the database can be 
considered as universal rules, and further 
research needs to be done to find local 
rules that differ from these universal rules.  

Conclusion:
The author describes that a common point 
of critique on automated floor plan layout 
tools and floor plan optimization tools is 
the fact that intuition based criteria and 
decisions cannot be hard coded into soft-

ware. Therefore he proposed to find the 
solution in analyzing existing floor plans, 
and thereby trying to find consistent ele-
ments. Within the research a comparison 
is made between two bedroom apartments 
in Mexico, and two bedroom apartments 
in general. Based on this analysis it can 
be concluded these two do not differ that 
much from each other, and thus share a 
lot of consistent elements. In that sense 
the researcher succeeded in finding the 
consistent elements. However within the 
conclusion he argues that further research 
needs to be done to find distinctive charac-
teristics connected to for instance cultural 
backgrounds. Therefore the conclusion 
mainly consist of ways how to improve the 
tool, and ways to further elaborate on the 
research. 
The thesis is included in this comparative 
analysis because the approach of deter-
mining the inputs and limitations is very 
different. No inputs based on what some-
one thinks is needed at a certain moment, 
but based on the analysis of existing and 
fully functioning living units. The scope 
of this thesis is, as mentioned above, 
very general, and therefore needs some 
improvement to be of use. This thesis is 
seen more as a method of analysis rather 
than a design tool for a floor plan as it still 
needs lots of development.
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31 
 

If more criteria are added, then more patterns emerge and start to determine design 

patterns for a particular database of floorplans.  If criteria x is consistent through a database then 

it can be implied that it is important for design, and therefore to evaluate a new floorplan in terms 

of how well it resembles a database of designs the fitness should be determined on how its criteria 

qualities are alike the criteria qualities of a database of designs.  

A floorplan can be thought of as a point in a multidimensional space. Every criterion for 

every room is a dimension. The position of the point is determined in every dimension by the 

amount measured in the criteria. The point located in the average of all positions of a database 

determines the most representative floorplan. To determine how a new floorplan relates to an 

existing database the distance from that point times the consistence (normalized standard 

deviation) from the mean for every dimension would define how much a new design follows the 

design criteria established in a database.  

 

 

Figure 34 Multidimensional Representation of Designs   

It has to be accepted that by picking the average position of a database to represent a 

design may be too simplistic. For future studies more indebt analysis should be done to databases 

using cluster analysis. This way different typologies of designs could be recognized within a 

database, and generated new designs would be compared to these clusters rather that only the 

mean.  
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3.6 Designing with space syntax

Nourian, P., Rezvani, S., Satiyildoz, S. (2013). Designing with space syntax

The bubble diagram is commonly used as a 
starting point for designers to find and test 
the spatial arrangement of spaces in order 
to make them function in a desired way. 
This is however mainly based upon trial 
and error, which can be considered to be 
“in deep contradiction to viewing architec-
tural design as an intellectual activity ini-
tiated with ‘proposing’ configurative ideas” 
(Nourian, Rezvani, & Sariyildiz, 2013). 
Thus the authors of the article propose a 
toolkit that interactively translates a sim-
ple connectivity graph into a spatial layout, 
while testing if the spatial arrangement 
works using space syntax. “It begins with 
an abstract configurative arrangement of 
spatial entities by a human designer; fol-
lows with provision of interactive bubble 
diagram; resumes by systematic explora-
tion of feasible geometric interpretations 
of the configurative inputs as plan layout 
patterns; and ends with dimensional spec-
ification of them according to the design 
brief” (Nourian, et al., 2013). Basically 
the methodology used is based upon the 
designer arranging geometric spaces and 
their connectivity in a sketch phase. The 
toolkit uses this information to create a 
graph that contains the spatial properties, 
which another tool uses to find a planar 
topological embedding. Finally this is auto-
matically tested using space syntax with 
depth, integration, control, choice and dif-
ference factor based on Hillier and Hanson 
(1984).
The proposed design proces is based upon 
reflection-in-action (Schon, 1987), rather 
than being an automated problem solving 
solution. “The whole design workflow pro-
posed by our methodology is about going 
from an abstract graph description of spa-
tial connections to a topological planar 

embedding of that graph, analyzing that 
graph in real-time and finding feasible 
geometric cell configurations that admit 
the proposed graph of connections” (Nou-
rian, et al., 2013). The toolkit is developed 
as a design plugin in VB.NET and installed 
as an add-on for Rhinoceros and Grass-
hopper.

Inputs
The proposed design methodology con-
sists of multiple steps, which are described 
below. First the designer has to provide the 
number of spaces which are resembled as 
arbitrary points that define the centre of the 
functional space. These points get a spa-
tial label, the rough or exact area defined 
by the designer, and a rainbow color to be 
easy recognizable. The interface of this tool 
is a sketchpad with a North, East, South 
and West side. 
With the second step the designer draws a 
link between the spaces that should have 
a direct link with each other, thus marking 
their adjacency. Spaces also need to be 
linked to their desired frontiers (N-E-S-W), 
to provide them with natural light and 
ventilation. “The graph reader interprets 
the input links and points and their ‘label 
and area and color’ attributes as a graph” 
(Nourian, et al., 201). The tool gives a ver-
bal interpretation of the links and shows if 
it is possible to generate a plan on one floor 
with such connections.
The third step consists of a space syntax 
analysis, which is used to test the spatial 
configurations and their social functions. 
“In simple terms, the theory of space syn-
tax is focused on how spatial units relate 
to one another in buildings and built envi-
ronments. In this context, the terms syn-
tax and morphology are used practically 
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Proceedings of the Ninth International Space Syntax Symposium, Seoul, 2013 

P Nourian, S Rezvani and S Sariyildiz : A syntactic architectural design methodology 048: 12 

 

plan layout diagrams sharing the same connectivity graph. It is important to mention 
that these diagrams just show possible spatial arrangements without suggesting any 
actual size or dimension. (Like the one shown in Figure 7). 

11. Provide the dimensioning algorithm (still under development, introduced in (March, L, 
Steadman, P 1974), (Steadman 1983) and (Roth, J & Hashimshony, R 1988)) with the 
initial list of areas to generate dimensioned plan layout diagrams (Like the one shown 
in Figure 7). These diagrams can be starting points for the user in order to elaborate 
plan layouts.  

12. You may choose to visualize graphs wherever you want by providing graph 
visualization components with a plane for location and orientation of the picture of 
the graph you want to see.   

 

Figure 7: (Left) shows a triangulation of the augmented connectivity graph containing NEWS vertices, a dual graph 
corresponding to a fully triangulated connectivity graph, and its rectangular dimension-less drawing (middle); meaning 
that the present sizes and proportions of the cells do not indicate any actual sense yet. This rectangular drawing can be 
dimensioned later (like in Right), according to the initial requirements, by means of another algorithm. This is not the 
ultimate design outcome, but simply one of possible rectangular drawing of the proposed bubble diagram. The point is 
that when triangulating a connectivity graph, we need to introduce adjacencies, which are not necessarily required by 
the user, these adjacencies usually happen in actual plans to make them compact, in any case a connectivity graph is a 
spanning sub graph of an adjacency graph (Steadman 1983, 71-72).  

 

fig.39: dimensionless plan
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in their linguistic senses” (Nourian, et al., 
2013). A few measures of space syntax are 
used in the tool; depth, integration, control 
values, choice and difference factor. 
- Depth in combination with the automatic 
visualization in justified graphs, provides a 
visualization of the distance between the 
nodes in the graph. It is shown how many 
topological steps one space is away from 
another. This is done by the justified graphs 
of every room, that shows how many depth 
steps a room is away. 
- Integration is used to show how likely it is 
for a space to be private or communal. The 
more integrated a space is, the more likely 
it is a communal space. 
- Difference factor: “As a measure of spa-
tial articulation for a whole configuration, 
the difference factor indicates how differ-
entiated the space are within a configura-
tion” (Nourian, et al., 2013).  
- Control is an indication of how much a 
neighboring space is superior to another 
space, and thereby has a strong control. 
- Choice is the measure of importance of 
a node in the configuration and is deter-
mined by how many times a node is the 
shortest path between other nodes.

Next the convex drawing tool makes a 
planar convex drawing of the connectivity 
graph, which also produces the sub-graph 
(without frontiers). This drawings are the 
cleaned up version of the original input and 
will be used further on in the process. If the 
connectivity graph is not planar, the tool 
will give an error message at this point. 
It could happen that the tool produces a 
result with a poor geometric resolution, 
thus a force-directed drawing tool is intro-
duced. 
This tool contains a force-directed 
graph-drawing algorithm, which creates a 
real time kissing disk drawing of the bub-
ble diagram based on a set of attractive and 
repulsive forces to seek a relaxed situation. 
It shows the bubble diagrams in real time, 
to the specific areas of connectivity. 

The last step proposed by the authors is 
the reveal of dimension-less plan layout 
patterns. The convex drawing that is found 
earlier is ‘triangulated’, which means that 
the circle transform into polygons that 
show adjacencies between spaces as in 
the connectivity graph. Because of the 
compactness of the graph, adjacencies 
can develop that do not need connectivity 
so in further development of the layout 
do not need to connect. If the triangula-
tions are to a specific type, a rectangular 
dimension-less plan-layout can emerge. 
These layouts later on can be provided with 
dimensions by the earlier provided list, and 
thereby act as a diagram for users to elab-
orate plan layouts. 

Conclusion
“Using Space Syntax methodology, the sys-
tem interprets spatial arrangement from 
the very moment it is drawn as a bubble 
diagram, and gives qualitative feedback 
on the implications of this diagram to the 
designer as spatial performance meas-
ures” (Nourian, et al., 2013). In this way 
the designer can interpret the results as 
they like, and need to conduct the perfor-
mance evaluation themselves. The toolkit 
described here thus is used to aid the 
designer during the design process. It can 
give “automatic feedback on the properties 
of what they design; while showing them 
their own ideas, literally, from different 
points of view” (Nourian, et al., 2013). This 
is different from tools shown before, who 
can all be used to generate a floor plan for 
a building or a specific part of that build-
ing. Therefore only inputs are given for this 
toolkit, and no limitations are defined. The 
focus lies more on testing whether their 
ideas on for instance spatial quality and 
privacy match with the output. By see-
ing their own ideas from different angles, 
combined with the feedback, a broader 
understanding is created whether the lay-
out will function according to the vision. 
The authors mention the tool was still in 
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development during time of writing, thus 
the dimension-less plan layout patterns 
where the final outputs of the toolkit. The 
addition of dimensions and further devel-
opment of these patterns to a floor plan 
are mentioned as future developments of 
the tool, however no records are found of 
further development of the tool, continuing 
from this final step.
Although this paper with its toolkit is very 
different from the other tools analyzed, it 
is nevertheless included in the analysis 
because the use of space relations within 
the tool is usable. The use of a bubble dia-
gram to define space relations, and imple-
menting this within the software can be of 
great value in the remainder of this gradu-
ation thesis. A similar approach might be 
chosen during the development of the tool 
that will be the end result of this thesis. 
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3.7 Conclusion

As described in the introduction of this 
comparative analysis, no-one has yet suc-
ceeded in creating a good working auto-
mated floor plan layout tool that can actu-
ally be of good assistance during the design 
process. This statement is supported by all 
researches used within this analysis. All 
researchers describe in the conclusion that 
the tools they created are still in a develop-
ment phase and are not jet fully function-
ing by time of writing. During a background 
check, no additional research could be 
found on any of the tools and therefore no 
confirmation whether any of the outstand-
ing issues have been resolved. In addition, 
none of the tools were available for test-
ing, so all research is based upon the data 
made available by the researchers. It is 
therefore hard to say whether the tools will 
be actually usable for people who did not 
extensively study the subject or even peo-
ple other than the once who developed it.
Even though all tools are developed to be 
used during the early phases of the design 
stage, the degree of development of the 
output is not at the same level for all of 
them. The research of Nourian (2013) still 
remains in a very conceptual and abstract 
stage, while other researches are more 
focussed on developing a usable floor plan. 
Therefore these further developed tools 
will be given a more prominent role within 
this conclusion, as they better fit the inten-
tions of the tool developed as the result of 
this thesis.  

Inputs
The inputs used in each of researches 
could be easily distinguished, as they form 
the basis for the floor plan solutions that 
are generated by every tool. In general they 
are concerned with the basic information 

included in the architectural program for 
whatever building. Two inputs were used 
in all researches and can therefore be con-
sidered as common inputs for this kind of 
tools. The first common input is the size of 
either a single room or or a combination of 
rooms that form a living space in a build-
ing. The size has been quantified by either 
the width and length or the area of these 
spaces. The second common input is the 
topology of spaces or the space relations. 
This is for the tools to determine whether 
spaces should be connected to each other 
or need no relation at all. In general they 
are used to narrow the search field of the 
several tools, thereby shortening the time 
required for calculation. At the same time 
this can be used to steer the result in 
the desired direction to meet predefined 
requirements set by either the architect or 
the client. 
In addition to the common inputs, the 
research of Groenewoud (2017) also uses 
the price per square meter for a certain 
type of apartment as input. Something 
that is  certainly not a bad choice given the 
practical application of the tool in the con-
struction industry. This allows the tool to 
become realistic within an industry where 
many design decisions are determined by 
the price tag attached to it. 
The researches of Groenewoud (2017) and 
Guo & Li (2017) also make use of the dimen-
sions of the plot or building for which the 
floor plan has to be generated as an input. 
Although this may seem like an important 
input at first glance, it is skipped in most of 
the tools or only mentioned in the limita-
tions. This is mainly due to the fact whether 
or not this is desired by the particular soft-
ware in which the tool is developed. For the 
development of the tool as a result of this 
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thesis, this will be included as it can have a 
huge impact on the final result.     
The tools have, as described above, sev-
eral common inputs. However the origin 
of these inputs are not the same for every 
tool. Where Groenewoud (2017), Guo & Li 
(2017), and Nourian (2013) determine their 
inputs based upon user preferences, Sta-
cey (2017) and Merrel et al. (2010) use ele-
ments from existing floor plans. This has 
everything to do with the specific purpose 
for which these tools have been developed. 
However for development of the tool that is 
the result of this thesis, the approach of the 
first mentioned will be chosen. 
Table 1 shows a representation of the 
inputs used in every research. All of these 
inputs are described above and will there-
fore be taken into consideration during 
development of the tool that is the result 
of this thesis.
 
Limitations
Although only a limited number of inputs 
are proposed within the several researches, 
this is not the case for the limitations. Many 
of these limitations, however, are based on 

the specific software in which the tool is 
programmed or the underlying methods 
used. The purpose of this analysis is to 
determine what limitations are common 
with the development of a floor plan layout 
tool, but most of all which ones could be 
useful for the development of a tool that 
can be used by both architects and future 
residents of a residential building. There-
fore within this conclusion, only the usable 
limitations will be discussed extensively. 
For the limitations that are not useful for 
this tool, it will be briefly explained why 
this is the case. The research of Nourian 
(2013) does not discuss limitations that are 
used for development of the tool, and will 
therefore not be mentioned in this part of 
the conclusion. 
Three limitations are considered to be 
used in almost all researches, namely; 
size ratio, space relations and space inter-
sections. Size ratio concerns the ratio 
between the length and width of a space or 
the ratio between the size of a space and 
the size of the building it is located in. By 
limiting the ratio between length and width 
the architect can make sure the designed 

Table 1

Usable inputs found in the various researches

Inputs
Groene-
woud, 2017

Guo & Li, 
2017

Merrel, et 
al., 2010

Stacey, 
2017

Nourian, et 
al., 2013

Apartment type / 
space dimension x x x x x

Price per m² x

Plot size x x

Typology x x x x

table 1: usable Inputs found in the various research-
es
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spaces remain livable, while the size ratio 
can control the amount of space a certain 
room has compared to the whole building 
or apartment. As the tool needs to be con-
trollable by both future residents as archi-
tects, these limitations could be of great 
importance. 
Space relations can be linked to the topol-
ogy described in the inputs, as they are 
practically based on them. It allows the 
tool to change the configuration of spaces 
based on preferred relations and thereby 
create solutions that fit the requirements. 
By indicating different degrees of the 
necessity of relationships, the architect can 
determine whether the solutions should 
fit within a strict framework or can use a 
looser field of view. The space relations 
limitation will also exert some influence on 
the space intersection limitation. The space 
intersection limitation determines whether 
it is possible for certain spaces to intersect 
with each other, and thereby become one. 
In general when two space have no rela-
tion, they will also not be able to intersect 
with each other. The intersection limitation 
in mainly used to tell the tool that spaces 
cannot occupy the same place, and thus a 
rearrangement needs to take place. 
As the tool is used to create apartment 
floor plans, the minimum and maximum 
size limitations of Groenewoud (2017) and 
Stacey (2017) are useful. By determining 
these limits for different types of apart-
ments, it becomes possible for both the 
architect as the future residents to config-
ure a floor plan on desired requirements. 
At the same time, it immediately clarifies 
the framework within which this can be 
done. 
While the price per square meter is deter-
mined to be used as an input, building costs 
can be used as a limitation. With this, a link 
can be made between the spending lim-
its of a future resident and the associated 
maximum affordable space. This limitation 
also directly impacts the maximum size 
limitation, as this can be further limited by 

what the future resident is able to afford. 
The force to edge limitation described by 
Groenewoud (2017) makes sure all apart-
ments will have at least one facade con-
nected to the outside facade. By doing so 
the architect can make sure the apart-
ments follow building regulations concern-
ing daylight and ventilation. 

As mentioned before, several limitations 
will be excluded for future use during 
development of a floor plan layout tool. 
From the research of Groenewoud (2017) 
the fitting corner apartments limitation is 
excluded because this is only needed as a 
limitation for programming in JAVA, floor 
coverage is excluded as the tool considers 
a new building, and the limited calculation 
time limitation is excluded because the 
goal of the tool should be to create qual-
itative results over fast quantity. The lim-
itation of space relations between floors 
used by Guo & Li, and Merrel et al. (2010) 
is excluded because the apartments will 
only be single-layered. Furthermore the 
room convex shape limitation suggested by 
Merrel et all. (2010) will be excluded as the 
livability of a space, and thereby the shape, 
will be determined by the previously men-
tioned size ratio. 
Table 2 shows a representation of the usa-
ble limitations of every research. All of 
these limitations are described above and 
will therefore be taken into consideration 
during development of the tool that isthe 
result of this thesis. The full set of limita-
tions as taken form the researches can be 
found in appendix 5.
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table 2: useable limitations found in the various 
researches

Table 2

Useable limitations found in the various researches

Limitations
Groenewoud, 
2017

Guo & Li, 2017 Merrel, et al., 
2010

Stacey, 2017

Size ratio x x x

Min-max apartment 
size / type x x

Sapce relations x x x

Space intersection x x x

Force to edge x

Building cost x
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CASE STUDY

With the following four chapters, the product as a result of the research 
of the previous chapters will be presented. This product combines the 
research that is developed into a working tool with the design of a 
building that can be a possible outcome of the tool. Firstly in chapter 
4 the location of the project is shown with an analysis of the master-
plan Merwede in the city of Utrecht. Secondly chapter 5 provides an 
explanation of the tool used by both the architect and future residents. 
Finally chapter 6 gives a possible design of a building based on the use 
of the tool at the chosen location from chapter 4. 
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4. LOCATION ANALYSIS

In the previous chapters, a concept for a 
floor plan layout tool is developed that can 
be used for the development of a residen-
tial building. In order to test and develop 
this tool a contextual framework is neces-
sary, as part of the inputs are based on the 
context of this building. Within the follow-
ing chapter, the context will be explained 
for an existing masterplan that is part of 
the Merwedekanaalzone called Merwede 
in Utrecht.      

Utrecht is the fastest growing city in the 
Netherlands. A compact city that grows 
from 330,000 in 2016 to 410,000 in 2030 
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018). In order to 
cope with this growth, the municipalities 
proposed a spatial strategy that focuses 
on urban densification. The Merwedeka-
naalzone is one of the four designated pri-
ority area developments within this strat-
egy, besides the Station-area, Science Park 
and Leidsche Rijn Centrum. The whole plan 
area of the Merwedkanaalzone has the size 
of approximately 65 hectares divided into 
three sub-areas that should become a new 
home for 20,000 households. Some of these 
areas are already developed, or are in the 
process of development, and for the next 
15 years about 6,000 to 9,000 new dwell-
ings are planned. The next development of 
the area will be sub-area 5, a 24 hectares 
plot that will be developed to house 4000 to 
6000 dwellings.

The Merwedekanaalzone will become 
a characteristic Utrecht city district for 
all types of households, businesses and 
other organizations and individuals who 
consciously choose to live in an innova-
tive urban way and where quality of life 
is paramount (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018). 
Within the vision for the city of Utrecht to 
become a healthy, sustainable and climate 
proof city, the Merwedekanaalzone needs 
to become a leading figure. With the devel-
opment and expansion of the center area 
of the city, the location of the Merwedeka-
naalzone changes from the former city out-
skirts to the inner city location (Gemeente 
Utrecht, 2018). The Merwedekanaalzone 
forms an enclave in the city, which together 
with the Merwedekanaal forms a barrier 
between pre-war and post-war neighbor-
hoods (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018). The area 
therefore needs to be developed to become 
accessible for everyone, and thus creates a 
great mix between all types of people and 
businesses.
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The area needs to become ‘a distinct city 
district where the existing unpolished char-
acteristic together with new buildings and 
new use brings uniqueness, friction and 
surprise’. As mentioned earlier the area 
will become a connecting element within 
the city, and therefore become an attractive 
meeting place for people from the differ-
ent surrounding neighborhoods. In com-
bination with a great diversity of people 
(young and old, families, students, starters 
and singles) and a diverse work environ-
ment, the area will become a Utrecht city 
district full of character for everyone who 
consciously chooses to live in an innovative 
urban way. The development of the area is 
based upon the following four core values; 
quality of life, bustling mix, sustainable and 
smart, and robust and flexible framework. 
(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018)

Quality of life
Comfortable and healthy living is para-
mount in the development of the Mer-
wedekanaalzone. The future-oriented 
focus is on high-quality public transport, 
a close-knit network for pedestrians and 
cyclists and smart mobility to keep the area 
accessible. All primary facilities should be 
within walking and cycling distance in order 
to be able to design the relation beween the 
public space and the buildings in an attrac-
tive, comfortable, green and human-sized 
way. (Gemeente Utrecht, 2018)

Bustling mix
The Merwedekanaalzone is a distinct and 
mixed part of the city with functions that 
is not found in many places in Utrecht. 
Therefore the existing functions that give 
the area its identity need to be retained, 
and possibly strengthened. In combination 
with new construction of a variety of hous-
ing types, a surprising area that takes care 
of encounter and liveliness can be created. 

(Gemeente Utrecht, 2018)

Sustainable and smart
In order for the area to be ready for the 
future, the starting point will be a climate 
neutral area. The climate-robustness of 
the area can be used to make public space 
attractive. With the double use of green-
ery and water, sustainability and quality of 
life are in line with each other. (Gemeente 
Utrecht, 2018)

Robust and flexible framework
The charm and power of the area is a 
dynamic program, as the size of the area 
and the timespan of development are both 
very big. The desired flexible method of 
development is not possible without a 
clear, robust framework of sufficient size, 
which can be used and entered differently 
depending on the time period. This frame-
work is needed to become and remain an 
attractive neighborhood for different tar-
get groups over time. (Gemeente Utrecht, 
2018) 

The Merwedekanaalzone is part of the 
Stadseiland and is divided into three dif-
ferent areas. Being part of a larger plan 
of the municipalities of Utrecht, several 
areas, also including the plan, have already 
been developed or are currently in a state 
of development. The next step in this devel-
opment will be sub-area 5, the largest area 
of the Merwedekanaalzone. For this area 
a masterplan is drawn up in 2017 called 
‘Merwede’ by the eigenaarscollectief Mer-
wede. The earlier indicated residential 
building based on the concept of the floor 
plan layout tool will find its place within 
this masterplan. Therefore this plan will 
be explained in the following part of this 
chapter.

4.1 Vision Merwedekanaalzone

fig.40: location of Merwedekanaalzone within the city
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The eigenaarscollectief Merwede devel-
oped an urban masterplan for sub-area 5 
of the Merwedekanaalzone parallel to the 
omgevingsvisie made by the municipali-
ties of Utrecht (2018). Merwede - formerly 
‘Merwedekanaalzone subarea 5’ - fits in 
with the growth ambitions of the city and 
with 24 hectares is one of the largest inner-
city redevelopment projects in the Nether-
lands (Eigenaarscollectief Merwede, 2017). 
The central place of this area, combined 
with its size and ambition to develop five 
to six thousand dwellings, makes this the 
sub-centre or focal point of the whole Mer-
wedekanaalzone. Merwede presents itself 
as the model for a healthy and sustaina-
ble city, with innovative applications in the 
field of reuse, energy extraction, mobility 
systems and climate adaptation (Eigenaar-
scollectief Merwede, 2017).

Merwede is an area that currently contains 
several buildings, functions and users, 
thus it was never the intention to provide 
a fixed blueprint with a specific business 
case. Therefore the development strategy 
can only be step-by-step and be charac-
terized by a high degree of flexibility. To 
provide some structure, three clear princi-
ples are drawn up to be a guideline; ‘Mer-
wede as a testing ground’, ‘Merwede as a 
fully-fledged neighborhood for everyone’ 
and ‘Merwede with identity and history as a 
basis’. (Eigenaarscollectief Merwede, 2017)

Merwede as a testing ground
The development of a healthy, sustainable 
and climate-proof city by area development 
is often still in its infancy and thus requires 
research, knowledge development and 
practical experience. Therefore the area 
development of Merwede is chosen to be a 

testing ground, as the design for the area 
explicitly creates space for innovations in 
the field of mobility, energy, health, circu-
larity and the environment. That means a 
continuous search and experimentation to 
ultimately arrive at the healthiest, the most 
energy-neutral and the most climate-proof 
city district (Eigenaarscollectief Merwede, 
2017). 
Mobility will have another key-role within 
the plan by making car use not ultimately 
necessary. This makes alternative modes 
of transport such as walking, cycling, pub-
lic transport and the emerging concept of 
“mobility as a service” (maaS) more prom-
ising (Eigenaarscollectief Merwede, 2017). 
By promoting alternative transportation 
options, the car will not be the most obvi-
ous means of transportation. 

Merwede as a fully-fledged neighborhood 
for everyone
Merwede should become a lively and 
attractive neighborhood for everyone, and 
thus it should have sufficiently high quality 
connections with its surrounding neighbor-
hoods. The river will no longer be a barrier 
so the area will become a connecting ele-
ment within the city, and therefore becomes 
an attractive meeting place for everyone. 
The focus on cycling and walking, supple-
mented with public transport, should in 
combination with a fine-grained and car 
free street pattern increase the liveliness 
of the area. Building blocks with differ-
ent sizes, connection between building 
and street and high quality public spaces 
should make sure the human dimension 
and the quality of life prevail in Merwede 
(Eigenaarscollectief Merwede, 2017). A var-
ied population structure and strong social 
connections are of great importance for 

4.2 Masterplan Merwede
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the neighborhood. Therefore a wide variety 
of housing types in different price ranges 
should be available. Everyone can meet in 
collective indoor gardens and the carefully 
designed outdoor spaces: families, elderly 
people, singles, natives and immigrants, 
and highly or less educated people (Eige-
naarscollectief Merwede, 2017).  

Merwede with identity and history as a 
basis
The creation of a future-oriented, innova-
tive and experimental neighborhood does 
not mean that the rich history of the neigh-
borhood and the kanaalzone, its existing 
functions and special characteristics must 
be forgotten. The identity and liveliness of 
the neighborhood is determined by creative 
and social capital. These social and crea-
tive functions, as well as a number of his-
toric buildings and urban structures that 
tell the story of the area should be retained. 

The Eigenaarscollectief Merwede (2017) 
used these three principles as a guideline 
to develop the masterplan for the area with 
a number of sub themes. The following 
part will explain the different themes of 
this plan, using figures and illustrations 
made by the Eigenaarscollectief Merwede 
(2017).

fig.41: location of Merwede within the Merwedekanaalzone

N
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Framework

The urban framework is partly based upon 
existing structures and qualities, but at 
the same time tries to break through the 
current closed character of the area. Three 
main areas can be distinguished within the 
framework. 
The Merwedepark along the Merwedeka-
naal is the first zone, which is a car free, 
elongated canal park. As a counterpart to 
the park, the Europalaan is an avenue that 
is used as the main acces road for all traf-
fic. This is the second zone which forms the 
boundary of the plan, but at the same time 
forms a connection with the neighboring 
Park Transwijk. The middle area intended 

for living, cycling and walking is the fine-
grained and traffic-calm final zone. Within 
this zone the so called ‘backbone’ is an 
informal north-south oriented route that 
connects Merwede with the rest of the Mer-
wedekanaalzone along squares, inner gar-
dens and meeting places. Right angled to 
the backbone are the residential streets, of 
which three are upgraded to new east-west 
connections. At the places where these 
connections cross the backbone, squares 
are created with so-called “specials”, 
special public functions and facilities. The 
building density as well as the height of 
the buildings are not the same throughout 

fig.42: spatial framework, different places and special program. 

N
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the whole plan. The buildings along the 
Europalaan have the highest density and 
can be up to 70 meters, thereby forming a 
street wall for the plan. The density and the 
building height decrease towards the Mer-
wedekanaal, with some height accents to 
increase orientation.

fig.43: sunny places, change in density and height and diversity in building blocks

N
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Sustainable and healthy

Merwede is as earlier mentioned a test-
ing ground with experiments in the field of 
climate adaptations, health, energy, circu-
lar systems and biodiversity. With climate 
adaptation this means the reduction of heat 
stress by the use of natural greenery and 
the collection and reuse of surplus rainwa-
ter in both the public space and the build-
ings. The improvement of the air quality is 
one of the main bullet points for a healthy 
climate. This can be achieved by making 
the neighborhood car-free, stimulating a 
gas-free character and the purifying effect 
of all the greenery. At the same time the 
negative effects of the wind need to be lim-

ited as much as possible, while increasing 
the positive effect of sunlight. Looking at 
energy, the neighborhood must become 
fossil-free by only using green electricity 
and sustainable heat supply from the direct 
surroundings. Buildings should become 
energy-neutral, and technological devel-
opments in the field of energy are highly 
stimulated. For Merwede to become a cir-
cular district, a material passport is man-
datory for every building. This stimulates 
the possibility for reusing materials when 
a building or public space can no longer 
fulfill its function. To enhance the biodiver-
sity within the area, the use of native and 

fig.44: watersystem
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climate-proof species of trees, shrubs and 
ground cover plants are stimulated. The 
roofs of the buildings are very interesting 
when looking at biodiversity, as different 
living conditions can make it possible for 
new species to settle there.

fig.45: different possibilities for roof use and urban greenery 
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Mobility

Mobility plays a major role in providing 
urban quality to Merwede. The focus there-
fore is on pedestrians, cyclists and the 
concept ‘mobility as a service’. The public 
space of the area will totally be designed 
as a pedestrian zone that also may be 
used for cycling. The earlier described 
‘backbone’ with its right angled residen-
tial streets will play a mayor role as main 
pedestrian network. The main east-west 
oriented routes will make the connection 
with the city centre and other surround-
ing neighborhoods, by the installation of 
three large bridges that take activities on 
the water into account. At the Europalaan 

‘mobility hubs’ are installed, which are ser-
vicepoints for a diversity of mobility ser-
vices like; postal services, shared bike use, 
shared car use and taxi and busstops. The 
area will become totally car-free, with the 
exception for emergency services, munic-
ipal maintenance services and moving 
vans. This car-free character is crucial for 
the living quality at street level, requires 
thorough parking solutions. The cars of 
the residents can be parked in one of the 
underground or built parking structures, 
that can be entered from four different 
points on the Europalaan. The car thus 
will become invisible, and by focussing on 

fig.46: innovative mobility
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alternative forms of mobility the parking 
standards can be reduced to 0.3 parking 
spaces per home. 

fig.47: pedestrians, cyclist and car traffic on west side

N
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Public space

Almost all ambitions for the whole master-
plan Merwede come together in the pub-
lic space, which is a constant factor in all 
previous themes. All public spaces, like 
the backbone, the residential streets, the 
squares and the canal park get their own 
character based on the identity, potential 
forms of use and functional requirements. 
However at the same time all these dif-
ferent places have some general design 
principles. First of all these spaces should 
react on the time-rhythm of urban life. 
At different times of the day, or even the 
week, the spaces could be used differently 
without one of the functions having a dom-

inant character on the space. Secondly the 
degree of publicity of the different places 
should be examined. This can determine 
what functions are possible for a specific 
spot, as well as the responsibility for the 
maintenance. An interior garden that is 
maintained by a group of residents for 
instance would not be a preferred place to 
have a weekly market. 

fig.48: green system
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fig.49: Merwedepark, Europalaan and Koningwilhelminalaan, and east - west connections 
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fig.50: backbone and squares, and building block gardens
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Program and target groups

Within the mixed urban program, hous-
ing would be dominant with about five to 
six thousand new home. In addition about 
20% of the program is reserved for shops, 
schools, cultural facilities and businesses. 
By doing so, a lively mix between living, 
working, education, culture and retail can 
be created that fits the needs of future res-
idents. The earlier mentioned zones within 
the plan are suited to house functions that 
fit their character; commercial functions 
along the avenue, restaurants and terraces 
along the canal and public and retail func-
tions along the backbone. In order to make 
this feasible these functions are housed in 

well-functioning plinths with a wide variety. 
At the same time, high priority needs to be 
given to maintain functions and users cur-
rently present within the district. For the 
housing supply in Merwede, variation must 
prevail and thereby be suitable for a large 
variety of earlier mentioned target groups. 
In addition to variation in size, price range, 
layout and ownership, the possibility for 
new living forms like lofts and co-living 
needs to be present.

fig.51: program
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fig.52: rules building blocks

various widths

towers at some distance from each other

lively plinth

various heights

facade offset of buildings

(semi) accessible inner gardens

clear edges

sun- and daylight

(collective) outdoor space

table 3: residential building program merwede

Table 3

Residential building program Merwede

Differentiation Amount m² %

Single family dwelling 234 48.000 4%

Large townhouse 119 24.000 2%

Medium sized townhouse 115 23.000 2%

Multi-family dwelling 5.566 516.000 96%

Social housing 1.738 139.000 30%

Investor rental property 1.507 145.000 26%

Small apartments (40-60 m²) 1.230 104.000 21%

Medium apartements (80 m²) 615 52.000 11%

Large apartments (110-120 m²) 316 52.000 5%

Exclusive apartments (130 m²) 161 26.000 3%

note: adapted from Eigenaarscollectief Merwede. (2017). Schetsontwerp Stedenbouwkundig plan Merwede
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Pandsgewijze bouwblokken

De bouwblokken zijn samengesteld uit verschillende gebouwtypologieën

D E
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Mixed building blocks

The wide variety of apartment types are part 
of compound building blocks, with an inner 
garden that ranges from public to private 
based on the size of this block. Although 
the plan has a high density, the variation 
in size, height, typology and architecture 
ensures that the building blocks are fitted 
to human scale. Great attention needs to 
be given to the plinth of the building, var-
ious functions and front doors at street 
level can increase the liveliness and social 
control. Within the high density urban 
neighborhood all different kind of housing 
types are combined, whereby the design for 
all floors need to strive to realize ground 

based qualities. Units on the ground floor 
have a strong connection with the public 
space, whilst higher units connect by bal-
conies. The highest units make connection 
by a view over the whole city as well as the 
connection to neighboring green roofs. All 
roofs will be used as collective outdoor 
space, water collection or for generation 
of power. The overall image quality of the 
built environment is determined by layer-
ing which will be visible in the design prin-
ciples of the building blocks, the plinth, the 
entrances and the public spaces.

fig.53: building blocks composed of differnt building typologies
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fig.54: mixed building blocks

fig.55: dense urban building typologies, and vertical zoning

fig.56: different sized building blocks
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5. FLOOR PLAN LAYOUT TOOL

In the following chapter the floor plan layout tool will be presented. 
This tool is the result of the research as mentioned in chapter three, 
in which several inputs and limitations found in these researches are 
used. Firstly a general explanation of the tool will be given, after which 
the interface will be explained. Then the relevant tools for both the 
designer and the user are explained with respectively the limitations 
and inputs used. 
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5.1 General explanation of the tool

In order for the tool to be usable for differ-
ent users, it is important the overall pro-
cess has a clear structure. The process 
contains four actors, all of whom exert 
their own influence on the final result. The 
architect who is responsible for the design 
and thus sets the limitations. The investor 
who is the direct customer, who hires the 
architect and must approve the design of 
the building. The user who is the future 
resident of the building and in charge of the 
layout of his/her own apartment. Finally, 
the tool that is the connecting element 
between all previous actors. Developed to 
be of assistance to the architect, and at the 
same time gives the user the freedom to 
design his/her own home.
All actors have their own input in the tool, 
which is also influenced by external factors 
such as municipal or governement regula-
tions and the project location. Ultimately, 
there are only two actors who come into 
direct contact with the tool, namely the 

architect and the future resident. Hereby 
the architect provides the user with a work-
ing tool where he/she should enter his/her 
information, in order to generate a per-
sonalized apartment. By using the tool, all 
this information and design decisions fall 
within the framework set by the architect 
and will therefore be easy to fit into the 
overall design. With all the information, the 
tool then creates a layout for the building, 
which can be used by the architect to cre-
ate the final design of the building. The tool 
combines all individual apartments into a 
floor plan for the building, while the archi-
tect is able to leave his architectural mark 
by designing all other elements as shown in 
figure 57. The different steps taken by both 
the user and the architect are shown in the 
diagram in figure 58. A further description 
of the various steps within the process are 
explained in detail in the corresponding 
following chapters: 5.3 architect at work and 
5.4 user playinghis/her part.

TOOL
Client / investor

Architect

Regulations government / 
municipalities

Location

Architect

User / future resident

Final DesignFloor plan 
layout

fig.57: global process with actors and inluences
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fig.58: sequence of the process
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5.2 Interface

The interface for the tool is kept clean and 
simple, so it is understandable and usable 
for everyone. This means it is both usable 
for professionals who deal with the matter 
on a daily basis, as well as the laity who see 
the tool for the first time.
A clear distinction is made between the 
options offered to the different users. The  
architect uses the tool as an assisting ele-
ment during the design phase, and at the 
same time is responsible for the proper 
functioning of the user’s tool. In other 
words he/she is responsible for ensuring 
that the user sees and fills in the right 
information in the right places and is pre-
sented the right choices to get to a final 
design. With the use of the tool, he/she 
therefore is responsible for both program-
ming the user’s tool as well as designing 
the building. This means that, as with the 
use of any software package, they will need 
a sufficient amount of time to fully under-
stand all functions and their outcomes. The 
design of the interface can only contribute 
by presenting these different functions in a 
clear way, and give a clear representation 
of the result. The architect should there-
fore always thoroughly test the users tool 
before it can be presented to the users.  
The user tool is completely the opposite, 
because the user should immediately 
understand how the tool works and what 
the results of various operations are. 
In the interface this has been achieved 
showing results immediately, so that the 
consequences of different choices made 
are immediately visible. A limited num-
ber of screens has been chosen, which all 
relate to a specific subject in order to keep 
it organized and simple. In addition, it is 
always possible to switch quickly between 
different screens to ensure that unwanted 

adjustments can be undone or adjusted to 
fit the users desires.  

Appearance 
By choosing a minimum number of colors, 
which are repeated each time, a clear unity 
is created between the different screens of 
the tool. Main subjects are always clearly 
represented through the use of a larger font 
and a blue color. Different options, choices 
or descriptions for the subjects are then 
shown in gray, creating a clear distinction. 
The same applies to fields that are filled 
in by the tool itself, which are indicated by 
the blue color, and the fields that should be 
filled in by the user, which are indicated by 
the gray color.
All entry fields, buttons, sliders and selec-
tion buttons should be self-explanatory. 
When the short description that is given is 
in any way open to a personal interpreta-
tion, a question mark symbol will be dis-
played to the far right of the screen. When 
the user moves his/her mouse to this sym-
bol, a more detailed explanation is given 
in a pop-up screen. In this way, misun-
derstandings or own interpretation can be 
avoided that might possibly have a negative 
effect on the outcome of the tool. Figure 59 
gives a representation of a possible screen 
within the tool. 
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fig.59: possible screen within the tool
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The architect uses the tool in two ways, 
namely as an assitance during the design 
process and to program it for the use of the 
future residents. The programming of the 
tool for the largest part consists of deter-
mining the framework in which the users 
can generate their own apartment. In the 
following chapter this framework is deter-
mined by setting limitations for both the 
tool and the user. 

1. Determing the program
When a new building is to be built, the 
architect first has to determine the pro-
gram of the building in consultation with 
the client or investor. In general the munic-
ipality has already determined which func-
tion a building may have in a certain place 
within the city or town. This is written down 
in the zoning plan, which is one of the 
leading documents when obtaining a per-
mit. The function described in the zoning 
plan is often followed when developing a 
building, as the procedure of changing it is 
very long and expensive and thus does not 
always outweigh the desired result. A client 
or investor has often already checked the 
function, and determined whether this fits 
the plans in mind. An example of the func-
tions included in the zoning plan could for 
example be the dual function shopping and 
living. Rules are attached to the part that 
may be used for shopping, and the part that 
is intended for living. Shopping is often lim-
ited to the ground floor while living will be 
situated on, but is not limited to, the upper 
floors. The tool developed as a result of 
this thesis primarily focusses on the devel-
opment of residential buildings, therefore 
a living function should always be included 
while defining the program.
 

2. Determining the plot
After the program of the building is deter-
mined, the plot within which the building, in 
this case the apartments, can be designed 
needs to be determined. This can be the 
plot on a specific lot, or for example the 
plot of an existing building that needs to 
be redeveloped. With the plot, the architect 
needs to give an indication of the number of 
floors that are going to be built or are rede-
veloped and whether or not these floors all 
have the same plot. 
Determining the plot can be done by 
importing a drawing of the building into 
the tool. The angular points of the plot are 
then indicated by coordinates in this draw-
ing (figure 61). In this way the tool knows 
which coordinates are implemented in the 
plot, and therefore which coordinates can 
be assigned to the apartments.

2.1 Determining grid
Once the plot is determined, the archi-
tect can determine the dimensions of the 
grid on which the future users can adjust 
their personal apartment (figure 62). Care-
ful consideration needs to be given to the 
apartment sizes that can be created using 
this grid. A survey of apartments in the 
direct area of the project by the different 
types and their dimensions can be used as 
a basis for the determination of the min-
imal gird size. At the same time, the size 
of the grid needs to be small enough so 
the user can change the size of the apart-
ment or the rooms inside the apartment 
in small, manageable steps. By doing so, 
it is almost as there are no fixed dimen-
sions and the user has complete freedom 
of design. The tool will be used to design 
buildings in the Netherlands, which there-
fore needs to comply with the Dutch build-

5.3 Architect at work
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ing decree. Based on this building decree, 
different requirements are set for the 
minimum dimensions of certain spaces. 
A good example of this is the toilet, which 
according to article 4.11 Nederlands bouw-
besluit 2012 must have a minimum size of 
900 x 1200 mm for a newly built residential 
building. Although the users gets a certain 
degree of design freedom with the tool, the 
minimal dimensions as stated in the Dutch 
building decree will have to be observed 
and taken into account when determining 
the grid size.
When the tool is used for the redevelop-
ment of an existing building, an even more 
complex situation arises. In this case the 
architect also has to take the existing struc-
tural grid into account when determining 
the grid that will be used by the tool. For 
a new building, the structural gird will be 
subordinate to the design grid, taking into 
account the rules of thumb. 
When choosing the grid, careful consid-
eration must be given to the effect it will 
have on the facade, as this will be com-
posed on the basis of the same grid. The 
possible enlargements and / or reductions 
that users can implement in the floor plan 
should also be able to be implemented in 
the facade. It is not only important that 
the architectural value is guaranteed, but 
at the same time the façade should also 
remain functional. If permanent flexibil-
ity should be guaranteed, it will have to 
be determined in advance what the effect 
will be on the façade. This can be a façade 
made up of modular parts, or a façade that 
offers the possibility of allowing different 
configurations in the floor plan. Facade 
parts can already be designed in advance, 
in order to give users a choice of the ele-
ments in the facade.

3. Fixed components within the plot
Whether the tool is used during the design 
phase of a completely new building or the 
redevelopment of an existing one, there 
will always be fixed components which 

may impede the freedom of choice when 
placing spaces. This includes, for example, 
stairwells, lifts and difficult corners in the 
building (figure 63). There is a big differ-
ence between a new building and an exist-
ing building here, as the placement of the 
stairwells in an exiting building is already 
determined while they can be placed as 
desired in a new one. The architect there-
fore is free to determine the amount, 
dimension and location of these stairwells. 
The location can even be determined by the 
tool, as the architect determines a specific 
area in which it can be freely placed. When 
the tool has to determine the layout of the 
building, it thus has slightly more freedom 
compared to the fixed components in an 
existing building. The fixed components 
also need to be determined based on the 
determined grid, to make sure this will not 
be an obstacle for the apartments to be 
designed. 

4. Setting limits for user tool
The most important work of the architect 
in this phase of the project, is to carefully 
determine the correct limitation for the 
project. The tool that will be presented to 
the users should radiate a certain degree 
of design freedom, while limitations ensure 
the choices remain manageable. When 
people have an infinite choice of options, it 
is almost impossible for them to make the 
final choice.
Based on the research as described in 
chapter three: automated floor plan layout, 
the limitations for this tool will be deter-
mined and described below. The follow-
ing limitations need to be specified by the 
architect as shown in figure 64, in order 
to make sure the user of the tool is free to 
adjust his or her apartment to their specific 
needs.

4.1 Basic apartment dimensions 
Even before the first design steps are 
made, a marked research should be done 
to determine the housing needs for the 
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specific location of the design. To a large 
extent, these needs determine the first 
limitations imposed by the architect and 
investor. In an early stage of the design, 
it has to be determined which types of 
apartments can be chosen as a basis to 
start from when users create their own liv-
ing space. Each of these apartment types 
require a number of preparatory steps 
from the architect, and when they are not 
selected, this only results in wasted work. 
At the same time a survey of apartments in 
the direct vicinity of the project can be used 
to determine the dimensions attached to 
a specific apartment type that is common 
there. For each type the average, the min-
imal and the maximal size can be deter-
mined by this survey. These sizes need to 
be adjusted to the previously determined 
grid system in order to make them actually 
workable in the tool. Based on the survey 
of the different types, it can be determined 
that the minimum size for a specific apart-
ment type is a certain percentage smaller 
than the average and the maximum size a 
certain percentage larger. Thus size cat-
egories are created for every type, which 
make them easily distinguishable for the 
tool and therefore easier to be chosen by 
the users.

4.2 Minimum dimensions of spaces
Based on the Dutch building decree, but 
also from a usability point of view, various 
requirements to be set for the minimum 
dimensions of different spaces. These min-
imum requirements have to be determined 
and implemented by the architect. By doing 
so, the architect further and further defines 
which choices the users can make, thereby 
ensuring that an apartment remains liv-
able. Although the architect always has 
to carry out a final check on usability and 
whether or not the design may or may not 
meet the Dutch building decree, the tool 
can already take care of a large part of 
these checks.

4.3 Price per square meter 
Various institutions in the Netherlands, 
including various housing corporations and 
the Nibud (Nationaal Institute voor Budget-
voorlichting), have developed a calculator 
that can used to determine the amount of 
rent that is justified for a specific monthly 
income. Based on the previously mentioned 
survey of apartments in the direct vicin-
ity of the chosen plot, the rent per square 
meter will be determined for the different 
types of apartments. The data will be com-
bined in the design tool, in order to make a 
selection of apartment sizes a specific user 
will be able to afford. The minimal rental 
prices for the different types of apartments 
will be selected, and presented in a quick 
overview for the user. He or she can get a 
clear picture what they are able to afford, 
and therefore make a well informed deci-
sion to start their customization process. 
By doing so, the tool can make sure there 
are only workable solutions and no apart-
ments will be created which users will be 
unable to pay for. 
The square meter price  can also be used to 
determine which extension and customiza-
tion steps are possible. As previously men-
tioned, the grid will determine the size of 
the steps of extension or deduction of the 
apartment or a room. The increase in the 
price each step entails should not become 
too large, as this may deter users from 
doing so. Therefore the architect should 
have a moment of reflection when deter-
mining this limitation, as this is one of the 
components that can make or break the 
succes of the tool and the customization.

4.4  Size ratio apartments
In order to make the apartments functional 
and livable, a desirable ratio between width 
and length of both the apartment and its 
spaces is needed. For a space or apartment 
to feel comfortable a sufficient amount of 
daylight and fresh air is needed, which can 
be provided by this size ratio. The data of 
the survey will be used to determine what 
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size ratio is desirable for he main dimen-
sions of the apartment. With the same data 
an analysis can be made for the size of spe-
cific spaces compared to the whole apart-
ment or other spaces within the apart-
ment. When combined with the previously 
mentioned apartment size based on the 
amount of money the user is able to spent, 
a starting configuration can be made. 

Following limitations will primarily focus 
on the possibilities of the user to modify 
this basic configuration.

5. Specific options per type
For all apartment types different options are 
possible with regard to the presence of dif-
ferent spaces. Examples of this can be; the 
kitchen as a separate room, toilet as a sep-
arate room and entering the apartment or 
a space through a corridor or not. Although 
only a few examples are mentioned here, 
based on a research into the needs of res-
idents it can be determined what these 
options should be. These options give the 
user more freedom of choice on the exact 
layout of their apartment, and it limits the 
number of possible options for the tool to 
determine in what way the layout should be 
configured (figure 65).

6. Space relations
In order for the tool to be able to make a 
suggestion of the possible layouts of an 
apartment floor plan, the architect should 
indicate the relationships between differ-
ent rooms. This is of great importance, 
because it can considerably reduce the 
number of layout options. At the same 
time the architect should determine which 
spaces have a direct connection with the 
outside of the apartment. This can be both 
the connection with the outside facade(s), 
as with the communal entrance / traffic 
area. The determined space relations will 
ensure no illogical and therefore unusa-
ble apartments are created. Examples of 
space relationships are: bedroom and hall-

way, bathroom and bedroom, living room to 
the outside wall and the hallway with the 
common entrance / traffic area. 
Indicating relations between spaces within 
an apartment will be done by creating 
a adjacency matrix as seen in figure 64. 
Within the matrix adjacencies can be indi-
cated with the use of a predefined colour or 
symbol. The architect then needs to trans-
late these adjacencies to a bubble diagram, 
thereby directly reflecting on the choices 
made. This method quickly gives an indica-
tion which rooms should definitely be adja-
cent, and which rooms are nearby but do 
not have an urgent need of adjacency. 

6.2 Force to edge
As indicated above, the architect needs 
to give an indication which spaces have 
a direct relationship with the facade and 
of which rooms this necessity is lower. 
Because the Dutch building decree deter-
mined requirements for daylight entry, the 
possibility of natural ventilation and other 
such matters, some rooms will have to be 
adjacent to the façade at all costs. To take 
care of this, some rooms need to have a 
force-to-edge limitation, which gives them 
priority over other possible but not neces-
sary adjacencies. 
The same rules apply on a larger scale, 
where it is necessary to define at which 
boundary the various apartments will be 
situated and divided. In general this will 
be the outer boundary of the building plot, 
however this can be a different boundary as 
this would fit the design concept better.

7. Possibility of merging spaces
With this limitation, the architect can indi-
cate which rooms (with a specific func-
tion) have the possibility to merge into a 
larger combined space. For example, a 
kitchen that together with the living room 
can merge into a single space instead of 
two separate ones. The possibility for the 
tool arrises to create new forms by link-
ing together spaces with basic shapes.  
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By linking a rectangle and a square an 
L-shape can be created for instance. The 
user therefore is offered a great deal of 
freedom while designing a personal living 
space, where personal preferences about 
space separation can be utilized.
Other than merging spaces, this limitation 
can also ensures that no spaces can over-
lap within a single floor plan. Rooms that 
cannot be explicitly linked to other rooms 
will therefore be allocated their own place 
within the floor plan, and never occupy the 
space of another room.

8. Minimize waste of space and hallways
The goal of a architect will always be to 
create as much functional space as possi-
ble within the layout of a single apartment 
or a building as a whole. However, he / she 
will always come across the fact that func-
tional space is lost due to difficult shapes 
or the use of corridors. The relationships 
between spaces that are indicated earlier, 

may cause the tool to develop a layout that 
does not always prefer the most efficient 
use of the available space. Hallway space 
or non-livable space are seen as a waste 
of functional living space within the tool. 
In general, the users will not notice how 
much space they are wasting when modi-
fying their apartment layout. Therefore the 
tool should be able to identify this space 
and try to minimize it by relocating other 
spaces or change their sizes if necessary. 
By giving an indication of the wasted space, 
the user should be informed of the result of 
their choices, and be offered an alternative.
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With the framework set by the architect, 
the future residents can use the tool to 
generate their personal apartments based 
upon their inputs. These various inputs are 
described in this chapter, with an example 
of how the corresponding screens of the 
tool should look like. 

1. Input of the user’s means 
Within the thesis only rental apartments 
will be used, as it is quite straightforward 
to determine what people with a certain 
salary are able to pay in monthly rent. Var-
ious institutions in the Netherlands have 
developed a calculator for this, includ-
ing various housing corporations and the 
Nibud (Nationaal Institute voor Budget-
voorlichting). These calculators are used 
as a reference to develop an own calcu-
lator that is implemented within the tool. 
Housing costs often are the highest burden 
within the expenditure items of a house-
hold. If these costs are too high, this can 
quickly lead to financial problems. This is a 
risk for both the tenant and the landlord, as 
a result of which such a calculator is used 
to provide a quick and clear insight. Within 
the research of this thesis the calculator 
will have an extra function, as it is used as 
the starting input for the user of the tool. 
By making a calculation, the user can get 
an insight in what he or she is able to afford 
and thereby choose and customize a suita-
ble living space.  
Figure 67 shows the screen which is pre-
sented to the user. First it needs to be 
determined whether the apartment will be 
rented alone or with a co-paying partner or 
roommate. This is important because fur-
ther on the income of this person can be of 
impact on the maximum rent you are able 
to afford. In order to determine the max-

imum rent a single user is able to afford, 
he or she has to fill in their gross monthly 
income. In general, based on several rent 
calculators (see appendix 6), the maximum 
rent the user is able to afford equals 3 to 5 
times its salary. When the user decides to 
live together with someone older than 18, 
the income of that person may be included 
in the calculation of the maximum rent 
these two persons are able to afford. Just 
as with the certain percentage of the sal-
ary of a single user, only a certain part this 
second income may be used to pay for rent. 
Depending on the housing corporation or 
calculator used this ranges from 50% to 
75% (appendix 6). 
The user also has to enter monthly pay-
ment obligations he or she might have. 
This can for example be a current loan or 
the payment of alimony. Even though this 
has a negative influence on the maximum 
rental price, it does paint a realistic picture. 
The same applies to the possible presence 
of equity, although this will of course have 
a positive impact on the maximum rental 
price as it may function as a buffer.

2. Converting the affordable rent into the 
possible rented area 
As previously mentioned in sub-chapter 5.3 
architect at work a survey has been done of 
apartments in the direct vicinity of the pro-
ject by the different types, their dimensions 
and associated rental prices. Based on the 
findings of this survey, the architect can 
determine the limitations that provide the 
basis for the design tool presented to the 
user. The financial status of the previous 
step will be used here to determine what 
living space the user is able to afford. This 
calculation is preformed by the tool and 
presented to the user by showing differ-

5.4 User playing his/her part
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ent options he or she can choose from as 
a starting point.

3. Choosing the desired apartment type
As mentioned before, the user is presented 
different starting options based upon what 
he or she is able to afford. It may therefore 
be possible all types of apartments are 
presented to the user, or it can be possible 
the user is only able to afford the cheapest 
option. This is the basis from which the fur-
ther configuration of the floor plan of the 
future apartment departs from.

3.1 Choose desired monthly charges and 
apartment size
If a choice for a certain apartment type has 
been made, the user is able to adjust the 
size of it according to the predetermined 
grid. This is done by a slider that indicates 
the change in size and the associated price. 
Based on the previously mentioned survey 
a minimal and maximum size and price 
are determined for every apartment type. 
When this maximum rental price is lower 
than the maximum affordable price, this is 
shown as a maximum for the slider. How-
ever when this is the other way around, the 
maximum affordable price indicates the 
maximum of the slider.  Underneath the 
slider there are two boxes, one that indi-
cates the minimum size of the apartment 
type (thus the starting point) and one that 
indicates the current size after chang-
ing the position of the slider. The screen 
presented to the users, with the different 
choices and slider is shown in figure 68. 

4. Indicating specific preferences 
After the user has determined the size of 
the apartment, he or she is able to indi-
cate some specific preferences which are 
predetermined by the architect. These are 
some preferences that influence the layout 
of the apartment. For example, whether or 
not a corridor is present, or the toilet as a 
separate room from the bathroom. It could 
be possible extra money will be charged 

for a certain preference, if this is the case 
it will be directly indicated and added to 
the amount of rent that needs to be paid. 
However this function is more common 
for apartments intended for sale and less 
applicable to rental apartments as used in 
this thesis. Whether or not preferences are 
checked, can therefore have a positive or  
negative impact on the final rental amount 
to be paid. Figure 69 shows what a screen 
with several of these preferences could 
look like.

5. Tool generates a floor plan based on the 
choices made in the tool
When all choices have been made and the 
preferences have been set, the tool gener-
ates a floor plan that matches the inputs 
and fits the limitations set by the architect. 
All rooms included in the apartment occupy 
a certain percentage of the floor space, 
based on the previously mentioned sur-
vey. As shown in figure 70 in addition to the 
floor plan of the apartment, the interface 
provides the user with a number of sliders 
with which the dimensions of spaces can 
be adjusted. These sliders show two varia-
bles that can influence each other by using 
it. By moving the slider a certain room can 
become bigger or smaller at the expense 
of another adjacent space. The size of the 
bedroom in the example of figure 70 can 
be altered at the expense of the adjacent 
living room. The room sizes are bound by 
the minimum measurements included in 
the Dutch building decree in order to make 
sure the configured apartment remains 
liveable. In a following sub-chapter 6.2 
setting limitations, these limitations will 
be further elaborated for a design of a 
residential building situated in the Mer-
wedekanaalzone in the city of Utrecht.  
The interface will also be provided with a 
design button, which can be used to give 
the rooms a different configuration. This 
button will be especially suitable for apart-
ments that consist of multiple bedrooms, 
in order to offer the possibility of making 
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different configurations visible to the user.

5.1 Possibility of changing the desired 
monthly charges and apartment size
When the floor plan is generated, it may 
be the case the user is not entirely happy 
with the choices he or she made or the final 
result is not in accordance with the wishes 
for his or her situation. If this happens, the 
user can easily go several steps back to 
make changes to the various screens. This 
will ultimately result in a different floor 
plan, that might suit the user and its situa-
tion better. At the same time it can be used 
to weigh different configurations with each 
other, to make a better informed choice.
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Living room

Living room

Bath room

Living room/kitchen

Bedroom

Bathroom

Hallway

Design

fig.71: adapted floor plan
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CASE STUDY: DESIGN

In the following chapter, the previously described tool is tested, result-
ing in a possible design for a residential building. The previous chapter 
described the functioning of the tool of the architect and the future 
residents, with the associated possible inputs and limitations. These 
parts are described here for a specific project as if the architect were 
to fill them in with the tool, so they could actually be used to develop 
a building. Within this process the architect is not only responsible for 
completing and preparing the tool, but he / she will also be responsi-
ble for the further design of the building. Design decisions that deter-
mine the design of the residential building are therefore explained and 
visualised. Because the future resident plays a major role in the whole 
process, an apartment is put together by fictional potential tenants 
with the use of the tool. The result of this whole process is a possible 
outcome for the design of a residential building based on the use of the 
tool with all the aforementioned variables.

6 TESTING THE TOOL IN A
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6.1 Plot and architectural elements

Location
In order for the tool to be used, a contex-
tual framework in the form of a location 
needs to be given. Chapter 4 location analy-
sis of this thesis extensively discussed the 
Merwede master plan as part of the city of 
Utrecht. The location of the building that is 
developed using the floor plan layout tool 
will therefore be within this masterplan. 
The whole master plan of Merwede con-
sists of a 24 hectares area that will be 
developed to house 4000 to 6000 dwellings 
for a very diverse population. In order to 
be able to test the tool properly, a plot with 
a small scale has been chosen within the 
masterplan, which offers the freedom to be 
adjusted when needed. The goal is to pur-
suit a high quality of life, with which the plot 
is situated on the quiet side of the master 
plan near the Merwedekanaal (figures 72 
& 73). A park will be developed adjacent 
to the east side, giving the building an 
unobstructed view towards the canal. To 
the north of the building, the water makes 
a turn into the plan, creating a qualitative 
public space with a boulevard. To the south 
and west sides, the building is enclosed by 
a communal inner garden, with the other 
buildings at a suitable distance. 
The main traffic routes for both pedestri-
ans and cyclists are kept at distance on all 
sides by the above-mentioned components. 
The building thus lies in a quietly screened 
corner, where only pedestrians will pass 
during a walk or people attend that have 
a clear destination there. Within the plan, 
the building is given a flexible function for 
the plinth which can be filled according to 
the wishes of the owner. However, due to 
the adjacent park and water, this would be 
a perfect location for small-scale catering 
or small shops. 

Size of the plot
The plot originally drafted within the mas-
terplan has a size of 18 x 34 meters. How-
ever, due to the intervention of the chosen 
grid and minimal space sizes explained in 
the next sub-chapter, this has been slightly 
increased to 19,2 x 34,8 meters. As men-
tioned above, the plot is chosen because 
of its freedom to adjust the size of the plot 
when it is deemed necessary. 
The building will have five floors, and 
therefore is included in the lowest layer 
of descending building height towards the 
canal. Following the master plan, the floor 
heights are set at 3 meters, with exception 
of the ground floor which is 3,8 meters 
and therefore gets extra height. This extra 
height makes it easier to accommodate 
various functions in the building plinth. 

Design concepts
Apart from being a floor plan, a building 
also has other major aspects that should 
be designed by the architect such as the 
facade for instance. To set up a good frame-
work for the tool, a number of concepts 
have been developed to determine what 
the building will look like as a whole. Now 
that the location and plot of the building are 
known, the master plan can be used as a 
guide for the development of the concepts. 
The main points of the masterplan are 
already discussed in chapter 4.2 master-
plan Merwede, so this part will elaborate on 
a number of rules that relate to the actual 
design of the building. Despite the fact that 
a high density is required in order to be able 
to build enough houses in the entire area, 
the human dimension of the whole should 
not be overlooked. Therefore several rules 
as stated in the masterplan will be taken 
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as a starting point to determine the design 
concepts of the building, namely; various 
widths, various heights, clear edges, lively 
plinth, (semi) accessible inner gardens and 
(collective) outdoor spaces (Eigenaarscol-
lectief Merwede, 2017 pp. 88, 89)  
To a large extent, these rules can be 
deduced from the way in which Jan Gehl 
describes the preservation of the human 
scale in one of his books, Cities for people 
(2010). For instance the lively plinth of a 
building can be directly deduced from the 
book; “city streets with a soft edge have 
a significant influence on activity patterns 
and the attractiveness of city space. The 
transparent, welcoming and active facades 
give city space a fine human scale just 
where it means most: up close and at eye 
level” (Gehl, 2010). From this quote the 
first concepts for the street level frontage 
can be drawn up immediately, namely a 
transparent facade and the unique detail-
ing of this layer. Furthermore Gehl (2010) 
provides a toolbox in his book to design the 
street level frontage of a building, divided 
into five levels ranging from active to 
inactive. Looking the level for creating an 
active facade, six bullet points are stated 
to achieve this; small units with many 
doors, large variation in function, no blind 
and few passive units, lots of character 
in facade relief, primarily vertical facade 
articulation and good details and mate-
rials. Further research into creating an 
active, lively and safe building plinth shows 
that both the function and appearance can 
have major influence on it. The publication 
Active Design in Buildings by BETA-office 
(2016) for example, shows that the same 
transparent and well-detailed plinth con-
tributes to this. In addition, they describe 
various other elements that contribute to 
this effect, like for instance; making the 
entrance to an inner garden accessible 
and attractive from the street, choosing the 
right functions for the ground floor, creat-
ing eyes on the street and provide sufficient 
clearly visible entrances. With the rules of 

the masterplan, the toolbox of Jan Gehl and 
the research of BETA-office, the following 
concepts have been developed as a frame-
work for the design of the building plinth.

Limited closed and blind façade elements
Blind and closed facades will always be 
less attractive for pedestrians passing the 
building, because there is simply little to 
nothing to see. In order for people to stop 
and to be able to catch their attention, 
the facade should be open and attractive. 
According to a study in Copenhagen by Jan 
Gehl in 2003 the activity level in front of 
an active and open facade is seven times 
greater than in front of a passive and closed 
facade. The plinth of the building will have 
a commercial function with small-scale 
catering establishments and small shops, 
so it is certainly desirable that a lot of 
activity will take place for this facade. The 
design should therefore also aim to create 
an active plinth, which is very transparent 
and has few closed parts. In addition to the 
fact that this makes the plinth of the build-
ing more attractive to use, it will also stim-
ulate the feeling of safety. An active facade 
with an active program ensures eyes on the 
street, and therefore can contribute to peo-
ple feeling safe and thereby can contribute 
to the walkability of the street. 

Vertical facade articulation
The use of vertical facade articulation can 
further increase the walkability of the 
streets and stimulate the sense of human 
scale. A facade that is mainly vertical artic-
ulated provides people with the illusion that 
the walking distance seems shorter and 
more interesting compared to a facade with 
long horizontal lines. After every vertical 
interruption of the facade, it is a surprise 
for the pedestrian to see what is there, and 
therefore is triggered to have a look.  

Transparent entrances showing vertical 
movement
The sense of safety created by the trans-
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fig.74: limited closed and blind facade elements

fig.75: vertical facade articulation

fig.76: transparent entrances showing vertical movement
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parent street level frontage can be fur-
ther enhanced by the use of sufficient and 
clearly visible building entrances. By giving 
these entrances the same transparency, 
they will become more attractive to use. 
At the same time the vertical movement 
within the building can be shown with the 
transparency of the entrance and possibly 
the facades above. This gives the pedes-
trian on the street a greater sense of liveli-
ness in the building, and will therefore also 
have a positive effect on the sense of safety.

Well-detailed plinth
The plinth of the building has a completely 
different function compared to the upper 
floors, it therefore should also have a 
unique detailing and materials that suits 
this function. The commercial function will 
have to be inviting towards its environment, 
and so the details and materials will have 
to match this ambition. This can cause the 
experience to become more interesting 
and meaningful, and therefore also make 
it more attractive for pedestrians to linger 
instead of quickly walking past it. People 
always attract other people, and therefore 
the plinth should provide the perfect envi-
ronment for people to stay and thus attract 
other people. At the same time a clear 
distinction can be made in the function of 
certain parts of the building. By giving the 
functions a unique detailing it will become 
clear at a glance that there is a separation, 
and which part belongs to which function. 

Inviting entrance to freely accessible inner 
gardens
Not only the facades directly connected to 
the street should be attractive, but also the 
facades that border a public inner garden 
should be. By using the building to create 
an attractive entrance towards this pub-
lic inner garden, this garden will in the 
first place become more attractive to use, 
but it also offers the possibility of making 
multiple facades and their corresponding 
functions more attractive. Instead of two 

facades that border the street that are 
attractive for commercial use, four facades 
with this appeal will now be created. When 
the aforementioned detailing and materi-
alization will also be continued here, the 
plinth of the building invites a pedestrian to 
take a different route, and thus arouse his 
interest again.

All the above mentioned concepts are pri-
marily intended for designing the building 
at eye level, and are therefore mainly lim-
ited to the street level frontage. However, 
looking back at the rules for the building 
block included in the master plan, there 
are a number of rules that can be derived 
from this that relate to the entire building. 

Most visible building corner as an eye 
catcher
In addition to qualitative and unique detail-
ing of the plinth of the building, this could 
also be applied to the corner of the build-
ing block. As stated in the design rules of 
the master plan, a building block should 
always have clear edges. When a building 
in the corner of a building block, the entire 
building, or a small part of it, can have a 
unique and dominant appearance, giving 
it a clear edge. In the case of the building, 
this concept can really come into its own 
because its location at the corner of the 
block also makes it the most visible part 
of the building from the main traffic routes 
(figure 73). The building therefore is both 
a clear edge to the building block and the 
specific corner an eye catcher. 

The roof as a green accessible space
The plinth of the building can create an 
attractive entrance to a communal gar-
den, making it desirable to be used by 
many different users. However this com-
munal space should not only be limited to 
the ground floor, because a lot of poten-
tially good places for communal green-
ery are thereby forgotten. The roof of the 
building has the potential to be used as a 
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fig.77: Well-detailed building plinth

fig.78: inviting entrance to freely accessible inner gardens

fig.79: most visible building corner as an eye catcher
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semi-public green space intended for the 
residents of the building. Hereby a space 
can be created with the same quality as 
the public garden at the ground floor, but 
with a slightly more private character. This 
means that residents are more inclined to 
use the space when, for example, they have 
visitors and want to sit outside, but do not 
have enough space on their own balcony. 
By doing so an outdoor space can be cre-
ated intended for a select group of users, 
who are more likely to bear more responsi-
bility to keep this tidy.

An individual apartment should be distin-
guishable
Apart from all the rules, toolboxes and con-
cepts mentioned above, the building will 
also have to radiate the use of the tool and 
the associated individuality. This means 
that regardless of the other concepts, a 
passer-by must always be able to distin-
guish an individual apartment when look-
ing at the building. When a user assembles 
an apartment according to his own wishes, 
it cannot be the case that the facade dis-
plays a completely different picture. There 
must always be a connection between the 
façade and what is happening behind it, 
and this should therefore always be clearly 
represented to the outside world. The tool 
creates a framework and it is up to the 
architect to give substance to this in a good 
and clear way.

Fixed architectural elements
For the tool, it is necessary for the archi-
tect to determine the fixed architectural 
elements in advance. This gives an indica-
tion of the amount space the tool is given 
to preform its calculations. It also ensures 
fixed elements like elevators and transition 
areas are given a permanent place in the 
building. In other words, this is the first 
design step the architect is obligated to 
perform when using the tool. 
The grid to be used by the tool will also 
have a major impact on these fixed compo-

nents. Although this grid will be explained 
in further detail in the following sub-chap-
ter, it will also be used as a basis for the 
dimensions within this section. These two 
sub-chapters are therefore strongly inter-
twined, and there will be frequent refer-
ence to each other. The grid chosen in the 
following sub-chapter has a size of 300 x 
300 mm, and will be leading from this point 
onwards. 

Building structure    
The structure of the building consists of a 
completely open floor, with columns as the 
main supporting structure. These columns 
adapt to the size of the grid, giving them a 
diameter of 300 mm. The placement will 
be along the facade and the internal cor-
ridor, with the heart at the intersection of 
the grid. Specifically chosen to emphasize 
that these columns are completely sepa-
rate from the layout of the living spaces. 
This will especially be visible with the inner 
walls, which in some cases will partially 
include the column. In addition, the col-
umns are kept separate from the facade, in 
order to ensure that it remains completely 
freely divisible. A non-bearing facade could 
offer the possibility of changing over the 
years, despite the fact that the structure 
remains the same. The division of the 
columns creates a structural grid with a 
measurement of 7,8 - 2,4 - 7,8 meters in 
the east-west direction, and a fixed meas-
urement of 4,8 meters in the north-south 
direction. The structural grid is shown in 
figure 82. To stabilize the structure from 
torsion, constructive walls will be placed 
around the vertical circulation space of the 
main entrance.   

Main division
The building will be divided into three dif-
ferent zones in east-west direction, namely 
living space - hallway- living space. Figure 
83 gives an abstract representation of the 
different zones, with the living space zone 
being green, and the transition space being 
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red. This division follows the above men-
tioned structural grid, which is altered to 
make this division possible. 
The main entrance of the building will be 
at the east facade, adjacent to the park. By 
adapting to the main division of the build-
ing, it can make a connection between 
the exterior facade and internal transition 
space. Thereby the entrance space thus 
becomes part of the eastern living space 
zone. An alternative entrance is located 
at the south facade, and can be reached 
through the open stairwell located in the 
transition space. 
The space available for the tool to deter-
mine the division of living spaces will thus 
be along the east and west facades, as 
marked in green in figure 84. Additional to 
this space, the in-between spaces at the 
north and south facade marked in blue can 
also be used. This means almost all space 
connected to the exterior facade, with the 
exception of the vertical transition space, 
can be classified as living space by the tool. 

In the following sub-chapters the several 
additional inputs and limitations will be 
mentioned regarding the application of the 
tool for this particular building. This will 
further explain the choices as mentioned 
above, as well as provide a possible design 
of a building as a result of the outcome of 
the tool.    
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1. Determining the plot 
In the previous sub-chapter 6.1 plot and 
architectural elements, the choice for the 
plot has already briefly been explained. 
However, some technical information is 
required to be imported into the tool, which 
will be explained here. The plot has a size 
of 19,2 x 34,8 m, and following the master-
plan contains five floors. The ground floor 
has a height of 3,8 meters and the four 
floors above all are 3 meters high.

2. Determining the grid
As earlier mentioned in the sub-chapter 
5.3 Architect at work, the grid is deter-
mined based upon several variables. One 
of these variables should be the survey 
of apartments in the direct vicinity of the 
determined plot. However the survey of the 
direct vicinity of the chosen plot showed 
such a great variance in dimensions, and 
the relation of these dimension to each 
other, it is almost impossible to determine 
one underlying grid. Therefore the dimen-
sions the Dutch building decree uses to 
describe the minimal dimensions of cer-
tain spaces are used as a starting point. 
When looking at chapter four of the Dutch 
building decree, a coherence in the dimen-
sions can be found. Almost all dimensions 
are a multiple of 300 mm, like for instance 
the in sub-chapter 5.3 described toilet with 
the minimal dimensions of 900 x 1200 mm. 
Such dimensions can also be found for the 
minimum width of a passage way, a liv-
ing space and a living area. To ensure all 
adjustments made by the users of the tool 
fall within the approval of the Dutch build-
ing decree, a grid with the size 300 x 300 
mm will be adopted. It needs to be stated 
this is the smallest dimension with which 
all other dimensions can be made, there-

fore in the following of this sub-chapter, 
several other limitations will be given to 
the minimal dimensions of specific spaces.

3. Fixed components within the plot 
The fixed components within the plot are 
described in the previous sub chapter 6.1 
plot and architectural elements. For this rea-
son, it will only be reffered to, and this text 
will not be literally repeated here. 
By establishing a fixed hallway in the mid-
dle of the building as well as a fixed place 
for the facade, the size ratio between the 
length and width of the apartments, which 
is a possbile limitation to be set by the 
designer, will be of secondary importance.

4. Fixed spaces within an apartment
Besides fixed components within the plot 
as described in the previous section, sev-
eral fixed components should be included 
within every apartment. The fixed compo-
nents within an apartment are mainly the 
spaces that offer technical support. For 
example, apartment should contain a fuse 
box with a minimum width of 770 mm and 
a minimum depth of 350 mm. This fuse box 
may not be more than 3 meters away from 
the entrance of the apartment, and has a 
door of at least 700 x 2050 mm. In addition, 
a separate technical room will be included 
in each apartment. This space should pro-
vide enough space to place an MV unit and 
a washing machine, thus the minimum 
floor area of this space is determined to be 
2,50 m².

5. Minimum dimensions of spaces
The grid used for the design is based upon 
the Dutch building decree, because this 
can ensure all spaces have the right size 
according to the rules of this decree. When 

6.2 Setting limitations
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a building is tested for granting the right 
permits, this will always be done on the 
basis of these rules. Thus for the archi-
tect to save himself a lot of work checking, 
resizing and rearranging spaces, it is wise 
to include this in the tool in advance. 
The Dutch building decree is a large doc-
ument, which contains several chapters 
that all target a specific subject. The mini-
mal dimensions of spaces however are all 
clustered in chapter four; Technical building 
regulations from the point of view of usability. 
The following is a brief summary of what is 
included in this chapter, and in particular 
what applies to a residential building like 
the final result of this thesis. 
To keep it readable, first the section of 
the chapter is underlined, after which the 
most important information from the cor-
responding articles is listed. As the infor-
mation needs to be understandable for 
both well-informed people and laymen, 
the information will, where possible, also 
be depicted as an illustration on an adja-
cent page. If this is the case, reference will 
always be made using a figure number cor-
responding to the relevant illustration. 

Section 4.1 residential area and living 
space
Article 4.1.2 presence
• An apartment needs to have at least 

18m2 of non-communal living space 
(figure 86).

• At least 55% of the usage area of a usage 
function is living area. 

Article 4.1.3 size
• A living area needs to be at least 5m².
• A living area needs to be at least 1,8 m 

wide. 
• A living space needs to be at least 1,8 m 

wide. 
• In at least one living area there is one 

living space of at least 11 m² that is at 
least 3 m wide (figure 87). 

Section 4.2 toilet room
Article 4.2.12 size
• A toilet has a floor space of at least 0,9 x 

1,2 m (figure 88), a fully accessible toilet 
has a floor space of at least 1,65 x 2,2 m 
(figure 89). 

• A toilet room needs have a hight of least 
2,3 m.

Section 4.3 bathroom
Article 4.3.19
• A bathroom needs to be at least 1,6 m² 

and is at least 0,8 m wide (figure 90). 
• A bathroom combined with a toilet 

needs to be at least 2,2 m² and is at least 
0,9 m wide. 

• A fully accessible bathroom has a floor 
area of at least 1,6 x 1,8 m.

• A fully accessible bathroom combined 
with a toilet has a floor area of at least 
2,2 x 2,2 m (figure 91). 

• A bathroom needs have a hight of least 
2,3 m.

Section 4.4 accessibility 
Article 4.4.22 free passage
• A passage needs to have a free width of 

at least 0,85 m and hight of at least 2,3 
m.

Article 4.4.23 free passage traffic route
• A traffic route starts at a passage, has a 

width of at least 0,85 m and a hight of at 
least 2,3 m. 

• A communal traffic route has a width of 
at least 1,2 m. 

• The entrance of a residential building 
has a floor area of at least 1,5 x 1,5 m. 

• The space in front of the passage of an 
elevator shaft has a size of at least 1,5 
x 1,5 m. 

6. Apartment types and sizes
The living spaces that are the outcome of 
the tool should be a reflection of the market 
demand during the time of use. Within the 
masterplan of Merwede, the realization of 
new living spaces will prevail in the mixed 
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urban program. The realization of five to 
six thousand new homes requires the right 
mix of target groups with great diversity. 
Thus the living spaces to be developed will 
also have to fit in with this diversity of peo-
ple, with a wide variety of apartment types. 
The chosen plot is developed into a residen-
tial building, where the various apartment 
will be rented to future residents. To deter-
mine the different types of apartments, and 
their corresponding sizes, as previously 
mentioned a survey is conducted in the 
direct vicinity of the determined plot. Sev-
eral websites of housing corporations and 
other providers of living spaces are used as 
the search field. The scope of this survey is 
limited to relatively new apartments (after 
2010), where all information regarding the 
dimensions of rooms was present. The 
survey is conducted between 21-03-2019 
and 30-03-2019, and is therefore seen as 
a random sample that was available at that 
particular time. Because it is a random 
sample, it can occur that found variables 
can be far apart and thus influence the data 
in a negative way. To ensure that the data 
found is related to each other, an outlier 
analysis is done with which the deviating 
data can be found. An outlier is described 
in Meriam-Webster (2019) as; “a statisti-
cal observation that is markedly different 
in value from the others of the sample”. To 
visualize and asses the data, graphs and 
box plots were made using MATLAB. Nee-
dle runs were defined as outliers when the 
data was outside of the whisker, which is 
set at one times the interquartile range. In 
other words, by doing an outlier analysis 
with graphs and box plots, the deviating 
data can be found and excluded from the 
results. By using this survey, a realistic pic-
ture of the current housing market with its 
associated types and sizes can be painted. 
This information is used as the basis of 
the tool, and therefore thus as a basis for 
the new living spaces. Within the survey a 
distinction is made between the following 
types; studio apartments, one bedroom 

apartments, two bedroom apartments and 
three bedroom apartments. The results of 
the different types will be explained in the 
following section of this chapter. In addi-
tion, the usable data regarding the inputs 
and limitations are mentioned from these 
results. Figure 92 shows the box plot as 
a result from the outlier analysis, where 
several results are excluded from the data 
based on the apartment size. 

6.1 One bedroom apartment  
The survey conducted between 21-03-2019 
and 30-03-2019 show there is a wide vari-
ety of one bedroom apartments available 
in Utrecht. With this wide variety of avail-
able apartments, there is also a wide vari-
ety of apartment sizes. The smallest one 
bedroom apartment has a size of 36,5 m², 
while the largest apartment is nearly two 
times its size with 68 m². All apartments 
combined give an average size of 54,84 m², 
which, when looking at the minimum and 
maximum size, a clear diversity is visible in 
the available sizes. In order to make sure 
these minimum and maximum values are 
not disproportionate, statistical analysis 
needs to be preformed in form of the out-
lier analysis described earlier. When the 
outlier test was conducted using the square 
meters of the one bedroom apartments, it 
showed there was only one value that is 
considered to be an outlier, namely 36,5 m2 

(see figure 92). The apartment that belongs 
to this value will therefore be excluded for 
further determining the values on which 
this type of apartment is based. Excluding 
this apartment means the average size 
increases to 57,13 m², and the minimum 
size rises to 50 m².  
The average price for a one bedroom apart-
ment is €783,50, based on the price for 
every apartment in the sample. A simple 
calculations would tell that the average 
square meter price would be €13,71. How-
ever the data shows the average square 
meter price is a little higher with €13,94. 
This can be explained by the fact that there 
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are several factors that influence the price, 
such as the location for instance. At the 
same time the analysis shows that smaller 
apartments are relatively more expen-
sive per square meter than larger apart-
ments. It can therefore be assumed that 
there are relatively smaller apartments in 
the results, which means that the average 
price per square meter is higher. Using 
this average price, it can be determined 
the minimum price for a 50 m² one bed-
room apartment will be €697,00 and the 
maximum price for a 68 m2 one bedroom 
apartment will be €947,92. Thus while 
using the tool, the result of the maximum 
rent the user is able to afford based on his 
financial data should at least be €697,00 to 
be eligible for a one bedroom apartment. 
At the same time the maximum size for a 
one-bedroom apartment is therefore lim-
ited to 68 m² for the corresponding price of 
€947,92.  
The size ratio between either the depth and 
the width of the apartment or the size of 
rooms to the whole apartment is deter-
mined by the lowest value to be divide by 
the highest value. The depth of the apart-
ment in this case is the dimension per-
pendicular to the facade(s) and the width 
is the dimension parallel to the facade(s). 
The average size ratio between the depth 
and width for a one bedroom apartment 
is considered to be 0.72, with an average 
width of 6,58 meters and an average depth 
of 9,07 meters. This size ratio will be used 
to determine the dimensions of all apart-
ments within the above mentioned range of 
50-68 m2 apartments. A similar calculation 
is done to determine the size of the living 
room, the bedroom and the bathroom com-
pared to the size of the apartment. These 
ratios will be used as a starting point for 
the configuration of the apartment, after 
which the user is able to adapt these 
spaces to his/her own wishes. The average 
ratios calculated to be used for a one bed-
room apartment are respectively for the 
living room, bed room and bathroom: 0,50, 

0,21 and 0,07. When the 50 m² apartment is 
used as an example: the width and depth of 
the apartment are 6 x 8,33 meter, the living 
room would be 25 m², the bedroom 10,5 m², 
the bathroom 3,5 m², and the remaining 
area for the partition walls, the toilet, stor-
age room and circulation spaces. The data 
used for this text is summarized in table 5, 
the full set of data, including outliers, can 
be found in appendix 7.  

6.2 Two bedroom apartment
The two bedroom apartment is the most 
common type within the sample of the con-
ducted survey. As with the one bedroom 
apartments, here too a large variation can 
be seen in the available apartment sizes. 
The smallest two bedroom apartment has 
a size of 64 m², while the largest apartment 
is more than two times its size with 130 m². 
The average size of the sample is 83,73 m², 
which is a lot closer to the minimum value 
than it is to the maximum value. Again an 
outlier analysis is conducted to make sure 
no disproportionate values are among the 
sample. Based on the magnitude differ-
ence between the minimum, maximum 
and average values, it can  already be con-
cluded without this analysis that these val-
ues will be in the higher part of the sample. 
The sample contains two outliers as shown 
in the box plot (figure 92), which are as 
predicted within the higher range of the 
sample. The two apartments which will be 
excluded from the research are the once of 
104 m² and 130 m². As a result of this exclu-
sion, the apartment of 95 m² will become 
the largest two bedroom apartment within 
the sample, and the average decreases to 
79,29 m². 
Based on the data, the average price of a 
two bedroom apartment is €987,15. Again a 
simple calculation shows the average price 
per square meter thus should be €12,47. 
This time the result of this calculation is 
really close to the actual average price per 
square meter, with it being €12,48. 
Using this average price, it can be deter-
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Table 4

Limitations for a studio apartment

Limitation Value

Average size 29,00 m2

Minimum size 24,00 m2

Maximum size 35,00 m2

Average price € 931,13

Average price/m2 € 32,17

Minimum price € 772,08 - 24 m2

Maximum price € 1125,95 - 35 m2

Size ratio w x d 0,76

Size ratio LR 0,88

Size ratio bath 0,10

Table 5

Limitations for a one bedroom apartment

Limitation Value

Average size 57,13 m2

Minimum size 50,00 m2

Maximum size 68,00 m2

Average price € 783,50

Average price/m2 € 13,94

Minimum price € 697,00 - 50 m2

Maximum price € 947,92 - 68 m2

Size ratio w x d 0,72

Size ratio LR 0,50

Size ratio BR 0,21

Size ratio bath 0,07

Table 6

Limitations for a two bedroom apartment

Limitation Value

Average size 79,29 m2

Minimum size 64,00 m2

Maximum size 95,00 m2

Average price € 987,15

Average price/m2 € 12,48

Minimum price € 798,72 - 64 m2

Maximum price € 1185,60 - 95 m2

Size ratio w x d 0,69

Size ratio LR 0,44

Size ratio BR 1 0,18

Size ratio BR 2 0,12

Size ratio bath 0,07

Table 7

Limitations for a three bedroom apartment

Limitation Value

Average size 136,92 m2

Minimum size 128,50 m2

Maximum size 146,00 m2

Average price € 1520,00

Average price/m2 € 11,07

Minimum price € 1422,50 - 128 m2

Maximum price € 1616,22 - 146 m2

Size ratio w x d 0,76

Size ratio LR 0,33

Size ratio BR 1 0,16

Size ratio BR 2 0,11

Size ratio BR 3 0,09

Size ratio bath 0,06

table 4: limitations for a studio apartment

table 7: limitations for a one bedroom apartment

table 5: limitations for a one bedroom apartment

table 6: limitations for a two bedroom apartment
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mined that the minimum price for a two 
bedroom apartment will be €798,72 for 64 
m². Thus for a user to be able to upgrade 
a standard one bedroom apartment to 
a two bedroom apartment, the result of 
his/her financial situation should be at 
least €798,72. The maximum price for a 
two-bedroom apartment will be limited to 
€1185,60 with a size of 95 m². 
The size ratio between either the depth 
and the width of the apartment or the size 
of rooms to the whole apartment again is 
determined by the lowest value to be divide 
by the highest value. The average size ratio 
between the depth and width for a two bed-
room apartment is considered to be 0.69, 
with an average width of 7,75 meters and 
an average depth of 10,76 meters. This size 
ratio will be used to determine the dimen-
sions of all apartments within the above 
mentioned range of 64-95 m2 apartments. 
A similar calculation is done to determine 
the size of the living room, the master bed-
room, second bedroom and the bathroom 
compared to the size of the apartment. The 
average ratios calculated to be used for a 
two bedroom apartment are respectively: 
0.44, 0.18, 0.12 and 0.07. When the 64 m2 

apartment is used as an example: the width 
and depth of the apartment are 6,65 x 6,92 
meter, the living room would be 28,16 m², 
the master bedroom 11,52 m², second bed-
room 7,68 m², the bathroom 3,5 m², and the 
remaining area for the partition walls, the 
toilet, storage room and circulation spaces. 
The data used for this text is summarized 
in table 6, the full set of data, including out-
liers, can be found in appendix 7.

6.3 Three bedroom apartment
Three bedroom apartments are the larg-
est types included within the survey. With 
a relatively small sample, the values of 
these apartments are fairly close together. 
The smallest three bedroom apartment 
is 128,50 m², while the largest is 162 m². 
Other than the one-, and two bedroom 
apartments this does not mean the largest 

apartment is (close to) two times the size 
of the smallest apartment. Even though the 
values are close together, still an outlier 
analysis is conducted to make sure no dis-
proportionate values are among this small 
sample. Again the box plot in figure 92 
marks an outlier within the sample, namely 
the largest apartment of 162 m². The corre-
sponding apartment will thus be excluded 
from the results, lowering the average size 
to 136,92 m². An apartment with the size of 
146 m² will become the largest apartment 
within this sample.
The average price for a three bedroom 
apartment in Utrecht based on the avail-
able data is €1520,00, with an average to 
be quickly calculated to be at €11,10 per 
square meter. Again the calculated aver-
age price per square meter differs slightly 
based on the data, being €11,07 per square 
meter. Using this average price the mini-
mum price for a three bedroom apartment 
would become €1422,50 for a 128 m² apart-
ment. The maximum price for a three bed-
room apartment, and thus the maximum 
price of any apartment based on the data, 
will be €1616,22 for a 146 m² apartment.      
The size ratio between either the depth and 
the width of the apartment or the size of 
rooms to the whole apartment is again is 
determined by the lowest value to be divide 
by the highest value. The average size ratio 
between the depth and width for a three 
bedroom apartment is considered to be 
0.76, with an average width of 14,10 meters 
and an average depth of 11,56 meters. 
This size ratio will be used to determine 
the dimensions of all apartments within 
the above mentioned range of 128-146 m² 
apartments. A similar calculation is done 
to determine the size of the living room, 
the master bedroom, second bedroom, 
third bedroom and the bathroom compared 
to the size of the apartment. The average 
ratios calculated to be used for a three 
bedroom apartment are respectively: 0.33, 
0.16, 0.11, 0.09 and 0.06. When the 128 m² 
apartment is used as an example: the width 
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and depth of the apartment are 9,9 x 12,95 
meter, the living room would be 42,24 m², 
the master bedroom 20,48 m², second bed-
room 14,08 m², the third bedroom 11,52 m², 
the bathroom 7,68 m², and the remaining 
area for the partition walls, the toilet, stor-
age room and circulation spaces. The data 
used for this text is summarized in table 7, 
the full set of data, including outliers, can 
be found in appendix 7.

6.4 Studio apartment
Within the conducted survey only a lim-
ited amount of studio apartments were-
found, with a total of three apartments. 
This means there is little data to work with, 
and it is not possible to exclude apartments 
here with as a result of an outlier analysis. 
Assessing the data with a visual quick scan, 
it is immediately clear these type of apart-
ments are quite expensive compared to the 
other apartment types. This is so extreme 
that the most expensive studio, only being 
35 m², has about the same price of the 
maximum price set for the two bedroom 
apartment of 95m². The prices of these 
apartment respectively are: €1175,00 and 
€1185,60. As mentioned earlier with the 
one bedroom apartments, this all has to do 
with location. The only studio apartments 
that were available within the rules of the 
aforementioned scope can be found in the 
heart of the city centre, and are therefore 
very expensive. At the same time, as men-
tioned earlier, smaller apartments are in 
general more expensive per square meter 
than larger apartments. 
With the lack of sufficient qualitative data, 
in combination with the disproportion-
ate values that can be found, this type of 
apartment will be completely excluded 
for use within the tool. This means that 
the one-bedroom apartments become the 
smallest variant when using the tool for 
the rest of the thesis. The data used for this 
text is summarized in table 4, the full set of 
data, can be found in appendix 7.

7. Specific options per apartment type
For the users of the tool to have the option 
of customizing their apartments to their 
own wishes, the architect must set certain 
preconditions that limit these choices. This 
mainly concerns the presence or absence 
of different spaces, the presence of sepa-
rate circulation spaces and the entrance 
of the different spaces from the circulation 
spaces. The options given here are based 
upon the analysis of the living spaces used 
in the previous section, and could for most 
architects be based on previous work or 
intuition. 
The options for the one bedroom apart-
ment are the following:
• A hallway will be present/absent.
• A separate toilet will be present/absent.
• A separate room for the kitchen will be 

present/absent.
• An extra storage closet will be present/

absent.
• The entrance to the apartment would be 

either into the living room or a hallway.
• The entrance to the bedroom will be 

through the living room or a hallway.
• The entrance to the bathroom will be 

through the living room, bedroom or a 
hallway.

• The entrance to the toilet (if chosen) will 
be through the living room or a hallway. 

• The entrance to the kitchen (if chosen) 
will be through the living room or a hall-
way. 

• The entrance to the extra storage space 
(if chosen) will be through the living 
room, bedroom or a hallway.

The options for two bedroom apartment 
are the following on top of those of the one 
bedroom apartment:
• A second hallway is present/absent.
• The entrance to the apartment would be 

either into the living room, the first or 
second hallway.

• The entrance to the bedroom will be 
through the living room, the first or sec-
ond hallway.
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• The entrance to the bathroom will be 
through the living room, bedroom, the 
first or second hallway.

• The entrance to the toilet (if chosen) will 
be through the living room, the first or 
second hallway.

• The entrance to the kitchen (if chosen) 
will be through the living room, the first 
or second hallway. 

• The entrance to the extra storage space 
(if chosen) will be through the living 
room, bedroom, the first or second hall-
way.

The options for three bedroom apartment 
are the following on top of those of the one 
bedroom and two bedroom apartment:
• A second bathroom is present/absent.

8. Relationship matrix and bubble diagram
Even though the architect does not design 
the floor plans of the apartments him-/
herself, he/she does need to give an indi-
cation which rooms or spaces should have 
a relation to each other. By doing so, the 
architect can reduce the amount of pos-
sible solutions the tool can come up with, 
while making sure the produced solutions 
remain functional. The architect thus uses 
his own skills and knowledge about build-
ings and their layout, to make the tool 
smarter and more efficient. For the devel-
oped tool used in this thesis, this is done 
by the creation of a relationship matrix 
and the associated bubble diagram. The 
relations between spaces are determined 
by their adjacency, which can have several 
different levels. Four levels of adjacency 
are determined within this thesis, namely: 
must, should, would be nice, and no con-
tact. The meaning of the levels of adjacency 
are quite straight forward, from absolutely 
lying next to each other to no relationship 
at all. 
The architect should be aware it is impor-
tant to include all possible options as men-
tioned in the previous section of this chap-
ter in the matrix. The tool is then able to 

offer a viable solution, regardless of the 
input the user provides.
After the matrix is complete the architect 
should translate it into a bubble diagram. 
This is a visual representation of the same 
information used in the adjacency matrix. 
However, by making it visual, the architect 
immediately gets the option to perform a 
check to see if all the desired relationships 
have been added. In the bubble diagram, 
the spaces are represented by the differ-
ent bubbles, while relations between these 
bubbles are shown by different lines that 
represent the level of adjacency. In figures 
93 up to and including 96 the adjacency 
matrices are included for respectively the 
one bedroom, two bedroom, and three 
bedroom apartments. Subsequently, the 
figure 95 show the corresponding bubble 
diagrams.
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By using the tool, the individuality and cus-
tomization of the various apartments for 
different users is stimulated. It is there-
fore important that this individuality is 
also reflected in the design of the facade, 
as this is the part of the building that tells 
the story to the outside world. It is not the 
user per se, but rather the architect who 
remains responsible for the appearance 
of the building, and will therefore still be 
able to leave his architectural mark. So it 
is his job to ensure that the building does 
not become a large collection of all kinds 
of different styles and materials. While 
preparing the tool, the architect also deter-
mines the rules for the elements used in 
the facade to be corresponding with the 
floor plan as a result of the tool. With this 
the architectural language can already 
be determined beforehand and therefore  
always be applied regardless of the result 
formed by the users. 
Within an average residential building, the 
various apartments can often be distin-
guished form each other by the repetitions 
of a number of windows and a balcony. 
This pattern is copied for all units, and is 
therefore visible across the different floors. 
Although repetition can be a strong archi-
tectural element, and therefore a legiti-
mate choice, a strict facade pattern in the 
case of the individuality of the apartment 
floor plans will result in a major contradic-
tion. This would mean that the facade and 
the floor plan would be completely sepa-
rate from each other and, in all likelihood, 
collide in different places. Within the design 
of the building a concept is found in which 
the individuality of the apartments can be 
represented, while also radiating a certain 
degree of uniformity. The concept as used 
for this design is threefold, namely: the 

application of a separation layer between 
the different apartments, the use of differ-
ent window types that fit a specific apart-
ment type and the addition of lightweight 
balcony to the facade.
    
Separation layer 
The individual apartments can be made 
visible in the facade by giving them a clear 
edge. This shows at a glance whether an 
apartment occupies the full width of a floor, 
or only occupies a small part of it. The 
same applies for apartments that cover 
several floors or the once that are limited 
to only one floor. In the case of the outcome 
of the tool as used in this thesis, this is of 
secondary importance because the apart-
ments are limited to a single floor. To clar-
ify the apartment edges within the design, 
brick accents have been used to add an 
extra layer to the facade. The extra layer is 
based upon the grid and therefore the brick 
accents have a height or width of 300 mm 
that are projected on the floor edges and 
partition walls. The vertical lines within 
this layer are of most importance, they are 
continuous and protrude 75 mm from the 
facade. The horizontal lines are of minor 
importance and are therefore interrupted 
by the vertical lines and will only protrude 
20 mm from the facade.

Window types      
Something that further emphasizes indi-
viduality within the facade, are the distribu-
tion and size of the windows. A distinction 
first will be made between the different 
apartment types, after which the individual 
apartments will be emphasized. As men-
tioned before, there is a possibility of choice 
between three different types of apart-
ments. It is therefore quite straight forward 

6.3 Rules for apartment facade design
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fig.97: 900 mm full fixed glazed window & combination of fixed glass and tilt-and-turn window

fig.99: 1500 mm full fixed glazed window & combination of fixed glass and tilt-and-turn window

fig.98: 900 mm combination of fixed glass and outward opening window & full sized tilt-and-turn window
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to provide all these apartment types with 
a corresponding window type. All window 
types will have different variants, in order 
to give more opportunity for individualiza-
tion. In order to ensure that the uniform-
ity can be guaranteed, the aforementioned 
300 mm grid will also be used as a basis 
here. This will be used for either the size 
of the windows as their placement in rela-
tion to each other and to fixed elements in 
the floor plan. The windows should always 
be at least 300 mm away from a fixed com-
ponent in the floor plan or another window 
in the facade to ensure proper placement 
in the corresponding space. At the same 
time, all windows are raised 300 mm above 
the finished floor. Because the horizontal 
lines are again of secondary importance, 
all windows will have the same height of 
2100 mm. Aluminum frames were chosen 
because of the sleek and slender appear-
ance, which due to its clear coating, fits 
well with, but at the same time is in clear 
contrast with the facing bricks. The French 
balconies and leakage sills, on the other 
hand, will be copper-colored, thus showing 
much more similarity with the chosen fac-
ing bricks. The different types of windows 
per apartment type will be discussed in 
detail in the following section.

One bedroom apartments
The one bedroom apartment is the small-
est apartment type that can be chosen 
during configuration. The window type that 
belongs to this apartment type will there-
fore also be the smallest one, in order to 
make a great freedom of placement pos-
sible. A single window is chosen with the 
width of 900 mm. With this single window, 
four different variants can be made: 
a) a full fixed glass window, 
b) a combination of fixed glass up to 700 

mm and above that a tilt-and-turn 
window, 

c) a combination of fixed glass up to 700 
mm and above that an outward open-
ing window, 

d) a full tilt and turn window with a small 
French balcony. 

All variants will be able to be used normally 
or mirrored in order to get more variation. 
Al possible variants are shown in figures 97 
& 98.
  
Two bedroom apartments
The two bedroom apartments are in gen-
eral larger compared to the above men-
tioned one bedroom type, which means 
larger surfaces of glass can be used. A 
combined window with a width of 1500 mm 
is therefore chosen for this apartment type. 
This window has a fixed distribution of 900 
and 600 mm, whereby the smallest part 
can be used differently with the variants. 
Because the two bedroom apartment will 
possibly have a small space within the floor 
plan, the above mentioned 900 mm win-
dows will also be made available for use 
within this apartment type. With the com-
bined window, again four different variants 
can be made with the larger part always 
being fixed and the smaller part having the 
following options:
a) a full fixed glass window, 
b) a combination of fixed glass up to 700 

mm and above that a tilt-and-turn 
window, 

c) a combination of fixed glass up to 700 
mm and above that an outward open-
ing window, 

d) a full tilt and turn window with a small 
French balcony. 

All variants will be able to be used normally 
or mirrored in order to get more variation. 
All possible variants are shown in figures 
99 & 100.
 
Three bedroom apartments
The three bedroom apartment is the largest 
type of apartment to be chosen in the tool. 
This type therefore also has the largest 
window types. In this case too, the smallest 
900 mm windows types remain available so 
more freedom is given to the configuration 
of the windows. The window type proposed 
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fig.100: 1500 mm combination of fixed glass and outward opening window & full sized tilt-and-turn window

fig.101: 2700 mm full fixed glazed window & combination of fixed glass and tilt-and-turn window

fig.102: 2700 mm window combination of three sliding panels
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is a combination window with three glass 
surfaces, each having a width of 900 mm. 
The total width of this window type thus 
becomes 2700 mm. Three different vari-
ants are proposed for this type of window: 
a) all fixed glass panes, 
b) a combination of two fixed glass panes 

and one full height tilt and turn win-
dow with a small French balcony, 

c) a combination of three sliding panels 
with a small french balcony, 

All variants will be able to be used normally 
or mirrored in order to get more variation. 
All possible variants are shown in figures 
101 & 102.

Balconies
According to the Dutch Building Decree, 
apartments larger than 50 square meters 
should have non-communal outside space 
of at least four square meters. Looking at 
the available apartment types and the cor-
responding dimensions, this will therefore 
concern the majority of the apartments as 
a result of the tool. However, because there 
will also be apartments that will not have 
this requirement, the balconies should 
not be a main element of the facade. The 
apartments are divided within the plot of 
the building, and if they have sufficient size 
the balcony will therefore be a clear addi-
tion to the outside of the plot. As with the 
windows, the architect has the freedom to 
determine the location of the balcony itself. 
Here too, the 300 x 300 mm grid will return 
to determine the size of the balcony and 
the associated balcony door. The external 
dimension of the balcony is corresponding 
to the grid 2100 x 2100 mm, and will there-
fore easily fit into the grid of the facade. 
The balcony door is 1500 mm wide, and will 
thus have 300 mm space to both ends of 
the balcony as it sits in the middle. When 
placing the balcony, the outer dimension 
will be the guiding principle to be 300 mm 
away from other windows, while the bal-
cony door is the guiding principle to the 
fixed components in the floor plan. The 

bottom of the balcony is flush with the bot-
tom of the horizontal brick accent, which 
means that this will be interrupted by the 
balcony. By doing so the balcony door will 
only have a minimum threshold making it 
easily accessible, while the balcony fits in 
with the ensemble of the facade.
To clarify the balcony is an additional ele-
ment to the facade, a lightweight steel bal-
cony is chosen that is hung by means of 
steel draw bars. This emphasizes that the 
balcony could, in principle, be used at any 
place, and thus adjusts itself to the config-
uration of the floor plan. Dark coated steel 
was chosen because it clearly contrasts 
with the brick façade, and is also extremely 
suitable for creating a slender construc-
tion. To maintain the unity with the facade, 
the balcony fencing is the same as the 
fences used for the French balconies. The 
top of this fence is at the same height as 
these French balconies, while the bottom 
extends through to the bottom of the bal-
cony and therefore completely encloses it. 
By adopting the same copper color, there is 
a clear contrast between the balcony fence 
and the steel construction that caries the 
balcony.
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fig.103: 1500 mm inward opning balcony doors & balcony
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6.4 Future residents

In this sub-chapter, several future residents 
in the form of  persona’s are created for 
people  who can use the tool to generate an 
apartment. One of these persona’s will be 
chosen to demonstrate the configuration of 
an apartment in the following sub-chapter. 
The persona’s are a diverse combination of 
gender, age, ethnicity, educational attain-
ment, singles, couples and room mates to 
ensure that it reflects the diversity of the 
Dutch population. The information of a sin-
gle person is displayed directly beneath 
the abstract avatar of this person. When it 
concerns a couple, or several people living 
together, the upper enumeration belongs 
to the left name and avatar and therefore 
the lower enumeration belongs to the right 
name and avatar. 

Origin of the information
A list with general information is com-
posed for every person with the following 
information: age, gender, relationship sta-
tus, occupation,  highest level of education, 
years of work experience, gross monthly 
income, equity and monthly financial com-
mitments. If a couple lives with children, 
only their names are mentioned but no 
further details about them as they do not 
play a role within the tool. However, their 
presence can determine the choice of an 
extra bedroom or bathroom, and should 
therefore be mentioned. The information of 
these persona’s is completely fictional and 
used to give a reflection of different peo-
ple in society. However, in order to keep the 
information credible with regard to finan-
cial matters, the salaries based on years 
of work experience for the different occu-
pations have been taken from the averages 
mentioned on loonwijzer.nl. 
The website Loonwijzer.nl is part of the 

stichting loonwijzer & WageIndicator foun-
dation, with the aim of “providing employ-
ees and small entrepreneurs with basic 
information about the labour market” 
(WageIndicator - Loonwijzer.nl, 2019). The 
website has a global reach with covering 
over 93 countries world wide, however only 
data from the Dutch website were used for 
this research. 
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Age: 30

Gender: Female

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Graphical designer

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 10 years

Monthly salary: € 2.786,-

Equity: € 15.000,-

F. commitments: € 50,-

Age: 24

Gender: Male

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Teacher

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 1 years

Monthly salary: € 2.631,-

Equity: € 2.000,-

F. commitments: € 30,-

Julia

Pieter

Age: 28

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Tax inspector

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 5 years

Monthly salary: € 3.200,-

Equity: € 7.350,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 38

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Car salesman

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 14 years

Monthly salary: € 3.224,-

Equity: € 25.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 26

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Purchasing agent 
pharmacy

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 4 years

Monthly salary: € 2.746,-

Equity: € 5.000,-

F. commitments: € 85,-

Age: 38

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Staff and organiza-
tion employee

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 16 years

Monthly salary: € 2.231,-

Equity: € 10.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Robin & Laura

Henk & Astrid
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Age: 48

Gender: Male

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Agricultural advise

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 13 years

Monthly salary: € 3.800,-

Equity: € 40.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 40

Gender: Female

Relationship: Divorced

Occupation: Head of HR

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 14 years

Monthly salary: € 4.330,-

Equity: € 20.000,-

F. commitments: € 120,-

Rashid

Lotte & Jules

Age: 27

Gender: Female

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Interior stylist

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 5 years

Monthly salary: € 2.552,-

Equity: € 2.000,-

F. commitments: € 120,-

Age: 34

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: system 
administrator

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 11 years

Monthly salary: € 3.090

Equity: € 20.000,-

F. commitments: € 120,-

Age: 26

Gender: Female

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Legal secretary

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 6 years

Monthly salary: € 2.803,-

Equity: € 5.000,-

F. commitments: € 80,-

Age: 32

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: App developer

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 9 years

Monthly salary: € 3.114,-

Equity: € 10.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Myrthe, Sanne & Juultje

Joep, Leona & Milan
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Age: 25

Gender: Female

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Traffic police officer

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 3 years

Monthly salary: € 3.110,-

Equity: € 18.000,-

F. commitments: € 80,-

Age: 30

Gender: Male

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Mech. engineer

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 8 years

Monthly salary: € 3.190,-

Equity: € 25.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Alisha

Jack

Age: 38

Gender: Male

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Head of advertising

Education level: WO

Work experience: 13 years

Monthly salary: € 3.881,-

Equity: € 25.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 28

Gender: Male

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Process operator 
dairy products

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 8 years

Monthly salary: € 2.977,-

Equity: € 15.000,-

F. commitments: € 150,- 

Age: 37

Gender: Female

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Biologist

Education level: WO

Work experience: 11 years

Monthly salary: € 3.417,-

Equity: € 15.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 27

Gender: Female

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Office cleaner

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 8 years

Monthly salary: € 2.458,-

Equity: € 9.000,-

F. commitments: € 50,-

Max, Daisy, Robin & Stijn

Wim, Khadija & Sterre
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Age: 24

Gender: Male

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Damage assessor

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 3 years

Monthly salary: € 2.939,-

Equity: € 10.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 35

Gender: Female

Relationship: Single

Occupation: general 
practitioner

Education level: WO

Work experience: 5 years

Monthly salary: € 4.763,-

Equity: € 30.000,-

F. commitments: € 200,-

Etienne

Julliette & Lotje

Age: 27

Gender: Male

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Architect

Education level: WO

Work experience: 2 years

Monthly salary: € 2.773,-

Equity: € 7.500,-

F. commitments: € 90,-

Age: 35

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Event organiser 

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 11 years

Monthly salary: € 3.001,-

Equity: € 21.000,-

F. commitments: € 50,-

Age: 28

Gender: Female

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Civil registrar

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 6 years

Monthly salary: € 3.503,-

Equity: € 8.000,-

F. commitments: € 50,-

Age: 40

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Audiologist

Education level: WO

Work experience: 15 years

Monthly salary: € 3.896,-

Equity: € 12.000,-

F. commitments: € 80,-

Mats, Sanne & Bart

Robert, Hans & Amber
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Age: 44

Gender: Female

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Dental assistent

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 20 years

Monthly salary: € 3.562,-

Equity: € 40.000,-

F. commitments: € 80,-

Age: 52

Gender: Female

Relationship: Widow

Occupation: Editorial secretary

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 30 years

Monthly salary: € 2.950,-

Equity: € 80.000,-

F. commitments: € 80,-

Alissa & Mateo

Bep

Age: 32

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Carpenter

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 13 years

Monthly salary: € 2.783,-

Equity: € 20.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: 30

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Financial analist

Education level: WO

Work experience: 5 years

Monthly salary: € 3.365,-

Equity: € 5.000,-

F. commitments: € 200,- 

Age: 35

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Administration

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 10 years

Monthly salary: € 2.500,-

Equity: € 18.000,-

F. commitments: € 0,-

Age: Mubera

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Lawyer

Education level: WO

Work experience: 5 years

Monthly salary: € 4.263,-

Equity: € 25.000,-

F. commitments: € 30,-

Martijn & Famke

Arbil, Muberra & Arbeloa
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Age: 57

Gender: Male

Relationship: Divorced

Occupation: Company appraiser

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 33 years

Monthly salary: € 4.046,-

Equity: € 50.000,-

F. commitments: € 200,-

Piet

Age: 27

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Set designer

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 1 year

Monthly salary: € 2.276,-

Equity: € 3.000,-

F. commitments: € 100,-

Age: 55

Gender: Male

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Draughtsman

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 30 years

Monthly salary: € 3.566,-

Equity: € 40.000,-

F. commitments: € 150,-

Age: 28

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Furniture designer

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 3 years

Monthly salary: € 2.228,-

Equity: € 10.000,-

F. commitments: € 100,-

Age: 51

Gender: Female

Relationship: Couple

Occupation: Nurse

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 25 years

Monthly salary: € 3.924,-

Equity: € 30.000,-

F. commitments: € 60,-

Peter, Greetje & Guusje

Sven & Maud

Age: 44

Gender: Female

Relationship: Single

Occupation: Dental assistent 

Education level: HBO

Work experience: 20 years

Monthly salary: € 3.562,-

Equity: € 40.000,-

F. commitments: € 80,-

Alissa
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Age: 28

Gender: Male

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Chef

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 7 year

Monthly salary: € 2.257,-

Equity: € 5.000,-

F. commitments: € 150,-

Age: 25

Gender: Female

Relationship: Married

Occupation: Hairdresser

Education level: MBO

Work experience: 4 years

Monthly salary: € 2.270,-

Equity: € 5.000,-

F. commitments: € 150,-

Tian & Naomi
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6.5 Design by scenario example

This sub-chapter shows the use of the tool 
for a future resident with one possible sce-
nario, using the inputs and limitations as 
described in the previous part of chapter 6. 
The tool used for this scenario is described 
in chapter 5, and specifically focusses on 
sub-chapter 5.4 user playing his/her part. 
This means in this case the architect has 
already done his job, and thus the future 
resident can start putting together his 
own apartment. The future resident from 
this point on will be referred to as Peter 
& Greetje, a random couple taken from 
the persona’s described in the previous 
sub-chapter. 
Peter & Greetje are 27 and 28 years old and 
recently got married after Peter graduated 
his bachelor in set design. Greetje started 
working a little longer ago, and has been 
working as a furniture designer for the past 
three years. Although they have been living 
together for at least five years in a small 
apartment in the centre of Utrecht, with 
the recent birth of their daughter Guusje 
they think it is time to take the step and 
live more spaciously. Both having a bach-
elor degree means they both have a good 
salary, and are therefore looking for a spa-
cious two bedroom apartment. This allows 
them to give their daughter her own bed-
room, and therefore be ready for the near 
future. 
Peter & Greetje will follow the steps, and 
thereby the screens of the tool, described 
in sub-chapter 5.4 user playin his/her part. 
With each of the steps the corresponding 
screen and provided information will be 
shown on the page to the right of the text. 
To avoid confusion when using figures, the 
figure number will always be mentioned in 
the text. The final result of the tool will be 
shown both based upon 2D as 3D images 

for the separate apartment. In order to 
make it all inclusive, it will also be dis-
played within the whole of the building. 

Step 1: Input of the users information
First Peter & Greetje need to fill in their 
personal information on the screen with 
your situation. The result of this first 
screen, as mentioned earlier on in chapter 
5.4, will determine the maximum rent they 
are able to afford. As they are married and 
live together, they mark yes with the first 
question if they are sharing the apartment 
with a partner or roommate. Technically 
they will be living with three persons, how-
ever as Guusje is well under 18 she will not 
be included within the calculation of the 
maximum affordable rent. They will need 
to fill in they have one child in the corre-
sponding box. 
Peter has the highest salary of the two, and 
will therefore need to enter his monthly 
salary in the box labelled income. Although 
Greetje’s salary is only a little bit lower 
compared to that of Peter, it will still be 
seen as a second income. With this she 
has to enter her salary in the box labelled 
income partner. Because their wedding 
was not that long ago, they both do not have 
much savings left. Together they get to a 
combined total of €13.000,-, and therefore 
enter this in the corresponding box. They 
both have borrowed money to pay for their 
education, and therefore both have to pay 
back €100,- a month to the government. 
These are the only fixed monthly financial 
commitments they have. 
As a result of all the information they 
entered into the tool, the maximum rent 
they are able to afford is calculated to be 
€1.100,- as shown in figure 105. Because 
they are not sure they will continue working 

The scenario of Peter & Greetje
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fig.104: personal situation Peter & Greetje

fig.105: choosing apartment type Peter & Greetje
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the same amount of hours they are doing 
now, and therefore thus keep this monthly 
salary, they already decided in advance not 
to rent all the way up to their limit if this 
will not be necessary. Within the follow-
ing steps they therefore will always try to 
adjust their choices accordingly. 

Step 2: Choosing the desired apartment
With the information entered in the previ-
ous screen, the maximum affordable rent 
of €1.100,- is taken to the current screen. 
With this amount they are able to choose 
between a one bedroom apartment and 
a two bedroom apartment. However, as 
described at the beginning of this scenario, 
they will opt for a two bedroom apartment 
for the basic configuration. This means 
they choose a basic apartment with a mini-
mum size of 64 m² and the associated min-
imum rental price of €798,72. 
The lower part of the screen provides a 
slider with the option to enlarge the apart-
ment to a maximum of 88 m². As described 
earlier, they do not want to be tied to this 
high amount, and therefore choose to stay 
under it. By playing with the slider for a 
while, and weighing things up, they end up 
at €990,91, which is just above the middle. 
For this they will get a 79,4 m² apartment 
with two bedrooms as indicated in figure 
105. 

Step 3: Indicating specific preferences
Following the choice of the apartment type 
and its size, Peter & Greetje need to indi-
cate their specific preferences with step 
3. The different options for the prefer-
ences are determined by the architect, and 
explained in detail in sub-chapter 6.3 set-
ting limitations. Figure 106 shows the pos-
sibilities for the two bedroom apartment. 
Peter & Greetje are very fond of their pri-
vacy, and therefore find it important that all 
spaces can be closed off from the entrance. 
They therefore choose, as customary in the 
Netherlands, to have a hallway to connect 
all rooms to each other and the front door. 

In addition, they use the option of an extra 
separate toilet adjacent to the hallway. 
However, as they still want a toilet in their 
bathroom, they also have to check this 
box. Furthermore, no specific options are 
chosen, thus the apartment remains fairly 
standard. 

Following the choices made with the pre-
vious steps, the tool now starts generat-
ing a floor plan. This floor plan is seen as 
the basic apartment for Peter & Greetje, 
on which they are able to preform some 
changes with regard to the size of the 
spaces in the final step. 

Step 4: Altering the generated floor plan.      
As mentioned before the tool now has 
sufficient information to generate a floor 
plan for the desired apartment. Based on 
space adjacency and preferences of Peter 
& Greetje the various spaces are placed 
in the plot. At the same time the tool has 
determined where the apartment will be 
situated within the building, and therefore 
knows where the entrance and facades 
with windows should be. 
The screen, as shown in figure 107, provides 
Peter & Greetje with the option to alter the 
sizes of rooms if these do not yet fully meet 
their preferences. At first they agree with 
the standard result, but after long consid-
eration they decide to increase the size of 
both the second bedroom and bathroom. In 
case of the second bedroom, this will be at 
the expense of the living room, because the 
size of the master bedroom is preferred to 
remain the same. 
After applying the changes, as shown in 
figure 108, the are both satisfied with the 
result and they complete the design of 
their apartment. With this their work with 
the tool is done, and the architect can start 
working on the design of the facade and the 
rest of the building.   
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fig.106: choising specific preferences Peter & Greetje

fig.107: generating and adapting floor plan Peter & Greetje
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fig.108: adapted floor plan Peter & Greetje

fig.109: interior visualization
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fig.110: axonometric floorplan

fig.111: position within the building
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6.6 Final design

By combining all the foregoing parts of this 
thesis, the final design of the building can 
become visible. As stated numerous times 
before, this design is one of the many possi-
bilities as a result of the tool. Based on how 
the tool works, as described in chapter 5.1 
general explanation of the tool, there are var-
ious people and components that influence 
the final result of the design. The investor 
who instructs the architect to develop such 
a building, the architect who determines 
the framework within which the user can 
do his/her thing, and the future residents 
who configure their own apartments using 
the tool. In addition, there are a number of 
external influences such as the buildings 
location, regulations, and (local) govern-
ment authorities. The subsequent design 
is therefore the result of the data entered 
in the tool, both the parameters set by the 
architect and the data and choices of the 
users. 
While the tool forms the basis for the 
design, it does not mean its output directly 
is the final design. The facade, as indicated 
earlier, still remains the responsibility of 
the architect. Here too certain rules have 
been drawn up that can be applied to any 
outcome of the tool. The design of the 
plinth of the building is more or less fixed, 
however the facades of the apartments in 
particular are variable. Based on the type 
of apartment, its size and the placement of 
spaces, the architect determines the loca-
tion of various windows based on the rules 
he has drawn up. 
In the following chapter the various parts of 
the final design will be discussed. If in ear-
lier parts of the thesis no explanation has 
yet been given regarding the choices made, 
this will be done in the following chapter.  
  

Floor plans
The floor plans of the building can be clearly 
divided according to the function for which 
they are intended. This also is the separa-
tion between the floor plans as an output 
of the tool, and the floor plans designed by 
the architect in a traditional way. The floors 
intended for residential use will, as previ-
ously indicated, be configured by the future 
residents using the tool. The configuration 
of these plans will therefore almost be the 
direct output of the tool, with the exception 
of a few alterations made by the architect. 
Both the layout of the single apartments 
themselves and the distribution of all 
apartments in the building. It should there-
fore be emphasized once again that this is 
one of the possible configurations based on 
criteria and data set earlier in the thesis. 

Ground floor
The ground floor of the building will have a 
commercial function, and therefore will be 
the only floor plan of the building that is not 
configured through the use of the tool. This 
means the layout of this floor is done in the 
traditional way based upon possible future 
use. The design however is bound to a 
number of fixed elements that have already 
been established for the use of the tool in 
chapter 6.1 plot and architectural elements. 
In addition, the layout is subjected to the 
design of the of the plinth which uses some 
recessed facades. So although the plot of 
the building is 19,2 x 35,8 meters, the size 
of the ground floor plan is a lot smaller. 
Fixed element in the floor plans are the 
structure of the building, the entrances 
and the associated vertical transition 
space. The main entrance is located at the 
east facade, and the secondary entrance is 
located at the south facade. The east facade 
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is recessed inwards by 900 mm according 
to the grid of the building from the main 
entrance towards the south facade. The 
west facade on the other side of the build-
ing follows the same example. As explained 
in the design of the plinth facade in the 
following sub-chapter, the south facade is 
pushed inward a lot further with 2700 mm 
compared to the edge of the building plot. 
The secondary entrance of the building 
therefore is accessible underneath a large 
canopy created by the building above. 
At the ground floor there is room for two 
small-scale catering establishments at 
the south-east and south-west corner of 
the building. This can range from a coffee 
bar to a small restaurant or a pub. In addi-
tion to the catering establishments, there 
is room for two spacious stores in both the 
middle and northern part of the building. 
Both stores have the option of being acces-
sible from two sides and will be provided 
with as much transparent surfaces as pos-
sible. Because the focus of the thesis is pri-
marily on the development and use of the 
tool for creating a residential floor plan, the 
commercial functions on the ground floor 
will not be further elaborated. The layout 
as displayed in figure 112 is an indication of 
the many possibilities the floor plan of the 
building has to offer. 

First, second and third floor
The first, second, third and fourth floor of 
the building are all intended for residential 
use, and thus to be designed using the tool. 
Based on the data of the future residents 
in the form of persona’s as described in 
chapter 6.4 future residents, the tool has 
made the layout of the floor plans of the 
relevant floors. After all residents entered 
their personal preference, and adjusted 
the apartments according to it, the tool 
produces the layout for the entire floor 
plan. The tool takes into account the fixed 
elements as described earlier in chapter 
6.1 plot and architectural elements. At each 
floor, this is the hallway located in the mid-

dle of the building to reach the apartments, 
and the vertical transition spaces above the 
entrances. The rest of the space of the floor 
plan can be freely arranged by the tool, to 
be filled with the various apartments of the 
future residents. In chapter 6.5 designing 
by scenario example, it is already clearly 
explained how the design process of a sin-
gle apartment using the tool works and the 
result that this yields. Because countless 
different options and outcomes are possi-
ble within this process, the example given 
in this chapter will be sufficient explana-
tion for a single apartment. 
On the first floor (figure 113) there are eight 
different apartments, all with a different 
layout and size. There is a division between 
three one-bedroom apartments and five 
two-bedroom apartments. On the sec-
ond floor (figure 114) there are also eight 
apartments, with the same distribution 
of one-bedroom and two-bedroom apart-
ments. This is repeated on the third floor 
(figure 115), only with seven apartments 
instead of eight. The apartments on this 
floor are in general therefore a bit larger 
with only two one-bedroom apartments 
and five two-bedroom apartments. 
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Fourth floor
Although the fourth floor also has a resi-
dential function, the layout differs strongly 
from the three floors below. Only the north-
ern part of the floor up to and including the 
main entrance and the associated tran-
sition space, is used by the tool to divide 
the apartments. By doing so, the design 
follows the developed concept to make the 
corner a clear edge to the building block. 
At the same time the most visible corner of 
the building from all main traffic routes is 
made into a real eye-catcher of the build-
ing.
The only three-bedroom apartment of the 
building will be situated along the north 
facade and thus forms a kind of penthouse 
for the building. As this apartment is of 
sufficient size, it will have two balconies 
instead of one like the other apartments in 
the building. In addition there is a technical 
room and a hallway in this part of the build-
ing. By using the small stair in the hallway, 
the residents have the opportunity to reach 
the communal green outdoor space. This 
outdoor space contains a roof-garden with 
a number of small trees, plants shrubs 
and terraces. The middle part is the only 
accessible part of the roof, and will there-
fore be enclosed by fences on all sides. 
The earlier mentioned stairs are needed in 
order to give sufficient thickness to the roof 
package to plant several trees and shrubs. 
Around the freely accessible higher-lying 
area there is a lower-lying area with only 
low vegetation. This part has a pure aes-
thetic and water-storing function, and will 
therefore not be an accessible part of the 
roof. On the terraces various pieces of out-
door furniture are provided, that can be 
used by the residents of the building and 
their visitors.   

Various apartments
In the building, as described in the expla-
nation of the floor plans, three main types 
of apartments can be distinguished. These 
are the one-bedroom, two-bedroom, and 

three-bedroom apartment as a result of 
the survey into rental apartments in the 
immediate vicinity of the project. Chapter 
6.2 setting limitations sets out the limita-
tions with regard to the size and associated 
price with which the future residents can 
configure their apartments. In the develop-
ment of the project there are a total of eight 
one-bedroom apartments, fifteen two-bed-
room apartments, and only one-three bed-
room apartment. 
By using the tool, the specific size and 
shape of a specific is tailored to the loca-
tion of it in the building. For example, it is 
very common for a corner apartment to be 
L-shaped in order to fit around the fixed 
central hallway, while an apartment in the 
middle of the building is just straight. The 
building thereby becomes a three dimen-
sional puzzle, that instead of having one 
fixed solution, can be put together is various 
different ways. Because the size and shape 
are tailored to the location in the building, 
the apartments in their final shape will not 
be directly interchangeable. The tool could, 
however, make a different configuration on 
the basis of the data, whereby the apart-
ments are given an alternative location to 
which they adapt their shape and size. 
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fig.116: fourth floor
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Facade design
The tool, as extensively discussed in the 
preceding part of this thesis, focusses 
mainly on being of assistance to the archi-
tect with the design of the floor plan of 
the building. At the same time providing 
the future residence with the possibility of 
customizing their personal apartment to 
their own requirements. However, devel-
oping and designing the floor plan is not 
the only task of the architect, as the facade 
that encloses the building also is a major 
part of the final design. As the tool focuses 
on the development of the floor plan, the 
facade completely remains the task of 
the architect. This part of the design thus 
remains the part with which the architect 
can clearly leave his architectural mark. 
The result of the tool will to a large extend 
be the basis on which the architect will 
start designing, and should therefore pri-
marily be seen as an assisting tool rather 
than an obstacle. The floor plan can create 
a clear framework for the facade, and it is 
up to the architect to give substance to it in 
a creative way.    
The facade is often seen as one of the main 
architectural elements of the building. It 
is the first thing you notice about a build-
ing when approaching it, and can often 
give a good impression of what is going on 
inside. The facade can tell the story of the 
building so to speak. Following the master 
plan, the building will have multiple func-
tions whereby the plinth is reserved for 
small-scale catering and shops, while the 
floors above will have a residential func-
tion. Because of this dichotomy in func-
tion, the facades of both parts will also 
have a different function and appearance. 
Chapter 6.1 plot and architectural elements 
already discussed the concepts developed 
for either one of two, or applicable to both, 
parts of the facade. With this a set of rules 
is developed to be used for designing the 
facade that can apply to every outcome of 
both the tool and the layout of the ground 
floor. The following chapter will explain the 

elaboration of these concepts to the design 
of the facade, starting with the street level 
frontage followed by the facades of the 
apartments.

Street level frontage
The majority of the concepts developed 
relate to the design of the facade at eye 
level, the street level frontage of the build-
ing. This part of the building is not directly 
related to the future residents and the use 
of the tool, and should therefore have a dif-
ferent appearance. The function of this part 
of the building is, as previously described, 
commercial with small scale catering 
establishments and shops. This means the 
facade should be designed in such a way 
that it attracts the attention of people pass-
ing by and try to keep them attracted for as 
long as possible. In addition, there should 
be a clear place where the residents can 
enter the building and get to the right floor 
to reach their apartment. As the developed 
concepts in chapter 6.1 plot and architec-
tural elements show, this facade will have to 
invite people to deviate from the standard 
route and walk through the inner garden. 
The functions of the building are separated 
by the slab of the first floor, which imme-
diately creates a quite hard separation. 
This is therefore the dividing line that will 
be emphasized in the design of the facade 
by the addition of a canopy. To make this 
canopy part of the building, the previously 
mentioned grid will be used as a basis. 
However, because this canopy in principle 
is not part of the plot of the building, the 
grid will not be followed as rigorously as 
with the rest of the design. Basically the 
canopy follows the dimension of the grid, 
both in thickness and in the degree of pro-
trusion outside the facade. The canopy will 
be clad with copper coloured sheet mate-
rial, have a thickness of 300 mm and will 
in beginning protrude 900 mm outside the 
facade. Further on in the design the form 
changes as the entire plinth of the building 
unfolds. 
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fig.117: location concepts

fig.118: basic block fig.119: adding the canopy
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Looking at the location of the building figure 
117, the opening between the building and 
an adjacent building along the east facade 
offers the possibility to create an attractive 
entrance towards the inner garden at the 
west side. However, because this opening 
is relatively narrow following the master 
plan, the building should make a gesture by 
enlarging the opening at the ground floor by 
pushing the facade inwards. By doing so an 
offset in the facade is created large enough 
to comfortably walk through, thus auto-
matically creating an entrance. However, 
as the structure of the building is already 
determined, columns will still be here to 
support the floors above. These columns 
can be used to give a vertical articulation to 
the facade according to the corresponding 
concept, and will therefore not be experi-
enced as a nuisance. In fact, this produces 
such a desirable image that, even though 
to a lesser extent, the east and west facade 
are also pushed inwards to emphasize the 
vertical articulation. In order to strengthen 
the entrance the building creates towards 
the inner garden at the south-east corner, 
the canopy is pulled further out and raised 
a little. The recessed facade of the plinth 
will be almost completely transparent, 
with various possibilities for the layout. A 
different layout may be required depending 
on the function that takes place behind the 
facade. For example, a bar will prefer to 
use a folding door that can fully open, while 
a closed display window will be desirable 
for a shop. The scarce closed parts of the 
facade will have a dark, black facing brick. 
This is in clear contrast to the red/brown 
brick used for the rest of the building, fur-
ther emphasizing the contrast between 
building plinth and the upper floors. The 
columns, on the other hand, will be cov-
ered with the same red/brown bricks as 
the facades above, with which the dark 
coloured sections with the large glass sur-
faces appear to lie even further back. This 
reinforces the concept that these columns 
are the carriers of the building above.     

The north-east corner of the building is 
both the most visible corner of the build-
ing as a clear edge to the building block. 
Therefore this corner of the building 
should be made special, creating a real eye 
catcher. In the whole design of the build-
ing this is already done by adding an extra 
layer to it, making it five instead of four 
stories. However it should also stand out in 
the plinth of the building, in order to make 
this concept clearly visible. Instead of using 
the same detailing and materialization as 
the rest of the building plinth, the design 
rules of the apartments facade are adopted 
here. The separation of these two design 
approaches lies at the previously deter-
mined entrance of the residential building, 
which is included in the design language of 
the building plinth. Instead of the canopy 
continuing to the north-east corner of the 
building, it will bend downwards and again 
form a clear separation. When the building 
is approached from the south, the entrance 
will be clearly marked by a transparent 
facade with a copper coloured partition 
perpendicular to it.
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fig.120: pushing south facade inwards to create an entrance

fig.122: pushing east facade inwards 

fig.124: unique detailing by adding material

fig.123: pulling out and lifting the canopy

fig.125: make the north-east corner special

fig.121: building structure as vertical articulation
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Possible results
By combining the floor plans as a result of 
the floor plan layout tool with the apartment 
facade rules as described in chapter 6.3 
rules for apartment facade design, and the 
street level frontage design as described 
above, many different variants of the facade 
of the building can arise. Within the facade 
different layers are clearly visible from the 
concepts (figures 126, 127 & 128), where 
especially the brick accents layer and the 
balconies clearly bring out the individuality 
of the different apartments. These two lay-
ers reinforce the bottom layer with the dis-
tribution of the windows, which therefore 
comes into its own even better. It is not one 
single layer that clearly emphasizes the 
individual apartments, but rather the com-
bination of all three together that ensures 
that this concept is strongly visible. 
Figure 129 up to and including 132 show-
some of the possible variants, in which a 
facade has been created for the building 
with a wide variety of one and two bedroom 
apartments on the first, second and third 
floor an a single three-bedroom apartment 
on the forth floor. The plinth is designed 
according to the corresponding design 
concepts, and therefore has a clearly dif-
ferent function in the facade compared to 
the upper floors. 
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fig.126: distibution of the windows

fig.127: brick facade accents

fig.128: lightweight balconies
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fig.129: north facade
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fig.130: east facade
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fig.131: south facade
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fig.132: west facade
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fig.133: section aa
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fig.134: section bb
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fig.135: section cc
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fig.136: exploded axonometric drawing
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fig.137: detailed facade section
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1

2

4

3

3. Wall
 - brickwork 100 mm
 - screed 40 mm
 - continuous water-resitant 
insulation with reflective 
layer 30 mm
 - thermal insulation 118 mm
 - 118 x 38 mm timber stud 
c/c 600 mm
 - vapour barrier
 - sheetrock 12,5 mm
 - plaster finish

4. ground floor
 - floor finish
 - screed 60 mm
 - concrete hollow core slab 
210 mm
 - thermal insulation 140 mm

1. Roof
 - vegitation layer 140 / 370 mm
 - drainage layer 45 mm
 - waterproofing membrane
 - thermal insulation 180 mm
 - vapour barrier 
 - wideslab concrete floor 
235 / 305 mm
 - plaster finish

2. Floor
 - floor finish
 - screed 40 mm
 - resilient layer 25 mm
 - wideslab concrete floor 235 mm
 - plaster finish

fig.138: detailed facade section
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fig.139: visualization
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fig.140: visualization
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fig.141: visualization
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

The following chapters describe the general conclusion of the entire 
thesis. Firstly chapter 7 describes the conclusion of the aforementioned 
parts research and case study. The case study in a way can be seen 
as  a conclusion of the findings of the research as will be described 
in this part of the thesis. Subsequently some recommendations are 
given regarding further research to develop the tool. The final chapter 
contains a reflection of the author, both on a personal level and on the 
process as a whole.  
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7 CONCLUSION

Looking at the research question and goal 
of the research, it can be said that the the-
sis can be considered as threefold. The 
goal was to conduct research on how an 
interactive design tool works, that can be 
used by both the architect and future res-
idents to design the floor plan of a resi-
dential building. This acquired knowledge 
then served as a basis for the development 
of such a tool, which is directly tested with 
the design of a residential building. The 
three parts of the thesis therefore are: the 
research, the development of the tool and 
testing the tool within the design process. 
The latter two overlap at some point as the 
development is a process of trial and error, 
they are therefore combined as a case 
study within the thesis. The three parts 
fit well into the main research question, 
which is: how can an interactive design tool 
be used to create a flexible floor plan for a 
residential building based on the user spe-
cific preferences of future residents? 

As stated before, to develop the tool first a 
research was conducted to determine the 
components required to do so. The concept 
of an interactive design tool is not new, as 
researchers have tried to contribute to the 
design process for years by finding ways 
to assist the architect. This contribution 
lies mainly in the automation of the pro-
cess and ranges from the development of 
drawing software all the way up to tools 
that can partly replace the architect. This 
research  therefore was based upon exist-
ing attempts to develop a tool that roughly 
pursues the same goal. These findings 
were evaluated by means of a comparative 
analysis, looking at corresponding ele-
ments that can be used with the develop-
ment of such a tool. Surprisingly, the first 
conclusion that could be drawn from this 

analysis is that no one has yet succeeded 
in the development of a fully working tool 
that can actually be of good assistance dur-
ing the design process. At the same time 
none of these tools focused on the future 
residents, but rather are fully focused on 
the supporting or replacing the architect’s 
work as much as possible. 
The comparative analysis gave a clear 
insight into the components that are nec-
essary for the development of such a tool. 
This showed that the components that are 
needed, besides the actual development of 
the software, can be divided into two differ-
ent categories, namely the inputs and the 
limitations. The inputs are the parameters 
entered by the users of the tool that form 
the basis for the design. These are the 
preferences and preconditions that, just 
like in the traditional design process, are 
used to design the building or living space 
as desired by the client. The limitations 
on the other hand are parameters used 
to guide the results of the tool in the right 
direction, thereby making sure the building 
or living space fits both the building reg-
ulations as the wishes of the client. They 
are therefore literally the framework within 
which the software translates the user’s 
inputs into a design. These components are 
mentioned here because neither the archi-
tect nor the user will be concerned with the 
development of the software, but rather 
with determining the limitations or supply-
ing the input. The specific inputs and limi-
tations taken from the research, as well as 
their purpose, are extensively discussed in 
chapter 3.7 conclusion, and will therefore 
not be repeated here. 

The tools examined are all primarily 
intended to be of assistance for the archi-
tect. However, based on the results, various 
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components offer the possibility of add-
ing functionality for the future residents. 
In a sense, these residents, from here on 
appointed to as the users, can be seen as 
a designer or an architect as well. As these 
users did not have the proper education, 
the development of the tool and prepara-
tion of the project by the architect should 
be adjusted accordingly. This creates a 
sub-tool whereby the user becomes the 
designer and can make choices within a 
predetermined framework. The user’s 
choices are therefore the inputs and the 
framework the limitations that are the 
results of the research as mentioned 
before. The tool developed on the basis of 
the research clearly focuses on this appli-
cation. As stated earlier, the results of the 
research are mainly focused on the pre-
conditions that ensure the tool can do its 
work, and not so much on how the actual 
software behind the tool works. Program-
ming the tool therefore did not get immedi-
ate priority, but rather the way in which the 
tool has been used throughout the entire 
process. An example of what the tool might 
look like is given, regardless of the soft-
ware behind it. This gives an indication of 
an interface that is self-evident without the 
possibility of own interpretation of the data 
to be entered and the limitations attached 
to it.   

From this point onwards, the development 
of the tool has been accompanied by the 
start of the design of the building. Various 
inputs and limitations are dependent on the 
location of the building and the associated 
rules and restrictions of different (local) 
government agencies. It is the architects 
job to correctly translate this to the tool 
and thus determine the framework for the 
users. A building plot within the Merwede 
master plan is used as a basis in this case, 
but should be interchangeable with any 
random location. The various inputs and 
limitations that result from a specific loca-
tion should however always be adjusted to 
it. When a residential building is designed 

using the tool, as is the case in this thesis, 
a market research in the immediate vicin-
ity can, for example, determine part of the 
limitations. The size and dimensions of the 
possible apartments are determined based 
on this survey, which creates a proper 
guideline for the associated rental prices. 
This allows the architect to determine a 
framework within which the users can 
adapt an apartment to their personal pref-
erences based upon the personal data that 
is their input to the tool. Every user gener-
ates his/her own output, which in a second 
phase of the tool intended for the architect, 
is combined into a whole building. The out-
put of the complete tool only consists of 
the layout of the floor plan of the building, 
whereby the architect still has to design the 
remaining part of it in the traditional way. 

With the use of an interactive design tool, 
the process of designing and determining 
the program of a building is changed. The 
process of designing the building will not 
only lie in the hands of the architect, but 
will receive much more input from the final 
user. In the case of a residential building, it 
is not the architect but the future resident 
who is responsible for the design of his or 
her own living space. This resident is given 
the choice to configure this living space 
based on his or her own requirements 
and preferences, instead of finding a living 
space that comes as close to it as possible. 
Fewer compromises will have to be made, 
making the living space suit the final user 
better. The monotonous work of designing 
the layout of a residential building is taken 
out of the hands of the architect, who can 
thereby focus on the aesthetic aspects of 
the profession. This will therefore focus 
more on the architectural statement, and 
less on whether or not a toilet fits into 
the floor plan. The use of an interactive 
tool therefore provides the resident with 
a better suiting living space as well as it 
offers support to the architect by replacing 
monotonous work.
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Within this thesis, a foundation has been 
laid for the use of an interactive design 
tool that offers the possibility for users to 
design their own living space and at the 
same time provides support to the archi-
tect during the design process. During the 
development of this tool, various aspects 
and problems have emerged that need to 
be further developed in order to make the 
tool workable. In addition, there are several 
aspects that can bring the tool to a higher 
level that have not been part of this thesis 
as discussed in the scope. 
As stated earlier in the conclusion, the 
research primarily focused on determining 
the preconditions that are necessary for 
the development and operation of such an 
interactive design tool. This means that no 
priority has been given to the actual devel-
opment of the underlying software that will 
make the tool operate. Because the thesis 
is part of a graduation studio Architec-
ture of Tomorrow within the master pro-
gram Architecture, Building and Planning, 
there has been no urgent need to do this 
for the final result. In addition, the author 
has insufficient knowledge in this area, 
and therefore help was requested from 
an external person to complete this task. 
Unfortunately, due to circumstances, it has 
not been possible to actually develop the 
software (tool) within the time frame of the 
graduation studio. The underlying reason 
for this will be further explained in the fol-
lowing reflection. In order to make the tool 
usable within the professional field, the 
preconditions as a result of this research 
will therefore first have to be processed 
using underlying software. The develop-
ment of the tool as a result of program-
ming this software will therefore contrib-
ute to the further improvement of both the 

tool and the set preconditions. 
The process of developing and testing the 
tool coincided with the design and devel-
opment of a building that is also the result 
of the tool. This means that many com-
ponents during the process have been 
adapted and developed to be applicable to 
this specific project. Although these com-
ponents may also apply to a comparable 
project in a different location, this should 
be extensively tested in order to be further 
developed. The tool should be universal, 
and with the adaptation of the different 
inputs and limitations should apply to any 
location whatsoever. By extending the test 
phase to multiple locations that are sub-
jected to different preconditions, the tool 
can be further developed and thus become 
even more universal. 
The choice of the grid, with its effect on the 
design of the rest of the building, could be 
reconsidered for each project for which the 
tool is used. The placement of the walls 
within the tool is highly dependent on this 
grid, and in particular the placement of 
these walls in relation to each other. Within 
the research, the minimum dimensions as 
used in the Dutch Building Decree were 
used to determine the grid size of 300 mm. 
In order to give the user complete design 
freedom, this size could, however, better be 
related to the size of various architectural 
elements. The grid size could for instance 
be reduced to 100 mm, taken from the 
thickness of an inner wall. This gives both 
the architect and the user more freedom to 
place certain elements, while still taking 
the minimum dimensions of the building 
decree into account. A clear considera-
tion should therefore be made what size 
is workable, and to what extent this can be 
applied properly within the design of the 

8 RECOMMENDATIONS
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rest of the building.        
During the development of the building 
that is the result of this thesis, some rules 
have been drawn up regarding the design 
of the facade. These rules where applied to 
the final design manually by the author to 
fit the results of the tool. By establishing 
these rules and strictly following them, the 
possibility arises to make this part of the 
tool as well. With these rules certain archi-
tectural values are already determined, 
which should apply to every outcome of the 
tool. This does not necessarily mean that 
the person who creates the rules is also 
the person who applies them to the build-
ing. If the rules are formulated clear and 
sufficient enough, it may just as well be the 
future residents who apply them. By doing 
so it will create even more freedom for the 
development of the apartment according 
to the wishes of the resident, while at the 
same time more work can be taken out 
of the hands of the architect. This imme-
diately shows the disadvantage of such an 
addition, as the purpose of the tool will 
never be to completely replace the archi-
tect. Although this addition will provide 
more freedom to the future resident, this 
will not fit the goals as stated in this thesis.
As described in the scope of the thesis, 
the research focused mainly on the devel-
opment of an interactive design tool to be 
used during the early stages of the design. 
The application of the tool is aimed at a 
flexible floor plan only during this stage of 
the design, and not on the possible appli-
cation within a building with a flexible floor 
plan over its entire lifespan. This could be 
possible through further research, because 
the tool can easily be developed to guar-
antee this functionality. This development 
would not focus so much on adapting the 
tool, but rather focusses on research into 
how a building can be designed and used 
adaptively. The tool in this case will be 
linked to a research on how to design an 
adaptive building, considering the struc-
ture, the application of building services, 

modular building techniques for the facade 
and interior partitions, and above all the 
re-allotment of the building when one of 
the residents leaves and thus an empty lot 
within the building is created. The tool con-
tains the basis for such an application, but 
further research into the above mentioned 
aspects will completely change the design 
process as described in this thesis. In its 
current state, the tool is therefore not yet 
ready to be connected directly. 
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The following chapter will be both a per-
sonal reflection as a reflection of the whole 
process of the graduation project. 
The studio architecture of tomorrow in my 
opinion was a project that I could easily 
relate to a realistic assignment I could be 
doing at an architecture firm, which was 
one of the reasons I chose it. The studio 
offers a very broad assignment, so the 
beginning was mainly dominated by an 
exploratory research within which a differ-
ent topic was discussed every other week. 
This provided much guidance in the begin-
ning because nobody knew exactly what the 
ultimate intention of the studio was, and 
with this some direction was partly deter-
mined. These small studies were meant to 
inspire the students to find a direction for 
the topic for the personal research that 
shaped the final thesis. In my case, this 
first part mainly contributed to defining 
what I would not like to include in my per-
sonal research. Therefore, I think for me 
personally this part of the graduation took 
a little too long, and I would have preferred 
to start the personal research earlier in the 
process. 
Only during the mid-term presentation 
the eventual subject of my personal the-
sis became clear, and I was able to visual-
ize where the research would end up. The 
studio was all about the architecture of the 
future, and for me that was the change of 
the design process, and especially the role 
of the architect and the future residents. I 
chose the development of a tool that can be 
used by both the architect and the future 
residents to design the floor plan of a resi-
dential building. This was a risky choice as 
I did not have much experience with pro-
gramming, and therefore was not able to 
do everything myself. With the help of my 

tutors, I came into contact with Maurice 
Dominicus, a PhD student at Eindhoven 
University of Technology who was work-
ing on a similar assignment to mine. This 
collaboration, especially in the beginning, 
went very well, as I received a lot of infor-
mation and feedback from him to deter-
mine the direction of my research. This led 
to the agreement that the research would 
be completely my work, and where I possi-
bly needed support for the actual program-
ming of the tool, he would help me. 
As the research took shape and steps could 
be taken in developing the tool and the final 
design as a result of that, it turned out my 
end result depended a little bit too much 
on the work of others. Hereby I can blame 
myself that I had too little influence on cer-
tain products because I was dependent on 
the work of others, and therefore did not 
think carefully about what would happen 
if that person did not deliver the promised 
result for whatever reason. Due to circum-
stances unfortunately this was the case, as 
a result of which I was unable to achieve 
part of my intended end result. Around the 
green light go or no go presentation, this 
caused some extra stress about the end 
result. Luckily, with the help of my tutors, 
I have been able to adjust the process suf-
ficiently in order to get to a good end result 
that is this thesis.
Given the fact the graduation studio is part 
of the Architecture, Building and Planning 
Master’s program, I may have to conclude, 
self-critical, that the emphasis of this the-
sis is not immediately apparent on this. 
At the start of the studio, the focus was 
mainly on doing valuable research, that I 
got caught up in it for the entire process. 
The development of the tool mainly con-
sisted of determining rules and limitations 
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with which someone without knowledge 
of designing can start designing a living 
space. These components were therefore 
primarily focussed on fitting spaces within 
the given plot and fitting the dimensions 
within the framework of building regula-
tions. By doing so, less attention has been 
given to the actual spatial quality of these 
choices. The combination of the develop-
ment of both the tool and the building has 
caused me to focus too much on the work-
ing of the tool. This may result in a floor 
plan that is functionally correct, but this 
will certainly deserve some extra attention 
from a spatial point of view. In addition, 
some choices with regard to, for example, 
the grid and the structure of the building 
were made in the initial phase of the design 
process, and were insufficiently evaluated 
during the entire process of design and 
development. Important phases within the 
design process may therefore not have 
been sufficiently highlighted in search for 
the adaptation of this same process.
Looking back at the process, I can therefore 
conclude that my graduation plans were a 
little to ambitious looking at my experience 
with programming and the use of several 
software packages. With this, as I said, I 
was too dependent on the work of others, 
which stalled the development of my pro-
ject at a certain point. This certainly did not 
contribute to the motivation to successfully 
complete the project in the end. In doing so, 
I have certainly learned to look critically at 
the goals I have set, and especially at the 
ability to achieve these goals. In addition, 
like many others, I struggled with the pres-
sure to finish things, and sometimes had 
to compromise to get things done. Where 
planning for the majority of the students 
has not proved to be the strongest quality, 
this graduation project has proven there is 
much to improve here on a personal level. 
I do however look back on a great period 
with my fellow students, where I learned a 
lot about subjects I did not know before.
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Appendix 1

The Genetic Algorithm & Floor plan Realotment Fitness Functions

The Genetic Algorithm is an evolving type 
of algorithm that finds its optimal solu-
tion based on the evolution of a previous 
solution. In other words, the algorithm 
improves its best solution with every new 
one. This is based upon a computer that 
executes multiple calculations at the same 
time to to find a group of solutions, which 
are called a population. The population is 
checked with the fitness function to evalu-
ate their performance and regenerates to 
a new population when the 100% fitness 
rate is not achieved. “The fitness function 
is a mathematical formula that uses con-
straints to evaluate the solution and sub-
sequently determents the fitness score” 
(Groenewoud, 2017). In general the Genetic 
Algorithm uses a fixed population size, as 
this can have a huge impact on the calcula-
tion time. In order to find a better popula-
tion, the population members (single solu-
tions within a population) need a degree of 
diversity, because otherwise the solutions 
will all start to look the alike. The prop-
erties of a population member are called 
DNA, and are commonly represented in a 
binary string of 0’s and 1’s. 
The Genetic Algorithm is an evolving type of 
algorithm, and uses three systems to evolve 
namely; ’selection’, ‘crossover’ and ‘muta-
tion’. Selection means that members are 
selected to breed the new population, the 
best members have a higher chance to be 
selected as they provide a higher chance to 
find the optimal solution. Crossover is used 
to select two members and shuffle parts 
of those members to create new ones, a 
process that comes close to parents giving 
their genes to their children. With muta-
tion, one or more genes of a member are 
selected to be randomly replaced by others 
and thus creating an entirely new solution. 

The unpredictable total search-time is one 
disadvantage of GA because the first pop-
ulation is randomly generated (Shiffman, 
2012). The first population can immedi-
ately contain the optimal solution with, for 
example, a 95% fitness, on the other hand 
it can also be the case that the best solu-
tion of this first population remains at only 
10% fitness and therefore still has to evolve 
strongly. 

Based on the genetic algorithm the Floor 
plan Realotment Fitness Functions are 
developed. Basically this can be described 
as a collection of fitness functions to be 
used by the algorithm to define the opti-
mal use of space, thus this is the tool. The 
fitness functions are generally described 
as limitations within this thesis, as they 
are used to keep the generation of a floor 
plan within a desired framework in order to 
guide it in the desired direction. Therefore 
the FRFF tool is the collection of limitations 
programmed for the genetic algorithm to 
produce a solution for the generation of the 
floor plan.  
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Appendix 2

Multi-agent model

“The topology finding process is imple-
mented through a multi- agent system, 
where rooms are represented as bub-
ble-like agents and connections as strings 
linking the agents” (Guo & Li, 2017). One 
bubble-like agent is the sphere-like agent, 
used for primary rooms like living room, 
kitchen and so on. The second bubble-like 
agent is a capsule-like agent, used for 
secondary spaces like corridors and stair-
cases. The sphere consists of a centre 
point and a buffer distance, while the cap-
sule consist of two end points connected by 
a line and a bufferzone. The two endpoints 
of a capsule can adjust their length and ori-
entation when needed for the interaction 
with the spheres. The distance between 
two agents is calculated by the size of the 
two bufferzones. 
In order to control the behavior of the 
agents during the layout calculation pro-
cess, several rules are developed. There 
are three possible operations, which can 
modify the position and orientation of the 
agents. The move operation, which moves 
the sphere or capsule along a proposed 
vector. The push operation, which pushes 
the agent at a specific point. For the sphere 
this has the same effect as the move oper-
ation as it can only be pushed in the centre 
point. However the capsule can be pushed 
on a random point on the line in order to 
enlarge the whole capsule or change its 
orientation. The swap operation is used to 
swap the position of agents, when the con-
nection between spheres intersect. This 
avoids an incorrect topology, and thus cre-
ates a feasible layout.
There are four possible rules to control the 
agents. Attraction makes sure connected 
agents are brought closer together. This 
is based on the push operation, where the 

vector size is determined by the distance 
between two points. Opposite to the attrac-
tion rule is the repulsion rule, which makes 
sure unconnected agents are pushed away 
from each other. By doing so, spaces with 
no connection will not get in each other’s 
way. The swap rule basically is the same 
as the swap operation, which thus makes 
sure the strings that connect the agents do 
not intersect. These intersections are more 
likely to be present in complex programs, 
thus making this rule more important. The 
last rule is compression, which minimizes 
the volume of the building. The agents are 
pushed closer together in order for the 
building to become space efficient. In this 
process the capsule-agents are made as 
small as possible, while still maintaining a 
connection and be functional. 
Further information, like dimensions and 
heights, is ignored during the multi-agent 
system process, because it is only used to 
generate topology-acceptable layouts. The 
program starts by making the desired con-
nections with the agents randomly posi-
tioned. When the connections are made, 
they are pulled closer together using the 
attraction rule. At the same time repul-
sion rule makes sure unconnected rooms 
are pushed away. When no connections 
intersect, the compression makes sure the 
layout becomes efficient. When the system 
becomes stable, thus no moving or chang-
ing parts anymore, a layout with acceptable 
topology relations is created, to be further 
developed using the evolutionary process.
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Appendix 3

Bayesian network, Structure learning, and Metropolis algorithm

Bayesian network
A Bayesian network, a type of probabilistic 
graphical model, is used to learn the struc-
tured relationship among different features 
that make up the architectural program. 
“Bayesian networks aim to model condi-
tional dependence, and therefore causa-
tion, by representing conditional depend-
ence by edges in a directed graph. Through 
these relationships, one can efficiently 
conduct inference on the random variables 
in the graph through the use of factors” 
(Soni, 2018). In other words, the Bayesian 
network uses existing data to predict the 
likelihood of this happening again. In case 
of an architectural program this can be the 
adjacency of the master bedroom to the 
bathroom. When they are adjacent in the 
data used for the Bayesian network, the 
probability is high this would also be the 
case for the sane kind of architectural pro-
grams in the future. 
Within the paper the use if the Bayesian 
network is described as following; “The 
Bayesian network compactly represents a 
probability distribution over the space of 
architectural programs. Once the Bayes-
ian network is trained, we can sample from 
this distribution” (Merrel, Schkufza, & Kol-
tun, 2010). The data thus can be used to fix 
the value of a particular subset of features 
(eg. number of rooms, their specific area, 
etc.) to create the architectural program 
with a set of high-level requirements. 

Metropolis algorithm
The metropolis algorithm is part of the 
sampling algorithms that belong to the 
general Markov Chain Monte Carlo and is 
described by Wilfred Kieth Hastings (1970) 
as following;

The main features of these methods for 
sampling from a distribution with den-
sity p(x) are: 

(a) The computations depend on p(x) 
only through ratios of the form p(x’)/
p(x), where x’ and x are samples points. 
Thus, the normalizing constant need 
not be known, no factorization of p(x) 
is necessary, and the methods are very 
easily implemented on a computer. 
Also, conditional distributions do not 
require special treatment and there-
fore the methods provide a convenient 
means for obtaining correlated sam-
ples from, for example, the conditional 
distributions given bij Fraser (1968) 
of the distributions of the elements in 
a multiway table given the marginal 
totals. 

(b) A sequence of samples is obtained 
by simulating a Markov chain. The 
resulting samples are therefore cor-
related and estimation of the standard 
deviation of an estimate and assess-
ment of the error of an estimate may 
require more care than with independ-
ent samples. (Hastings, 1970)
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Appendix 4

Rational and General design criteria

The following criteria are all cited from; 
The problem of space layout in architec-
ture: A survey and reflections (Lobos & 
Donath, 2011):

Rational design criteria: 
1. Solar: To place the rooms in the opti-
mum place and orientation in relation 
to the sun. Objective: To assure natural 
illumination to the largest amount of 
rooms of long stay. Unit: vector.
2. Views: To place the spaces in the 
optimum place and orientation in rela-
tion to the views. Objective: To assure 
the best views of the landscape or the 
surroundings to the long-stay rooms. 
Unit: vector. 
3. Accessibility: Referred to the dis-
tance between the main street (or 
street of access) and the entrance of 
the building. Objective: To minimize the 
distance to access the building. Unit: m 
(meters).
4. Related Functions: Some functions 
of the Space Program are more related 
to each other than others. Objective: To 
establish which rooms are highly, fairly 
or scarcely related, and which room 
should be away from the rest. Unit: fac-
tor. 
5. Minimum distance: The objective 
is to establish the minimum distance 
between rooms to optimize the circula-
tion spaces. Unit: m (meters).
6. Efficiency (Circulation/Usable Ratio 
- Circulation): The result of comparing 
the circulation surface with the usable 
surface. Objective: To keep most of the 
surface for use and little surface for cir-
culation. Unit: percentage. 
7. Efficiency (Volume/Usable): The 
result of comparing the volume of 

each space with the usable volume of 
it. Objective: To keep most of the vol-
ume for use and less unusable volume. 
Other aspects such as the sun and the 
ventilation could have an influence on 
this variable. Unit: Percentage.
8. Size: The size of the room (width x 
length x height) refers to some size pat-
tern or standards based on the building 
type (hotels, schools, housing). 

General design criteria:
1. Geometric Composition: The rooms 
must be inside a larger geometric form 
(square, circle, arc, rectangles, etc.), 
sized and grouped following aesthetic 
intentions.
2. The Divine Proportion/Golden Ratio: 
The wall distribution follows the sides 
of a rectangle, and the lengths of both 
sides of the rectangle follow a fixed 
numerical relationship (1.6180339887). 
It is possible to measure it. 
3. 3d Shape to Fill: Ching (1979) defines 
the possible configurations of space 
distributions as: Linear, Central, Yard, 
U Shape, L Shape, Organic Shape, Reli-
gious Shapes. 
4. Sustainable Criteria: The space dis-
tribution should be optimum regarding 
sustainable criteria such as minimal 
surface in perimeter walls, energy con-
sumption, solar gain in surfaces, mate-
rial quantification, room light load, etc. 
5. Others: Economical, structural and 
spiritual meanings (FengShui, Mapu-
ches); construction techniques. 
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Appendix 5

Overview of inputs and limitations

table 8: inputs used in the various researches

table 9: limatios used in the various researches

Table 8

Inputs used in the various researches

Inputs
Groene-
woud, 2017

Guo & Li, 
2017

Merrel, et 
al., 2010

Stacey, 
2017

Nourian, et 
al., 2013

Apartment type / 
space dimension x x x x x

Price per m² x

Plot size x x

Typology x x x x

Table 9

Limitations used in the various researches

Limitations
Groenewoud, 
2017

Guo & Li, 2017 Merrel, et al., 
2010

Stacey, 2017

Size ratio x x x

Min-max apartment 
size / type x x

Sapce relations x x x

Space intersection x x x

Force to edge x

Building cost x

Floor coverage x

Fitting corner apart-
ments x

Limited calculation 
time x

Space relations 
between floors x x

Room convex shape x
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Appendix 6

Maximum rental price calculators

fig.142: calculator of Armeva Vastgoed

fig.143: calculator of Bo-Ex developed by NIBUD
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fig.144: calculator of huurlastencalculator.nl developed by bouwinvest

fig.145: calculator of Verwey Vastgoed
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fig.146: calculator of Vesteda

fig.147: calculator of Ymere
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Appendix 7

Results apartment field research
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Appendix 8

Reference list apartment field research

Name Website Date accessed

De Weverij https://www.mitros.nl/over-ons/projecten/nieuwbouwprojecten/
de-weverij-blok-3/

21-03-2019

Blokhoeve zuid https://www.portaal.nl/media/1726/verhuurbrochure-peppelhoeve.pdf 21-03-2019

Blokhoeve zuid https://www.portaal.nl/media/1726/verhuurbrochure-peppelhoeve.pdf 21-03-2019

Veemarkt https://www.pararius.nl/appartement-te-huur/utrecht/PR0001515812/
oldenburgerstraat

21-03-2019

Toon type A https://woontank.nl/Project/93732/Appartementen%20TOON.html 21-03-2019

Toon type B https://woontank.nl/Project/93732/Appartementen%20TOON.html 21-03-2019

Toon type C https://woontank.nl/Project/93732/Appartementen%20TOON.html 21-03-2019

Korenschoofstraat https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40169332-koren-
schoofstraat-51/

21-03-2019

Musicallaan https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40928315-musical-
laan-273/

22-03-2019

Melissekade https://www.gevaertmakelaars.nl/woning/utrecht-melissekade-83/ 22-03-2019

Terwijde zuid https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40161649-john-col-
tranestraat-120/

22-03-2019

Vredenburgen-plein https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40820768-holland-
se-toren-20/

22-03-2019

Veemarkt portiek appar-
tementen

https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40162522-hafling-
erstraat-18/

23-03-2019

De Boulogne https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-boulogne-enenpromenade-5-1339053

23-03-2019

De Boulogne https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-boulogne-enenpromenade-7-1339052

23-03-2019

De Boulogne https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-boulogne-parijsboulevard-30-1339013

23-03-2019

De Boulogne https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-boulogne-grauwaartsingel-316-1339027

23-03-2019

Belvedere https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-belvedere-parijsboulevard-42-1340050

27-03-2019

Belvedere https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-belvedere-luxemburgpromenade-178-1340037

27-03-2019

Belvedere https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-belvedere-luxemburgpromenade-140-1340024

27-03-2019

Belvedere https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-belvedere-parijsboulevard-94-1340072

27-03-2019

Rossfeld https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-rossfeld-centrumboulevard-363-1337161

27-03-2019
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Rossfeld https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-rossfeld-parijsboulevard-148-1337167

27-03-2019

Rossfeld https://woneninleidscherijncentrum.nl/wonen/woningdetailpagina/
de-rossfeld-centrumboulevard-455-1337211

27-03-2019

De Syp https://www.pararius.nl/appartement-te-huur/utrecht/PR0001486941/
van-sijpesteijnkade

27-03-2019

De Syp https://vastgoed.woningselector.nl/a15d25e1/woningselector/kavel-
kaart/0/details/34221740

27-03-2019

Pieterstraat https://www.nieuwbouw-in-utrecht.nl/type/14221/5c/ 27-03-2019

City campus MAX https://www.pararius.nl/studio-te-huur/utrecht/PR0001514965/euro-
paplein

27-03-2019

Langerak https://www.pararius.nl/appartement-te-huur/utrecht/PR0001515809/
hogeweide

27-03-2019

Bernadottelaan https://www.pararius.nl/appartement-te-huur/utrecht/PR0001516826/
bernadottelaan

27-03-2019

Zakkendragers-steeg https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40086485-zakken-
dragerssteeg-33-3/

27-03-2019

Zakkendragers-steeg https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40086480-zakken-
dragerssteeg-33-6/

27-03-2019

Nijenoord https://vastgoed.woningselector.nl/8d076785/woningselector/kavel-
kaart/40/details/34213188

27-03-2019

Nijenoord https://vastgoed.woningselector.nl/8d076785/woningselector/kavel-
kaart/40/details/34213167

27-03-2019

Nijenoorf https://vastgoed.woningselector.nl/8d076785/woningselector/kavel-
kaart/0/details/34213348

27-03-2019

Goudestein https://www.funda.nl/huur/utrecht/appartement-40070512-goud-
esteinlaan-18/

30-03-2019
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